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Preface
by Nelson Blackstock
Much of what is publicly known today about the FBfs Cointelpro
(Counterintelligence program) operations is the result of evidence
forced to light through a lawsuit brought by the Socialist Workers
Party and Young Socialist Alliance against FBI spying, harassment,
and disruption. The suit was filed in 1973.
Most of the FBI documents reproduced in this book were obtained in
1974 and 1975 through the SWP lawsuit. These papers on the Cointel
pro operations provided not only an unprecedented look at some of the
surreptitious methods used by the secret police. They also offered despite their authors' original intentions - pieces of the history of the
efforts to build the communist movement in the United States.
From pages of FBI files that were never intended for public viewing
came information about the participation of the SWP and YSA in the
- ps of work
struggle for Black.rights and fights against police fr a m e u
ing-class leaders; details about the contributions ofSWP leaders such
as Fred Halstead in labor struggles and the movement against the
Vietnam War; and facts about the collaboration of communist leaders
such as Clifton DeBerry with Malcolm X and his followers in the Or
ganization of Afro-American Unity.
I was a staff writer for the Militant, a socialist newsweekly pub
lished in New York, when these files came to light. I was given the a s 
signment of preparing a series of articles that would utilize the Coin
telpro papers to tell some of the history of the SWP and the individuals
who were victimized by the government because of their contribution
to the leadership of working-class battles. The articles originally ap
peared in the Militant in 1975. Later that year they were published,
together with an introduction b y Noam Chomsky, by Pathfinder. In
1976 Vintage Books brought out another edition.
The occasion for reissuing this volume now, which is a reprint of the
1975 Pathfinder edition, is the final and successful completion of the
SWP and YSA lawsuit. U.S. District Judge Thomas Griesa ultimately
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8 COINTELPRO
ruled against the FBI. The judge concluded that the FBI's actions, in
cluding Cointelpro, constituted "violations of the constitutional rights
of the SWP and lacked legislative or regulatory authority...."
With specific reference to Cointelpro operations detailed in the pre
sent volume, Griesa found: "There can be no doubt that these di.erup
tive operations were patently unconstitutional and violated the SWP's
First Amendment rights of free speech and assembly. Moreover, there
was no statutory or regulatory authority to disrupt the SWP's legal ac
tivities."
Griesa also ruled that the very presence of undercover FBI inform
ers masquerading as members was in violation of the constitutional
right to privacy of the SWP and YSA and of their individual members
and supporters.
The judge issued a permanent iltjunction against any use of infor
mation obtained by the FBI in violation of the rights of the SWP and
YSA. And he ordered the government to pay $264,000 in damages to
the two organizations.
In March 1988, the Justice Department withdrew its appeal of
Griesa's ruling, making the decision final.
The story of the victory in the case is told in a companion volume,
FBI on Trial, edited by Margaret Jayko. It includes the complete text
of Judge Griesa's decision together with other material on the case.
A further contribution to understanding the historic achievement
represented by the SWP and YSA case is "Washington's Fifty-Year
Domestic Contra Operation," by Larry Seigle. Seigle's essay explains
why the SWP and YSA were able to take the initiative in the fight
against FBI disruption and spying, and why they were able to follow
the fight through to its successful conclusion. It is available i n the
Marxist magazine New International, issue number six, and in the
Spanish-language pamphlet 50 aiios de guerra encubierta: El FBI con
tra los derechos democraticos.
A measure of the changes in political consciousness in the years
since Cointelpro was exposed was the public outrage that greeted the
release of FBI documents detailing the agency's undercover spy oper
ation against the Committee in Solidarity with the People of El Sal
vador (CISPES).
The sharp reaction to this spy campaign was a product of the change
in awareness brought about by the SWP suit and other initiatives
against the FBI; including the Cointelpro revelations. The notion that
people have the right to freedom of speech and association, without
their privacy being violated by snoops and finks, is one that is more
dearly held by far broader layers of the population than ever before.
July 1988
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Introduction
Beginning in the fall of 1971, some curious events took place in
Detroit, Michigan. In late October, lists of supporters, contribu
tors, and subscribers to the party newspaper were stolen from the
campaign headquarters of the Michigan Socialist Workers party.
A few months later, the home of a Socialist Workers party
organizer was robbed. Valuables were ignored, but membership
lists and internal party bulletins were stolen. The burglaries
remain unsolved.
If we ask who might be interested in obtaining the stolen
material, a plausible hypothesis suggests itself. The natural
hypothesis gains support from the fact that persons whose names
appeared on the stolen lists were then contacted and harassed by
FBI agents, and a personal letter of resignation from the party,
apparently stolen from the headquarters, was transmitted by the
FBI to the Civil Service Commission. Information that has since
been obtained about FBI activities, including burglaries over
many years, lends further substantiation to the conclusion that
the FBI was engaged in one of its multifarious endeavors to
undermine and disrupt activities that fall beyond the narrow
bounds of the established political consensus.
The Detroit events recall another incident which, with its
aftermath, became the major news story of 1974. But it would be
misleading to compare the Detroit burglaries to the Watergate
caper. If, indeed, the FBI was responsible, as seems most likely,
then the Detroit burglaries are a far more serious matter. If the
conclusion is correct, then in Detroit it was the political police of
the national government which, in their official function, were
engaged in disrupting the "sanctity of the democratic process,"
9
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not merely a gang of bunglers working "outside the eyetem."
The oUBting of Richard Nixon for hie misdeeds wae described in
the nation's press as "a stunning vindication of our constitution
al system."1 The Detroit example, and others far more serious to
which I return, suggest a rather different reaction. There is a
fundamental distinction between Watergate and Detroit. In the
case of the events surrounding Watergate, the victims were men
of power who are expected to share in the ruling of society and
the formation of ideology. In Detroit the victims were outsiders,
fair game for political repression of a sort that is quite normal.
Thus it is true, in a sense, that the punishment of Nixon and his
cohorts was a vindication of our system, ae this system actually
operates in practice. The Nixon gang had broken the rules,
directing against the political center a minor variant of the
techniques of repression that are commonly applied against
radical diasent. If the basic work of repression continues, after
Nixon, without appreciable comment or concern, then this too
will show that the system is functioninj', quite in accord with
ample historical precedent.
Assuming FBI involvement, the Detroit incident is nevertheless
minor in comparison with other facts exposed during the put
several years. From December 1973, the government wae
compelled through several civil suits to release documentary
evidence concerning its various campaigns to undermine and
disrupt legal activities directed to social change or simply protest
against state policy, through the decade of the 1960s. In
comparison with these revelations, the whole Watergate affair
was a tea party. The documents and depositions made public
during this period, and revelations by disaffected government
agents, lay bare a systematic and extensive program of terror,
disruption, intimidation, and instigation of violence, initiated
under the most liberal Democratic administrations and carried
further under Nixon. The Department of Justice, in its apologetic
and fragmentary review, asserts that the "counterintelligence
program" (Cointelpro) operations "were apparently not reported
to any of the Attorneys General in office during the periods in
which they were implemented," apart from "certain aspects of the
Bureau's efforts to penetrate and disrupt the Communist Party
USA and White Hate Groups."2 Assuming this aasertion to be
true, we may still observe that government officials who had even
a passing familiarity with FBI practices in the past had a
definite responsibility to determine how the bureau was acting,
under their authority.
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A review of these programs demonstrates the relative insignifi
cance of the charges raised against Nixon and his associates,
specifically, the charges presented in the Congressional Articles
of Impeachment.3 Further insight into the state of American
society can be derived by the following simple exercise: compare
the attention focused on the Watergate episodes by the mass
media, including the liberal press and journals of opinion, with
the reaction to the exposures, during exactly the same period, of
the FBI programs. This exercise will demonstrate that until the
dust had settled over Watergate, there was virtually no mention
of the government programs of violence and disruption or
comment concerning them, and even after the Watergate affair
was successfully concluded, there has been only occasional
discussion. The New Republic, which at that time could fairly be
considered the semiofficial organ of American liberalism, was
unconcerned by these exposures, though hardly an issue passed
without a denunciation of Nixon for his crimes, trivial by
comparison. With a few honorable exceptions (specifically, the
Nation), the same was true more generally. The Watergate affair
thus reveals quite clearly the subservience of the media to power
and official ideology. The example is a particularly telling one,
given that the media are so commonly hailed for their courage
and independence during this period.
The lesson of Watergate is simple. American liberalism and the
corporate media will defend themselves against attack. But their
spirited acts of self-defense are not to be construed as a
commitment to civil liberties or democratic principle, despite
noble and self-serving rhetoric. Quite the contrary. They
demonstrate a commitment to the principle that power must not
be threatened or injured. The narrow "elites'' that control the
economy, political life, and the system of conventional doctrine
must be immune to the means of harassment that are restricted,
in the normal course of events, to those who raise a serious
challenge to ruling ideology or state policy or established
privilege. An "enemies list" that includes major corporate
leaders, media figures, and government intellectuals is an
obscenity that is seen as shaking the foundations of the republic.
The involvement of the national political police in the assassina
tion of Black Panther leaders, however, barely deserves comment
in the national press, including the liberal press and journals,
with rare exceptions.
The Cointelpro operations of the 1960s were modeled on the
successful programs of earlier years undertaken to disrupt the
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American Communist party. Though details are unknown, these
programs were no secret, and were generally regarded as
legitimate. The programs directed against the Communist party
continued through the 1960&, with such interesting innovations
as Operation Hoodwink from 1966 through mid-1968, designed to
incite organized crime against the Communist party through
documents fabricated by the FBI, evidently in the hope that
criminal elements would carry on the work of repression and
disruption in their own manner, by means that may b e left to the
imagination.•
From the evidence now available, it appears that the first FBI
disruption program (apart from the CP) was launched in August
1960 against groups advocating independence for Puerto Rico. In
October 1961, the "SWP Disruption Program" was put into
)-._ operation against the Socialist Workers party. The grounds
offered, in a secret FBI memorandum, were the following: the
party had been "openly espousing its line on a local and national
basis through running candidates for public office and strongly
directing and/or supporting such causes as Castro's Cuba and
integration problems ... in the South." The SWP Disruption
Program, put into operation during the Kennedy administration,
reveals very clearly the FBI's understanding of its function: to
block legal political activity that departs from orthodoxy, to
disrupt opposition to state policy, to undermine the civil rights
movement.
These basic commitments were pursued in subsequent years.
For example, the Phoenix office of the FBI noted in a memoran
dum of October 1, 1968, that Professor Morris Starsky of Arizona
State University, "by his actions, has continued to spotlight
himself as a target for counterintelligence action." These
"actions" consisted of the following crimes against the state: "He
and his wife were both named as presidential electors by and for
the Socialist Workers Party when the SWP in August, 1968,
gained a place on the ballot in Arizona. In addition they have
sisned themselves as treasurer and secretary respectively of the
Arizona SWP." Nothing further is alleged, though an earlier
memorandum (May 31, 1968) identifies Starsky as one of those
who have provided "inspiration and leadership" for "New Left
organizations and activities in the Phoenix metropolitan area,"
so that he is one of "the most logical targets for potential
counterintelligence action." The memorandum suggests that
"reliable and cooperative contacts in the mass media" should be
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helpful in this particular program of "Disruption of the New
Left." The documents in the Starsky case also indicate that prior
to the targeting of Starsky on October 1, the FBI had somehow
influenced the Board of Regents that controls the university to
"find cause to separate Professor STARSKY from the public
payroll" on trumped-up charges (memorandum of July l , 1968).
Similarly, the comprehensive program to "expose, disrupt, and
otherwise neutralize the activities of the various New Left
organizations, their leadership and adherents," secretly put into
operation in May 1968, was motivated by the fact that New Left
activists "urge revolution," are responsible for unspecified
"violence and disruption," "call for the defeat of the United
States in Vietnam," and "continually and falsely allege police
brutality and do not hesitate to utilize unlawful acts to further
their so-called causes." They have even "on many occasions
viciously and scurrilously attacked the Director and the Bureau
in an attempt to hamper our investigation of it and to drive us off
the college campuses," where, naturally, the state's political
police should be free to operate with impunity. The latter offense
was particularly grave since, as is now known, FBI provocateurs
were engaged in extensive efforts throughout the country to
instigate campus violence, disrupt student groups, eliminate
radical faculty, and the like, and FBI agents were, for example,
engaged in such actions as stealing documents from campus
groups and burglarizing the offices of professors supporting
them.5
The commitment of the FBI to undermine the civil rights
movement, despite an elaborate pretense to the contrary (and
even some actions as government policy vacillated on the issue),
will come as no surprise to people with first-hand experience in
the South in the early 1960s. As late as summer 1965, FBI
observers refused to act within their legal authority to protect
civil rights demonstrators who were being savagely beaten by
police and thrown into stockades (some, who tried to find
sanctuary on federal property, were thrown from the steps of the
federal building in Jackson, Mississippi, by federal marshals).
These efforts continued in later years, as, for example, when the
FBI, under Cointelpro, succeeded in driving a Black minister
from the Jackson Human Rights Project in early 1969, causing
him to leave the South altogether, by sending him a "spurious,
threatening letter" and encouraging school and church officials
to file complaints against him on the basis of charges which
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(according to his ACLU lawyer) were fabricated by the bureau
and "derogatory" information provided by the bureau.6
Predictably, the most serious of the FBI disruption programs
were those directed against "Black Nationalists." These pro
grams, also initiated under liberal Democratic administrations,
had as their purpose "to expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit, or
otherwise neutralize the activities of black nationalist, hate-type
organizations and groupings, their leadership, spokesmen,
membership, and supporters, and to counter their propensity for
violence and civil disorder." Agents were instructed "to inspire
action in instances where circumstances warrant." Specifically,
they were to undertake actions to discredit these groups both
within "the responsible Negro community" and to "Negro
radicals," and also "to the white community, both the responsible
community and to 'liberals' who have vestiges of sympathy for
militant black nationalists simply because they are Ne-

"
groes. .. .

Several model actions were proposed to agents, who were
instructed "to take an enthusiastic and imaginative approach to
this new counterintelligence endeavor," including an action
apparently directed against the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC) in 1967, in which local police, alerted by the
FBI, arrested leaders "on every pouible charge until they could
no longer make bail" so that they "spent most of the summer in
jail and no violence traceable to [censored] took place." In this
case too, agents were directed to use "established local news
media contacts" and other "sources available to the Seat of
Government" to "disrupt or neutralize" these organizations and
to "ridicule and discredit" them. In the light of these documents,
one cannot fail to recall the elaborate subsequent campaign, in
this case abetted by several liberal intellectuals and "democratic
socialists," to ridicule and discredit individuals who attempted to
raise funds for the Black Panthers during the period when they
were being subjected to extensive police and judicial attack.
During these years, FBI provocateurs repeatedly urged and
initiated violent acts, including forceful disruption of meetings
and demonstrations on and off university campuses, attacks on
police, bombings, and so on. Meanwhile, government agencies
financed, helped organize, and supplied arms to right-wing
terrorist groups that carried out fire-bombings, burglaries, and
shootings, all with the knowledge of the government agencies
respohsible7-in most cases the FBI, although onp. right-wing
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terrorist in Chicago claims that his group was financed and
directed in part by the CIA.8 One FBI provocateur resigned when
he was asked to arrange the bombing of a bridge in such a way
that the person who placed the booby-trapped bomb would be
killed. This was in Seattle, where it was revealed that FBI
infiltrators had been engaged in a campaign of arson, terrorism,
and bombings of university and civic buildings, and where the
FBI arranged a robbery, entrapping a young Black man who was
paid $75 for the job and killed in a police ambush.9 In another
case, an undercover operative who had formed and headed a
pro-Communist Chinese organization "at the direction of the
bureau" reports further that at the Miami Republican convention
he incited "people to tum over one of the buses and then told
them that if they really wanted to blow the bus up, to stick a rag
in the gas tank and light it" (they were unable to overturn the
vehicle). The same ex-operative contends that Cointelpro-type
operations, allegedly suspended in April 1971, were in fact
continuing as late as mid-1974, when he left the bureau's
employ. 10
Many details are now available concerning the extensive
campaign of terror and disruption waged by the government
during these years, in part through right-wing paramilitary
groups organized and financed by the national government but
primarily through the much more effective means of infiltration
and provocation. In particular, much of the violence on campus
can be attributed t o government provocateurs. To cite a few
examples, the Alabama branch of the ACLU argued in court that
in May 1970 an FBI agent "committed arson and other violence
that police used as a reason for declaring that university students
wet·e unlawfully assembled"11-150 students were arrested. The
court ruled that the agent's role was irrelevant unless the defense
could establish that he was instructed to commit the violent acts,
but this was impossible, according to defense counsel, since the
FBI and police thwarted his efforts to locate the agent who had
admitted the acts to him. William Frapolly, who surfaced as a
government informer in the Chicago Eight conspiracy trial, an
active member of student and off-campus peace groups in
Chicago, "during an antiwar rally at his college, . .. grabbed the
microphone from the college president and wrestled him off the
stage" and "worked out a scheme for wrecking the toilets in the
college dorms ... as an act of antiwar protest."12 Many such
cases have been exposed throughout the country.
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Perhaps the most shocking story concerns the assassination of
Fred Hampton and Mark Clark by Chicago police directed by the
state's attorney's office in December 1969, in a predawn raid on a
Chicago apartment. Hampton, one of the most promising leaders
of the Black Panther party-particularly dangerous because of
his opposition to violent acts or rhetoric and his success i n
community organizing-was killed in bed, perhaps drugged.
Depositions in a civil suit in Chicago reveal that the chief of
Panther security and Hampton's personal bodyguard, William
O'Neal, was an FBI infiltrator. O'Neal gave his FBI "contacting
agent," Roy Mitchell, a detailed floor plan of the apartment,
which Mitchell turned over to the state's attorney's office shortly
before the attack, along with "information"-of dubious
veracity-that there were two illegal shotguns in the apartment.
For his services, O'Neal was paid over $10,000 from January 1969
through July 1970, according to Mitchell's affidavit.
The availability of the floor plan presumably explains why "all
the police gunfire went to the inside comers of the apartment,
rather than toward the entrances," and undermines still further
the pretense by the police that the police barrage was caused by
confusion in unfamiliar surroundings that led them to believe,
falsely, that they were being fired upon by the Panthers inside.13
Agent Mitchell was named by the Chicago Tribune as head of
the Chicago Cointelpro directed against the Black Panthers and
other Black groups. Whether or not this is true, there is now
substantial evidence of direct FBI involvement i n this gestapo
style political assassination.
O'Neal, incidentally, continued to report to Mitchell after the
raid. He was taking part in meetings with the Hampton family
and discussions between lawyers and clients, one of many such
examples of violation of the lawyer-client relation. To cite
another, which did receive considerable publicity, the chief
security officer of the American Indian Movement, also a paid
FBI informer, "was the only person, other than defendants and
lawyers, with regular access to the room in which defense
strategy was planned." So valuable were his services during this
period that his cash payment from the bureau was raised from
$900 to $1,100 a month. "The Government, in a sworn affidavit at
the trial, had appeared to contend that it had no informer in the
defense ranks." The informer, who came to believe that AIM was,
in his words, a "legal, social organization that wasn't doing
anything wrong," reports also that he helped lead an armed take-
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over of a state office building in Iowa, among other taeke
performed for the FBI.1•
A top secret Special Report for the president in June 19701 �
gives eome insight into the motivation for the actions undertaken
by the government to destroy the Black Panther party. The report
describes the party ae "the moet active and dangerous black
extremist group in the United States." Its "hard-core members"
were estimated at about 800, but "a recent poll indicates that
approximately 25 per cent of the black population hae a great
respect for the BPP, including 43 per cent of blacks under 21
years of age." On the baeie of euch eetimatee of the potential of
the party, the repressive agencies of the state proceeded against it
to ensure that it did not succeed in organizing ae a eubetantial
social or political force. W e may add that in thie caee,
government repreeeion proved quite eucceeeful.
The eame Special Report develops the broader motivation for
the FBI operations. The intelligence analyeie explains that "the
movement of rebellious youth known ae the 'New Left,' involving
and influencing a eubetantial number of college students, i s
having a eerioue impact on contemporary society with a potential
for eerioue domestic strife." The New Left hae "revolutionary
aime" and an "identification with Marxiem-Leniniem." It hae
attempted "to infiltrate and radicalize labor,'' and after failing
"to subvert and control the maee media" hae eetabliehed "a large
network of underground publications which serve the dual
purpose of an internal communication network and an external
propaganda organ." Its leaders have "openly stated their
sympathy with the international communist revolutionary
movements in South Vietnam and Cuba; and have directed
others into llctivitiee which support these movements." "Al
though New Left groups have been reeponeible for widespread
damage to ROTC facilities, for the halting of eome weapone
related research, and for the increasing dieeent within the
military eervicee, the major threat to the internal security of the
United States ie that directed against the civilian sector of our
society."
In summary, during the decade of the 19608 and for a period of
unknown duration since (perhaps still continuing), the FBI
extended its earlier clandestine operations against the Commu
nist party, committing its reeourcee to undermining the Puerto
Rico independence movement, the Socialist Workers party, the
civil rights movement, Black nationalist movements, the Ku Klux
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Klan, segments of the peace movement, the student movement,
and the "New Left" in general. The overall allocation of FBI
resources during this period is of course unknown. One relevant
bit of evidence is provided by the "Media files," stolen from the
Media, Pennsylvania, office of the FBI in March 1971 by a group
calling itself "the Citizens' Commiaaion to Investigate the FBI,"
and widely distributed through left and peace movement
channels. According to its analysis of the documents in this FBI
office, 1 percent were devoted to organized crime, mostly
gambling; 30 percent were "manuals, routine forms, and similar
procedural matter"; 40 percent were devoted to political surveil
lance and the like, including two cases involving right-wing
groups, ten concerning immigrants, and over 200 on left or liberal
groups. Another 14 percent of the documents concerned draft
resistance and "leaving the military without government permis
sion." The remainder concerned bank robberies, murder, rape,
and interstate theft.16 Whether these figures are typical or not we
cannot know, in the case of a secret organization like the FBI. It
is clear, however, that the commitment of the FBI to undermine
· and destroy popular movements that departed from political
orthodoxy was extensive, and was apparently proportional to the
strength and promise of such movements-as one would expect in
the case of the secret police organization of any state, though it is
doubtful that there is anything comparable to this record among
the Western industrial democracies.
The effectiveness of the state disruption programs is not easy to
evaluate. Surely it was not alight. Black leaders estimate the
significance of the programs as substantial. Dr. James Turner of
Cornell University, president of the African Heritage Studies
Association, aaaeaaea these programs as having "serious long
term consequences for black Americans," in that they "had
' created in blacks a sense of depression and hopeleaaness."17 He
states that "the F.B.I. set out to break the momentum developed
in black communities in the late fifties and early sixties"; "we
needed to put together organizational mechanisms to deliver
services," but instead, "our ability to influence things that
happen to us internally and externally was killed." He concludes
that "the lack of confidence and paranoia stimulated among
black people by these actions" were just beginning to fade.
Conceivably, the long-term impact may be salutary: "We realize
that we can't depend on symbolism and on inspired leadership
and we are beginning to build solidly baaed organizations."
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1961 FBI letter initiating the Sociali,t Worker, Party
Diaruption Program. It cite, tM party', electoral activitiea,
deferue of Cuba, and aupport for the civil right, movement,
not any alleged violent or illegal action,.
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Pages 20 and 21: Among the fifty pages of Muhammad
Kenyatta's Cointelpro file is this letter warning the ciuil
rights leader to leaue Mississippi or face measures "which
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would have a more direct effect." The threat is attributed to
Tougaloo students.
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Pages 22 and 23: Communication from J. Edgar Hoover,
dated March 4, 1968, putting into effect the Cointelpro
Black Natwnalist-Hate Groups. It raises questions about
FBI complicity in the murders of Malcolm X and Martin
Luther King, Jr. Under goal 2, their names fit perfectly in
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the spaces censored by the bureau. This letter was issued
one month before King was killed. Other Cointelpro files
• show that the FBI also had. infiltrators operating within
Malcolm's Muslim Mosque, Inc. (see chapter 5).
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Detailed FBI floor plan of the Chicago apartment where
Panther leaders Fred Hampton and Mark Clark were killed
by police in 1969. An FBI agent made the drawing from
information supplied by Hampton's bodyguard-who later
surfaced as a bureau informer-and paBBed it on to Chicago
police leBB than two weeks before the killings. A court
ordered the files released in response t-0 a suit by the
uictims' families.
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Memos that ostensibly discontinued Cointelpro are worded
unmistakably to allow future disruption. This one, dated
October 10, 1969, recommends getting rid of the title "SWP
Disruption Program" to "eliminate paper work," and adds:
"In the future, the disruption action directed again8t the
SWP will be handled on an individual case basis as deemed
appropriate."
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Pages 26 and 27: 1971 documents purporting to end seven
counterintelligence programs allude to the break-in at the
Media, Pennsylvania, FBI office which shattered their
secrecy. The programs "should now be discontinued for
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security reasons,,, but disruptive tactics will continue "on a
highly selective individual basis with tight procedures to
insure absolute secrecy.,,
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"Symbolism and inspired leadership" are easy targets for the
repressive institutions of the state, its propaganda agencies, and
cooperative intellectuals. Solidly based organizations may be able
t o withstand such attacks. The same lesson, of course, must be
learned outside the Black community.
'.'. We note further that the criminal activities of the FBI were
J initiated under the liberal Democratic administrations and
carried further under Nixon. These programs were (partially)
exposed during the Watergate period, and though incomparably
more serious than anything charged against Nixon, they were
virtually ignored during this .period by the liberal national press
and journals of opinion, and only marginally discussed since,
though ample information is available. I have discovered
personally-and others may verify for themselves-that much of
the most significant information is unknown to generally well
informed journalists and other intellectuals, and that the scale of
the FBI programs is rarely appreciated, though by now enough
information is readily available for those who want to know.
We note finally that "the Justice Department has decided not to
prosecute anyone in connection with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation's 15-year campaign to disrupt the activities of
suspected subversive organizations." 18 J. Stanley Pottinger, head
of the Civil Rights Division, reported to the attorney general that
he had found "no basis for criminal charge.a against any
particular individuals involving particular incidents." The
present director of the FBI has also made clear that he sees
nothing particularly serious in the revelations of the past several
years. There will be no Congressional committee conducting a
serious investigation of these practices, and no furor in the liberal
press over the revelations themselves or the failure to investigate
them. In short, the system continues to work.
The criminal programs of the FBI during the 1960s are simply
an extension of past practices. According to William C. Sullivan,
Hoover's assistant for many years:

..

Such a very great man as Franklin D. Roosevelt saw nothing wrong
in asking the FBI to investigate those opposing his lend-lease
policy- a purely political request. He also had us look into the
activities of others who opposed our entrance into World War II, just
as later Administrations had the FBI look into those opposing the
conflict in Vietnam. It was a political request also when he
[Roosevelt] instructed us to put a telephone tap, a microphone, and a
physical .. surveillance on an internationally known leader in his
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Adminiatration. It wu done. The reaulta he wanted were secured and
given t o him. Certain records of this kind . . . were not then or later
put into the regular FBI filing system. Rather, they were deliberately
kept out of it.19

Not long after World War II ended, President Truman put into
operation the repressive measures which laid the basis for what
is misleadingly called "McCarthyism." The Mundt-Nixon bill
calling for the registration of the Communist party was reported
out of Nixon's House Committee on Un-American Activities in
1948. Senate liberals objected, and after a Truman veto they
proposed as a substitute "the ultimate weapon of repression:
concentration camps to intern potential troublemakers on the
occasion of some loosely defined future 'Internal Security
Emergency',''20 including, as one case, "insurrection within the
United States in aid of a foreign enemy."21 This substitute was
advocated by Benton, Douglas, Graham, Kefauver, Kilgore,
Lehman, and Humphrey, then a freshman senator. Humphrey
later voted against the bill, though he did not retreat from his
concentration camp proposal. In fact, he was concerned that the
conference committee had brought back "a weaker bill, not a bill
to strike stronger blows at the Communist menace, but weaker
blows." The problem with the new bill was that those interned in
the detention centers would have "the right of habeas corpus so
they can be released and go on to do their dirty business ,"22
Humphrey complained. In later years as well Senate liberals were
responsible for some of the most repressive legislation.
During the same period, the ideological institutions of Ameri
can society-the mass media, cinema, and the universities and
schools-were successfully purified as radicals were largely
eliminated from the sensitive professions and often harassed or
dismissP.d elsewhere as well. It was only under the pressure of the
student movement in the late 1960s that the universities were
compelled to become slightly less orthodox and to make marginal
concessions to freedom of thought and inquiry that moved
beyond the ideological consensus determined by ruling groups.
And even in those years, in numerous cases radicals were forced
out of academic positions, often by faculty or administration
decision, but in some instances over the heads of faculty and
administrators, by the governing bodies of the universities.
It is now commonly argued that during the late 1960s the
universities were virtually taken over by the left, while the mass
media took on an adversary position with respect to state
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authority-some say irreaponaibly, while others laud the press for
its honesty and independence. This is gross nonsense. T h e
orthodoxy o f the universities was barely challenged. Overwhelm
ingly, university departments, particularly those concerned with
domestic policy and international affairs, remained under t h e
control of people committed to the reigning state capitalist
ideology, and throughout the Vietnam War the subversion of the
universities in the service of state policy persisted with only
minor interference. As for the media, I have already pointed out
that the Watergate affair-allegedly their finest hour-merely
demonstrates their continued subservience to the ruling powers.
The same is generally true with regard to the war in Vietnam.
Even the liberal press generally continued, to the end, to describe
the war as a conflict between North and South Vietnam, hewing
close to the official propaganda line. Media doves joined most
liberal intellectuals in protesting that the United States was
defending South Vietnam in an exercise of misplaced benevo
lence. The war was "a mistake," a case of good motives
transmuted (mysteriously) into bad policy, with no one to blame.
The fact that the United States was engaged in direct aggression
in South Vietnam, and that its murderous attack against the
rural society of South Vietnam then spilled over to neighboring
regions, has been consistently suppressed by the media and
journals of opinion, again with a few honorable exceptions. The
war in Laos and Cambodia was kept "secret" over long perioda
through the self-eeneorship of the press, which then hypocritical
ly blamed Nixon for deception when the time came to punish him
for his departure from the established rules of the game.
Kissinger's efforts to evade the provisions of the "peace treaty"
were aleo effectively kept from public attention, in a remarkable
display of submissiveness. I have given elaborate documentation
elsewhere, and will not discuss this matter further here.2"
When someone suggests a reduction in military spending or the
cancellation of some new superweapon development, outraged
apologists for militarism are sure to denounce such proposals for
"unilateral disarmament." Similarly, a slight breach in ortho
doxy is sufficient to terrify authoritaria.n ideologues, who see in it
the collapse of the system of thought control that has been so
effective in depoliticizing American society. The gross exaggera·
tions of frightened academics and political commentators serve to
illustrate the extent and success of the long-standing system of
ideological control in the United States.
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I have spoken of this system as a post-World War II
phenomenon, but that is a mistake. Its roots go far deeper. Recall
that J. Edgar Hoover rose to national prominence when h e was
appointed chief of the General Intelli gence (antiradical) division
of the Justice Department in August 1919, just before the "Palmer
raids" of January 2, 1920, when more than 4,000 alleged
"radicals" were rounded up in thirty-three cities in twenty-three
states (over 200 aliens were subsequently deported), while the
Washington Post editorialized that "there is no time to waste on
hairsplitting over infringement of liberty" in the face of the
Bolshevik menace, and lauded the House of Representatives for
its expulsion of socialist congressman Victor Berger on grounds
that it could not have given a "finer or more impressive
demonstration of Americanism"; the New York Times meanwhile
described the expulsion of socialist assemblym en as "an
American vote altogether, a patriotic and conservative vote"
which "an immense majority of the American people will approve
and sanction," whatever the benighted electorate may believe.2 '
One may trace the pattern back much further, to the Alien and
Sedition Acts by which "the Federalists sought to suppress
political opposition and to stamp out lingering sympathy for the��
principles of the French Revolution,"25 or the judicial murder of
four anarchists for "having advocated doctrines" which allegedly
lay behind the explosion of a bomb in Chicago's Haym arket
Square after a striker had been killed by police in May 1886 .26
The Cointelpro documents and the related disclosures are
noteworthy, and in accord with historical precedent, in that no
specific illegal acts were charged against those "targeted" by the
FBI, though a vague "propensity for violence" and unspecified
violent acts are alleged. Similarly, the "seditious utterances" of
the Haym arket anarchists sufficed, in the eyes of the Chicago
police,· to attribute "moral responsibility" for the bombing and to
justify their prosecution and hanging.27 And Attorney General
Palmer justified his actions "to clean up the country almost
unaided by any virile legislation" on grounds of the failure of
Congress "to stamp out these seditious societies in their open
defiance of law by various forms of propaganda":
Upon these two basic certainties, first that the "Reds" were criminal
aliens, and secondly that the American Government must prevent
crime, it was decided that there could be no nice distinctions drawn
between the theoretical ideals of the radicals and their actual
violations of ou.r national laws....
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Palmer's "information showed that communism in this country
was an organization of thousands of aliell8, who were direct allies
of Trotzky." Thus "the Government is now sweeping the nation
clean of such alien filth," with the overwhelming support of the
press, until they perceived that their own interests were
threatened.28 Elsewhere he described the prisoners as follows:
Out of the sly and crafty eyes of many of them leap cupidity, cruelty,
insanity, and crime; from their lopsided faces, sloping brows, and
miaahapen features may be recognized the unmistakable criminal
type.
Palmer was a liberal and progressive. His purpose was "to tear
out the radical seeds that have entangled American ideas in their
poisonous theories."30 His belief that the state has the authority
to prevent these seeds from germinating is within the general
framework of American liberalism. The maSB media, the schools,
and the universities defend ideological orthodoxy in their own,
generally successful, ways. When a threat to reigning dogma is
perceived, the state is entitled to act.
After World War I, labor militancy menaced established
privilege. Hoover labored to portray the 1919 steel strike as a
"Red conspiracy." A subsequent miner's strike was described by
President Wilson as "one of the gravest steps ever proposed in
this country," "a grave moral and legal wrong," while the press
warned that the miners, "red-soaked in the doctrines of Bolshev
ism," were "starting a general revolution in America."a 1 The Red
Scare, as Levin shows, "was promoted, in large part, by major
business groups which feared their power was threatened by a
leftward trend in the labor movement"; and they had "reason to
rejoice" at its substantial success, namely, "to weaken and
conservatize the labor movement, to dismantle radical parties,
and to intimidate liberals." It "was an attempt-largely
successful-to reaffirm the legitimacy of the power elites of
capitalism and to further weaken workers' class consciousness."
The Red Scare was strongly backed by the press and 'the
American elites until they came to see that their own interests
would be harmed as the right-wing frenzy got out of hand-in
particular, the anti-immigrant hysteria, which threatened the
best reserve of cheap labor.
The Red Scare also served to buttress an interventionist foreign
policy. Foster Rhea Dulles observed that "Governmental agencies
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made most of these fears and kept up a barrage of anti-Bolshevik
propaganda throughout 1919 which was at least partially
inspired by the need to justify the policy of intervention in both
Archangel and Siberia."32
After World War II, the story was reenacted. While intellectual
ideologists depicted American expansionism as "defense of
freedom" (with an occasional, but so understandable excess of
zeal), transmuting the brutal Russian state into a global
aggressor under an elaborate mythology that even its creators
have been compelled to disown, the state moved to ensure
obedience and submissiveness to the evolving imperial system
and the domestic permanent war economy. As already noted,
American liberals had their hand in some of the worst abuses.
The general motivation was the traditional one: "there could be
no nice distinctions drawn between the theoretical ideals of the
radicals and their actual violations of our national laws"
(Palmer}.
The basic liberal doctrine was laid out clearly by Supreme
Court Justice Robert H. Jackson in his opinion upholding the
Smith Act on grounds "that it was no violation of free speech to
convict Communists for conspiring to teach or advocate the
forcible overthrow of the government, even if no clear and present
danger could be proved." For if the clear and present danger test
were applied, Jackson argued, "it means that Communist
plotting i s protected during its period of incubation; its prelimi
nary stages of organization and preparation are immune from
the law; the Government can move only after imminent action is
manifest, when it would, of course, be too late." Thus there must
be "some legal formula that will secure an existing order against
revolutionary radicalism. . . . There is no constitutional right to
'gang up' on the Government." Opposition tendencies, however
minuscule, must be nipped in the bud prior to "imminent action."
As for the Communist party, "ordinary conspiracy principles"
suffice to charge any individual associated with it "with
responsibility for and participation in all that makes up the
Party's program" and "even an individual," acting alone and
apart from any "conspiracy," "cannot claim that the Constitu
tion protects him in advocating or teaching overthrow of
government by force or violence. . . . "33
In conformity with these doctrines, the ideological institutions
must be kept free of contamination. Even a single tenured
Marxist professor of economics in a country as complex and
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diverse as the United States constitutes a potential threat. As i n
the case of the Red Scare o f 1920, it was only when the hysteria
that had been whipped up began to endanger major institutions
and individuals near the center of power that the economic and
political leadership and their intellectual spokesmen took
effective measures to terminate the repression-or more accurate
ly, to restrict it to the proper victims.
Given the historical context, it is entirely natural that the
beginnings of the ferment of protest and organization in the early
1960s set the apparatus of repression into operation once again,
in the manner described in the documents presented below and
elsewhere. Nor is it surprising that American liberalism looked
the other way, until the repression struck home under Nixon; and
even then, it is important to emphasize once again, indignation
was largely restricted to Nixon's crimes, insignificant in
comparison to the revelations of the same period. Matters are no
different when the Black anarchist Martin Sostre-desi gnated as
a "prisoner of conscience" by Amnesty International -is merci
lessly persecuted by the state, or when Black students are
murdered at Orangeburg and Jackson State, and on and on.
Some commentators have found it "puzzling" that the FBI
should devote such energies to hounding a scoutmaster in
Orange, New Jersey, whose wife is a socialist, or to disrupting
small socialist parties, while "crime rates in American cities
escalated and organized crime expanded its interests" and "the
real espionage dangers from the Soviet K.G.B." were "apparently
ignored."34 Placing the events in their historical and doctrinal
context, the puzzle is easily resolved. The real threat to the
"existing order" is not organized crime or the KGB, but
"revolutionary radicalism" or even protest by popular groups
that have escaped the control of the political leadership and
intellectual ideologists. That this threat can quickly become real
indeed was made evident in the late 1960&, when American
aggression in Vietnam was significantly hampered35 and its
ideological props swept away (in significant circles, though not in
the major ideological institutions).
For the most part, however, the threat of intellectual indepen
dence and uncontrolled political and social organization has been
well contained (the major postwar success of the "containment
policy"). Alone among the parliamentary democracies, the United
States has had no mass-based socialist party, however mild and
reformist, no socialist voice in the media, and virtually no
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departure from centrist ideology within the schools and universi
ties, at least until the pressure of student activism impelled a
slight departure from orthodoxy. All of this is testimony to the
effectiveness of the system of controls that has been in force for
many years, the activities of the FBI being only the spearhead for
far more extensive, substantial, and effective-if more low
keyed-measures enforced throughout American society.
From its inception, ·the FBI has operated on the liberal doctrine
that "preliminary stages of organization and preparation" must
be frustrated, well before there is any clear and present danger of
"revolutionary radicalism," occasionally progressing beyond the
intended bounds of this doctrine. The people of the United States
pay dearly for domestic privilege and the securing of imperial
domains. The vast waste of social wealth, miserable urban
ghettos, meaningless work within authoritarian capitalist institu
tions, the threat (or reality) of lose of even the opportunity to rent
oneself to the owners of capital, standards of health and social
welfare that should be intolerable in a society with vast
productive resources-all of this must be endured and even
welcomed as "the price of freedom" if "the existing order" is to
stand without challenge. The intelligentsia have generally played
their natural role, promulgating the required doctrines with
enthusiasm and energy and diverting or diluting any serious
departure from the conventional system of beliefs, with an
occasional show of dismay when privileged groups themselves
are threatened. As for the state instruments of repreSBion, one
can expect little change in coming years, at least until the rise of
mass-based popular organizations devoted to social change and
to an end of oppression and injustice.

NOAM CHOMSKY

July 1975

Notes
1. Henry Steele Commager, "The Constitution is Alive and Well," New
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5. On the latter, - Vin McLellan, "FBI Heiata Namee of 1970 Student
Strikers," Boat.on Phoenix, March 5, 1974, baaed on the report of former

security officers at Brandeia University.
6. John M. Crewdaon, "Black Putor Got F.B.I. Threat in '69," New
York Ti1Ma, March 17, 1965.
7. For a review of some of theee actiona, aee Dave Dellinger, More
Power than We Know (New York, Doubleday, 1975); Gary T. Marx,
"Thoughta on a Neglected Category of Social Movement Participant: The
Agent Provocateur and the Informant," A1Mrican Journal of Sociology,
vol. 80, no. 2 (September 1974), pp. 402-42. See alao Steven V. Roberta,
"F.B.I. Informer Ia Linked to Right-Wing Violence," New York Timea,
June 24, 1974, and Everett R. Hollee, "AC.L.U. Saya F.B.I. Funded
'Army' To Terrorize Antiwar Protesters," New York Ti1Ma, June 27, 1975,
for some examplee of FBI operationa in San Diego, ranging from
"espionage, vandaliam and mail theft to bombings, uausination plota
and shootings, acconling to the report" filed by the ACLU for the Senate
Select Committee on Intelliaence. The report cites the testimony of an FBI
informer that he wu instructed to usuainate Peter Bohmer in the
winter of 1971-72, though the attempt wu not carried out. But in January
1972, shots were fired into Bohmer'• hoWM!, wounding an occupant, by
members of the Secret Army Organization, set up (according to the report)
"on inatructiona of F.B.I. officiala," and an FBI agent identified in court
u the "control" for the organization hid the gun Wied in the attack for
nearly six months. Bohmer wu, meanwhile, hounded out of his position
at San Diego State University and wu, for a time, committed to a
, hospital for the criminally insane for observation after his participation
in civil diaobedience against the war.
8. Mike Royko, Chicago Daily New,; Bo,ton Globe, February 1, 1975.
Royko's source refused to take hia information to the investigating
agencies, on the grounds that "theee local proeecutors . . . were involved
in the same kind of thing'' and will "wind up looking at themaelvee in a
mirror."
9. For information on these and other FBI actions in Seattle, see
Dellinger, op. cit., and Frank J. Donner, "Hoover's Legacy," The Nation,
June 1, 1974.
10. John M. Crewdaon, "Ex-Operative Says He Worked For F.B.I. To
Disrupt" Political Activities Up To '74," New York Ti1M1, February 24,

.v ·

1975.
11. Civil Libertiu, No. 273, December 1970; publication of the ACLU.
12. Dellinger, op. cit.
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13. John Kifner, "F.B.I. Gave Chicago Police Plan of Slain Panther's
Apartment," New York Times, May 25, 1974. Although the fact of FBI
involvement in the Hampton &88888ination, along with other details of
this major state crime, was not widely publicized outside of Chicago,
nevertheless there were a few reports, such as this one. There can be no
excuse for the general silence on this matter, which alone ove1'8hadowa
the entire Watergate affair by a substantial margin.
14. John Kifner, "Security Aide for Indiana Says He Was F.B.I.
Informer," New York Times, March 13, 1975.
15. Special Report of lnuragency Committee on Intelligence (Ad Hoc),
Chairman, J . Edgar Hoover, along with the directors of the CIA, DIA,
and NSA, prepared for the President, June 25, 1970, marked "Top Secret."
A censored version was later released. Quotes below are from Book 7, Part
1: Summary of Internal Security Threat.
16. For analysis and texts of the Media documents, see Paul Cowan,
Nick Egleson, and Nat Hentoff, State Secrets (Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1973). Comparable figures are given by Marx (op. cit.). He notes
that "among the 34 cases [of infiltration) for which some information is
available, 11 involved white campus groups; 11, predominantly white
peace groups and/or economic groups; 10, black and Chicano groups; and
only two, right-wing groups." Furthermore, "in two-thirds of the 34 cases
considered here, the specious activists appear to have gone beyond
p888ive information gathering to active provocation."
17. C. Gerald Fraser, "F.B.I. Action in 1961 Called Still Harmful to
Hopes of Blacks," New York Times, April 6, 1974. See also Je88e Jackson
and Alvin F. Poussaint, "The Danger Behind FBI Obstruction of Black
Movements," Boston Globe, April 2, 1974.
18. "Charges Over F.8.1.'a Tactics on Subversive Suspects Barred,"
Waahington Star-News; New York Times, January 4, 1975.
19. Letter to the annual Chief Justice Earl Warren Conference on
Advocacy, June 7-8, 1974, cited from the final report, Privacy in a Free
Society, by Nat Hentoff, "The Privacy War Games," The Village Voice,
December 9, 1974.
20. Frank Wilkinson, The Era of Libertarian Repression-1948 to 1973:
from Congressman to President, with Substantial Support from the
Liberal Eatablishment, University of Akron, 1974; reprinted from the
University of Akron Law Review.

21. Emergency Detention Act of 1950, cited by Wilkinson.
22. Cited by Wilkinson from 96 Congreuional Record, 1950, 15520-1.
23. See my For Reaaons of State (Pantheon, 1973) and earlier books.
Aleo my "Reporting Indochina: the News Media and the Legitimation of
Lies," Social Policy, October 1973; "The Remaking of History," Ramparts,
August 1975. See also (with E.S. Herman) Counterrevolutionary Violence:
Bloodbaths in Fact and Propaganda. (Warner Modular, 1973), auppre88ed
by order of the paren! conglomerate (Warner Brothers) but available in
French (&ins de Sang, Seghera/Laffont, 1974) and other European
languages. It should be noted that there was a fair amount of honest and
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important work by foreign correspondents in the field, and occasional
instances of accurate and aerioUB review and analysis at the editorial
level as well. For an outstanding example, see the review of the war in the
special supplement of the St. Louis Poat-Dispatch under the direction of
Richard Dudman, April 30, 1975.
24. On the post-World War I "Red Scare" see Murray B. Levin, Political
Hysteria in America: the Democratic Capacity for Repression (Basic
Books, 1971). Other sources have cited figures as high as 10,000 arrested
during the Palmer Raids and 700 aliens deported. See Max Lowenthal,
The Federal Bureau of Investigation (William Sloane Associates, Inc.,
1950).
25. David Brion Davia, editor, The Fear of Conspiracy (Cornell
University Preas, 1971).
26. Ibid. A fifth committed suicide before the sentence of death could be
executed. Three others were sentenced to hanging as well, but were not
executed. No proof was offered that any of the eight had been involved in
the bomb-throwing.
27. See the excerpt from Michael J. Schaack, Anarchy and Anarchists,
Chicago, 1889, in Davis's collection. Schaack was captain of the East
Chicago Avenue Police Station and "was widely credited with having
uncovered the anarchist conspiracy" (Davia).
28. See excerpts from Palmer in Davia, op cit. On the role of the press,
see Levin, op cit.
29. Cited by Levin.
30. See excerpt in Davia, op. cit.
31. Cf. Levin, op. cit.
32. Foster Rhea Dulles, The &ad to Teheran (Princeton, 1945), cited by
Levin, op. cit.
33. See the concurring and diBBenting opinions of Mr. Justice Jackson
cited in Davia, op. cit.
34. Nicholas M. Horrock, ''The F.B.l.'a Appetite for Very Small
Potatoes," New York Times, March 23, 1975.
35. On the significance of the threat, both actual and potential, as
perceived at high levels of policy planning, see my review of some of the
evidence contained in the "Pentagon Papers" in For ReaBons of State,
chapter 1. For diaCUBaion of the impact on the American expeditionary
force, see David Cortright, Soldiers in Revolt, (New York, Doubleday,
1975).
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'Prevent these people
from getting elected'

In late 1971 Donald Segretti waa discharged from the army,
where he had served aa an attorney. He had a friend in the White
House and he quickly landed a new job.
In the next few mol)ths strange things began to happen to
some of the candidates for the Democratic presidential nomina
tion. During the New Hampshire primary the state's major
newspaper printed a letter accusing Edmund Muskie of making
derogatory statements about French-Americans. Sometime later
it would be discovered that the letter was a phony, but two weeks
before election day it sparked quite a stir.
Later, there were fake press releaaes iasued on the stationery of
Muskie and Hubert Humphrey.
Then, on June 17, 1972, five men were discovered breaking into
the headquarters of the Democratic National Committee at the
Watergate complex in Waahington, D.C. The story that eventual
ly unraveled-including spying and political sabotage-had an
unprecedented impact on American political life. It eventually
forced the resignation of the president of the United States.
The Cointelpro documents reveal that none of the Watergate
crimes were original. The FBI has for years been doing the same
thing-and worse to the Socialist Workers party. Every one of
the plumbers' "dirty tricks" had been used for years by the FBI
against the SWP, civil rights leaders, and others on the
government's "enemies list."
As this country's political police, the FBI has been assigned the
role of determining what ideaa are fit for the American people to
hear and what ideas are not. Socialism, in their opinion, is not fit.
39
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The ruling class, which runs the government, is convinced that
it would be better for them if socialism were considered
illegitimate or "subversive." The idea that the working people o f
this country should take over its wealth and resources and use
them for their own welfare is a subversive idea-if you are a
capitalist.
In the early 1960s the witch-hunt that had dominated
American politics during the 1950s was giving way to a greater
openness to radical ideas. Socialists began winning a place on
the ballot-and were more and more being treated as legitimate
candidates with a particular point of view. The FBI decided that
they had a problem. Cointelpro was their solution.
The Cointelpro plot to disrupt socialist election campaig ns was
concocted not because of any illegal activities by the SWP, but
because, as J. Edgar Hoover said, socialist candidates were
"openly" talking to people about their ideas.
The documents at the end of this chapter show that the FBI
attempted to wreck the 1961 campaign of a Black socialist for
Manhattan borough president, waged a sustained drive against
Clifton DeBerry, the SWP's 1964 presidential candidate, tried to
get socialists excluded from supporting an independent Black
candidate in San Francisco in 1964, and incited an attack on
Fred Halstead when he was the SWP presidential candidate in
1968.
These actions are only part of the record of FBI sabotage
against socialist candidates. And there are operations that
remain hidden in files the FBI is refusing to disclose.
One Cointelpro operation that has come to light through the
socialists' suit concerns the 1966 campaig n of Judy White for
governor of New York. This was during the period when the
antiwar movement was beginning to have a major impact on the
thinking of the American people. White was a leader of the
antiwar movement.
A broad layer of opponents of the war-including many
radicals who were not particularly close to the SWP-had
endorsed White as the only antiwar candidate in the race.
Campaign supporters worked hard to get the sig natures
necessary to obtain ballot status, which brought a significant
amount of attention from the media.
The FBI looked for a way to sabotage this campaign. They
noticed that according to New York law White was formally not
old enough to hold the office of governor. The FBI tried to get this
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fact reported in the media in an attempt to discredit the
campaign.
According to the documents, the FBI decided to rely on the
Daily News to do the job for them, but the New York City CBS
television affiliate did it instead. A copy of the transcript of the
editorial broadcast by the station immediately following the
election is reproduced in the files.
White recently read the Cointelpro papers relating to her
campaign. "It was the CBS editorial that started the whole
controversy that led to the passage of what was called the 'anti
Judy White law,'" she recalled.
As the documents show, the state legislature soon passed a law
altering the election code to require that a candidate be old
enough to assume an office in order to run for it.
"Even before the election, CBS was making effective use of the
charge that I wasn't 'old enough.' I'm sure the FBI must have
planted this idea," White said.
"We were getting many hours of broadcast time, which was
uncommon then. But a few days before the elections it abruptly
stopped."
"I was scheduled to go on CBS with the other candidates for
governor on a special one-hour program. Suddenly, CBS informed
us that my appearance was canceled. They said I was not a
legally qualified candidate because of my age."
Of course, White was legally qualified to run for office; that was
why the law was changed. Today people under thirty are legally
ineligible to run for governor of New York.
These documents indicate that the FBI may have been
responsible for getting this legislation on the books.
The next set of documents concerns an FBI undercover plot
implemented the previous year. The city was Denver, where the
Socialist Workers party was fielding candidates in the elections
for school board.
"In an effort to prevent these people from being elected," the
Denver.office proposed to FBI headquarters that a letter be sent
to the president of the Denver school board to "alert" him to the
fact that socialists were running for positions on the board.
The Denver FBI included in its proposal to Washington an
article about the SWP that had appeared in the Denver Post the
previous year. That article branded the SWP "as both subversive
and on the Attorney General's list of subversive organizations."
The FBI likes the media to refer to the SWP in this fashion, and
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there is every reason to believe that the FBI was involved in
writing that story.
(The attorney general's list, a McCarthy-era compilation of
"subversive" organizations, was officially abolished by Nixon
during his last days in office. However, the government still
maintains a secret list of "subversive organizations" for use by
government agencies.)
The FBI seemed to be irritated because the Denver press had
failed to label the SWP as subversive when the party announced
its school board candidates.
Washington gave the go-ahead for a letter from "a concerned
mother."
The next group of documents exposes an FBI operation aimed
at a Black socialist. The FBI tried to ruin Paul Boutelle's
campaign for mayor of New York in 1969 and to drive him and
other Blacks out of the SWP.
The FBI discovered through its surveillance of the SWP that
Boutelle had been arrested in New Jersey and falsely charged
with possession of stolen property while he was helping a friend
to move. The FBI sought to exploit this by circulating informa
tion on the arrest to the press.
While no New York newspaper ever printed the story, the FBI
indicates in a document printed here that the information might
have been passed on to supporters of Mayor John Lindsay, who
was running for reelection, thus encouraging them to challenge
the petitions the SWP had submitted in order to obtain ballot
status.
This challenge resulted in the board of elections ruling the SWP
off the ballot, and the party was forced to run a write-in
campaign. If this was caused by the FBI, as they suggest, that
makes this one of the more successful Cointelpro operations.
The second part of the plot was less successful. The FBI
followed up by mailing Boutelle a racist letter, purportedly from a
white member of the SWP, attacking him for both the arrest and
remarks Boutelle had made at an earlier SWP convention.
The effect of this letter, as recorded in FBI files and as recalled
by members of the SWP who were in New York in 1969, is
instructive.
The FBI has made other political organizations the target of
this type of disruption with some success, but these tactics do not
prove very useful against a politically seasoned and experienced
organization like the SWP.
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Boutelle brought the letter directly to the attention of a meeting
of the New York SWP, where it could be openly discussed. Party
members immediately spotted the letter as the work of police.
"We've been through this before," the FBI quotes one member as
saying. "No one in the SWP wrote that."

•

•

•

There are those who are horrified by the Watergate crimes, yet
feel that the use of the same tactics against socialists is excusable
in the name of "national security." They accept the notion that
certain ideas and the advocates of those ideas are beyond the
pale.
One of the main lessons of both Watergate and the Cointelpro
papers is that the use of such illegal methods against political
opponents cannot remain limited to socialists. If tolerated, they
will inevitably be aimed at other forces in this society who run
into conflict with the powers that be. This is an important
conclusion to be drawn by the labor movement and others.
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Pages 44 and 45: Initial suggestions for disruption tactics
against the SWP submitted by the Detroit off ice in
November 1961, less than a month after Hoover's directive
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launching the program. The proposals center on the use of
the "subversive" label to smear the party and any causes it
was supporting.
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Pages 4649: In 1966, the FBI attempted to undermine Judy
White's campaign for governor of New York by getting the
press to publici:u the fact that if elected she would not meet
the age requirement /or holding that office. In the memo on
page 49 the bureau takes credit for helping inspire the
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"Anti.Judy White Law" barring young people from the
ballot. The reference to John Clarence Franklin on page 46
concerns an earlier FBI operation against a Black socialist
candidate, which is described in chapter 4.
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In e'overlr.g the rc.•cent. clec�ior.i i n �t"-' York, ve dt::c;-vcrcd. vh/1\t ,.:c cont.icier
t.o be a uir1ou: fla'll in O\IT (:lcc;.ion h,'41, a !' h ,,· t:·,.,,t. :i'!':o-.:�d \.c cvt·:c
- ..:�c�
.1 •cdhtcly. A."ld t?:e !'lc.v 1:. t�&.t., u:-.�cr the ;re!:c·�: spa::: , " �t·:-son c�n
J'W'l tor ,o\•erno:- o:- ot.?-.er $t&tt crtic:c£ cYCr, -:.>-.�.;..�h t.?.- at :;:cr:o:i �..i:,· r.vt �e
ellciblc to nrvc 1r dec-:.cd, accord.int to
- t.he provis!.o:-:s or 01..r sutc
CDnatitution.
J'or example, tt:-c state Co:-i:t1tut!o:'l aay.s that in order to aerve t.s ,;o·,r!':-:�r •
.
..
. � ;-�:-!�:': �.:!•. �,. ?I'." !''!'!'?'1 ""'""· • ia�tJ,...,,. ,.,, �»� .'tt:..t.t" rnr t�c r:".: ;:c2:-s
)n'Ce<:d.inz the clc::: ien, a:-:d a t:n1ted S�atc: d:.inl'\. ?-.1.t, t�c tci�rc':,:-;1 o!'
Stale tel11 \:.t, there h r.o p:-OCP�\:.TC Uta.:. ca!.lJ fc,t • C'. •t:�C!;.Hit' Cl':�Ci<. t.O
. fttcmine that a ca.."lO!datc r.c::-.ir.ued for i:.:ivcnor ttc.c-:.s those �1,1,�Ufic'c.:.ir,:-,1_
Jrov, in the past elccUo:-:, "..he Soe!ali!.� i.:ori:e:r Pe.!'l:,' c�:-:��da.tc !'or i;'o,;c-r:::>r
VH a vo:.an r,J,,::�d .:udith :-::--.!:.e. 3ut. 1!' ::-,e tad Cccn clcc:.e�, i.-:e;-rC�:-:r; �:)
the Constit!:Uo:i ::.i':e co\:.ld :-.o:. t.ave srrv,:.1, tecsur.c ,�� is ZD �-.,s:-: o��. .;.-.!,
u J ��ntio�cj, the stat� COns-:.!tu:.!or. sais th.at the &overr.cr ::,\1$:. o. •;
le aat 30.
11nce the Cor.:lStutio::i d:>e! cor.-:.ai:'l ccr:.�in �ualificatio:ls for ':.he or!!cc �!
aovcrnor, th.e:i· :.::e 1-a�e i;_-.,alS!'!u,tio::.:; rhc,-.:J.d a;;.11 t:> t.!':e ;.e:,h ·,•i':o n;..� :�.:r
\hat ortice. !t doesn't. �t..'.�c ac:i,e to ��v� a c&r.di��tc r.:.�::.i�t !�:- e..� ct!:ee
· \hat the Co:i�t! t\:tior. ,,..:,, ?-,e is r.ot cl.t.:;t!:h to fill. E'"1<.:-;,'�:':e \o':':O •10:u
tor th at can:Jteue ,;.r.rC\-.:s hi� vcte a.:a.y, :.r:d, in a ti.;:.r.t ro::c, ti".ose vo..ea
could be cruc!l:l. I!' :!'.c..t. cc::.di��tc :�:>·Jld ?':�:;;.,en to 'W'i:, dtct!or,, 1:.. co•;ld
ff&\llt iD a brcL<1!o·.,:, of 01.:r c:)vtrr�-:'!'- ',.

-�·

In our opinion, !�cl•� s�culd enscre th�t ca�ild�tcs on the tallot arc
tlltible to ::c:nc in t.he of!icc tor -.:!'.ic ?-. theJ uc rt� ::!r.t.
J •

•••
Ve 'VO'Jld like -:.o rt:.1::.1 o-.;:- •,h..-er, th11.t 1,
' 'C ? S ':V
· vill co:i::ldcr rc,\:.est:. rot'
Ucw for t.hc Jlrc:!C:lt.a:ic:i or vlc:.1.:s di!'rcrine: !rc::1 d,ose cr;:-c:::"d i:i c-.;r
ed11.c.rials�
.
.. .· ..

--·�.. .

.. .
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DATE:

Dlfl�CTOR, l'lll (l00-1136291)

' •

s�c. 11;.i
; you;: (100 .. 1466<>8)

.. ...

----...,..
- 4..._
.... -er:
. .. iOcIALIST �:c�::.:.:.::!S P/I'.TY
< ·::.Ma
XS,.�t!P ,.:. . .. •DISRur1·10:1 l'hOGRA:-t

.. .
...�·· . .

•• •

I

ReNYlct• to D1roctc,,·, 10/2'1/66 and l/�0/67.

,·

...

RclctG conccrn-::?d the: su��cr.tcd dlr.1·v�,t1vc
·.
tactic or publ1c,::1ni:: the: 1r:cl1r;.tb11 it:: r,f ��:c:
SWP 1 u car,dil!atc f.;:,r Covcrnor ot ;:,!,-1 lo:·l� S�-'l'.c.:
durin& 19:;6, which 31.!:,":t;c::::::tion �1::lS 2C<':t;"J-tCd
by t:�c
·
� Bureau and fu:"nis1:c:J to tho ";;_.�,; \'01•:: i).JJ.ly ,J.··.!::'"!
\by CrJ.me fi�CO:"'d Dlvl::.ion. ;;o sub!.C:CJ.i:.nt
puhl;c:: ·.:.,n ,.
'.
_,I( or th1a iniorr..atlon Hil!J no: . cd in th1:J � t:,., Yor :< C! t:,
ne,,aoaccr, t'lo·.1c\•e1", -1 Col�..:··. b.i.� :::.--c::,:::>.!:.t. 1: i·:: t:·.·... t··-:1
· (C"'
· 1
.. .....
.. . ...
..J..,
>.>o..•
· .,..,.,,.,.,.. ,1...... .. . .., ••i-r-..• � ·• o .,
... -.-.
vr """
•- ,· ,..
i. ..""'
� cd''·
on l /18/65, �h!ci� c-v:1ta�r1..:t.i ;.llL·c��j,:,:�a �l/.�.�1;.:.· -;o
tho ae turnl �h�!i 1: ..:·.: tor:� CJ:; n,::·•.J! ;�;,--r:;. A1\.!,<•\: -:�
1t he.a not hc:�n dci'J:a:cl::; c-�t:-.t:}i�!:�� it 1:; :.,::..F�e�c-f·
bv
• the JIP,\-1 'ior !< Of i'1cc c;:s ::.:w
• have: 1�l.'cc 1 •1td t:l i ::i
•• /
, 1n.fon:ut.t1on fror11 th� "!!c•:, Yo-rJ: U..:.11y i:: ·, :·s." J,or
tnfor: .�ittton of �he E-.:rc-i:.u the: �tt· 01' Ut. ,, Y;,,r:c ·
,,,.·•• ltho
re:ccntl:,
sc:! a l;,·.·, wh!c:·1 ,,;oul:J null!fy �·.n)' f\::....:--i'
- ......_ !tnatance paz:
of 1nel1&1L>lc cand1-::ctt:s rvr.ninc for r);.:til;c
'- ·,1oft1ce.

l

-,···--,,·r-·1····· . . .. ........,,

0

/1

I'

It 1• noted thz.t "N�\, Yor:.t 111n:cs," h/23/(-.,7,
onta1ned an article on i:,a,;e 75, which 3ta�cd \.::�t t.ho"! .
,
anti-Judy \'1h1te bill" \:i'l:ch h:lrrcd c-.:.. 1nc:l1�1·.>1e
;,craon rro1:1 beln& nor.tln.1t�d for pu!:>l!c of!"l�<-· !;�z
'..
\...,been a1sned by t!c.:w York St.::.\:c Governor HEl..�O:! nc:i:�7P:L! .:·..:�.
.. .
It was d1oclo�ed th;:� H�w Yo:.·� 3�3tc iil;tora�:; C .·.-:-:�: -al
LOUIS J. L:::r'l'\O:·IITZ Craftud t>1 l.l bill '1hlc!1 'l::.s-:J.
eponaorod by !le ·,, York S�at.c !:-::ne.tor E o.-:· ;.:lD J. ! ; ��� ::o, • · ·
Naaaa'.l Count:, ��cu�l!.cln c:-::11:-:; :�n. 7:lc ;.rtlch· r.o·; c.·•l
th�t WHtr , :· r.;r:n!.f--;
.• .::.;-. Cubc:·:ti!to r 1ll c:111�10:o.t<' for t.t.c
SWP rccc!."l<:d 12,;�.:5 ·1otts o:.,t. of 6. J,. r.�1111'1n c·.::·..
--- ·-- ·-- ·o, .. . .... .... -- - -···-· --:., �u::: -··
- .. ,..
..
.. . . .
.
.. .
.
.
..
..
.. . . --·
• ·· t'
. ,...:

�.: ...--

..·...-...·...-�·· ,
.. . ..,..,..

-

.

-...
.,

�-
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I
I
I

• •..• -�,, ... ,. ,•••,_.___ -- I
·• •:'-

•• .,.,•

I
I

·,·-·------· --i
.. -------------····-----�--��-- ---····--·· ----··------------.,
/,. ''
oumc.1'(.>n Fn1 <-·· ......._.,_. ··:· ......
.
,·'
.
,.
..
.
:
(/
l'HC:!:
�AC, u:�:l\llm�· : :. : . .. '.... :::.
'.?,�
-··
.
.....
)
/
$ 111:Jr..CT:.,·J:n·:::r:a:;T r.-·.;:,-y,
. . IJ :�.\
. . .. .
.
C:Ol!. ;1·::1tl;. ·;:·1..:,1{:.. :.�;.; ; ,;. t;GJt!,:I
(
--n;t.�.-: :,,'li.:· :-;;-,i::r:ar, ·: ·c ··---··-\..•
-�...")
(so,.....
..."-"Lt•·.., • r ..·· .•·.··....·1·s
. . 1n..,.,..
"' ..... ....,,,,. ...
.
He �m• e r latt.cr 1/20/G.$ and Ourc:rn lctt.cr 4/ZS/r.� •
V,u -· •• 1i,1:'('J;7,___ - ----·-·-· _,.. ,.., ,....
-·
•fl'

f

'

.....� ; . ,

•• ·· · · "
- ........,••• .r

(.

,c

c

.. .. .

�;_

..

.
·
· . ,.. .
.,.1·
·'
P.n�Jo,-.<-d for the 0\.1rc:\u ls (.lno copy c�ch or ·.• --�
anti cl cs :-.; ·H :'.�·inz in th� - !/'.l�/G5 i�suo o t ' tile "»criVcr 1•o&t"
'-U<i 5/1/5"; 1t·;;.uc ot the ··1:ocl.r !,:oun"l:iin Nc-..·s" concc1·nii:C
upco:::inc ir."11·:cr school Lo:11·<1 cloction.
C:\ptioned :i :i :lbOv�.

Rctcrcnccd D�n,·<.-r letter conto.incd in!e:--ma.tio:! tt.�t "
ALl,.,.�l: TAPL,l.\, �r:,.nch Cr:-;:ir:i:-:.!'r o! tho Oc.n,·cr Il:-:'tnc:1, s�:v,
va� ru111\1t::: !o:- t he Vc:n\'cr Scllo.:>l to:,,rd, which election is
· .no
bc�.,·.r: holti ."',/t..:/US. HO\-;ovcr, c:1:U::,\l!..\ T;\!>J..1� :ind 110�.;
tM,LL=.CE, O('lt.:: v.e:!!IJc-rR of 1.hc.Dcnvcr T.ir:lnch, !>'i:P. ha,·c filed
their t::tnc!j:';�er for el ec tion t.o 'the school bo:\i'd 1n.stc:-c.l ot
ALL�!:i TAJ:-1.I:: n:. prc-viou;ilr reported.
..
&u1·c:iu authority 1s rcquc!'>ted prior to 5/11Lf!.S'"
1'or Denver to SC'l:td the revised sui;'-·�tcrJ letter :ind
-·�
:;.:.
cnclo:-;cd nc,· ::·:t:ir,01· cliµpi11�s to the Vrc�idcnt of the Oc-nver ,.
School Do:-.rd in nn effort to -prevent those people trou
·
bci••::: el� tc..• d.
.
/
"f
/�
_•.-�/Th<" s ,1 .... ._-,_,�tod let�-:� is :i.s tollot':S:
•
>
.- ..
' •!.- --1.;
..,,..,,
,/1
-....
-� .,. . • .•....., .
•r.�'\�-';",.•
j•
,:· '.• .,.,.,- I . - 1 .
.·.:., ... ..
.
.._.....,\f\l"'• .
.
,
·
,:,
-.
\
...
...
·
,·. =-.:.. .. ........... ,,
l:.
,,...'
...
.. � :
... _.
.
·--·
1t
!
!'t.
....
.
.
.
.
.
.
..
·
•
:· '··:
•.
.. • ·=:�
,•

,..-,,..--

..,.
''...... .,... . ....

,.i....,-� •' ,•., •
.. ..,.,�-�-·
·,,
.
....
.
..
,..... .
..- ..
r
·. .. : . : .> :lr�:.t· �·--=·.:· · ·· ·· .. - --:�

..

,�;:: ...··· : :
· -···..····· � •..• ' .. ..·. _,-:-1_
·-·
. .-�.::-:iu,•·---4 .:
-•\ .;,,,...�
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,
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,
.. . .. . .
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Pages 50 and 51: In 1965 the Denver office of the FBI
outlined a scheme to send a fake letter from "a concerned
mother" giving ammunition for red-baiting of a socialist
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... :':.:.�. > ::. . � ...···..(.:.:':
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:

. ·: "Recently while ,Hccu?:;in� with :i. friend
•
. ... ··, ·tho v:u·iou!'i candi<btC'G for the upr.oe;in-.; l>cnvcr
_ . , . -:· School to:-i.rd l:lc-ct:ion, I Ob!;ct·vc d the it:?•cs Ctf
·:1 .:. . llrs. C:il'b:\1'3. T:-tplin, 1G3l l'c:irl Street, and
•,
:.. . · ,· . llownrd Wnll:icc, 1860 :t.:u;e �trcct, l>cnvc.-r, Colo
.:�·:: rado as c:1.n<.lidatcs !or tho Dc•nver School Board
: · , ·with their political p:,rtic,s listed :,s SsP.
.;. ; ' ·
·
.
.:1vidly rc�nii that'ii.:. Allc� �npl;n
. ,·
:. .:.'
.
_. ··. who 1s 11::;tcd in the 'Post' article dated
."-}· . · :4/25/G� ns the hcsl•and o! t!rs. D:, rba1·:, T:,plin,
. : :.
1 • ·.·aa the un::ucccss!ul so·ct:il!nt \ :orltcrs
Pnrty
'
..':f· �:::·
.:·�..: ·: · : ·candi<!:.tc !'or tho United su,·t�s JloU!;C of
.. •.
�
:;'
_Rcprc:;entntivcs
in
1961..
In
:in
article
of
.
:·
tho 'Denver Post' t:hich I a.w cnclosinz for your
. ·t·
lnf'orf'.!:\tion, this c,rc��nization is listed as
..
• :.I _ both subvcrsi\'O :a.nd c:· the Attorney General's
.
·. · : :. · ·.11:;! c! ::::.:�·::-rsi,•c ,:,• · ·"' l1.,-.nt1 o :1s. ·rne :a.rt.iclo
'. .
.:
also hints that Ur. : ·=!in
a. cor:iraun>st.
· .. ...
. ..
· ·.-; is
.•
. . ..
..
;.
�"·l'... . .
.
. ....
:
·f.:, :. :· . . :"Boin;:.o. consc1• .: !..ious voter nnd mother of
.· · ·:_school :ii;c children, ;. !eel that soo:t>ouc should
.
•·1· :. do soncthing to prevent. persons of this sort
,,,
bo:ird.
:• . .. '. ;t.rom _heint olcctcd to the school
. .
..
'·.
. ... :.....
·-.:_-,;:_ ._ ,;-:· ·;.; ,_.·. !'Alth�ui;h l aai nucii' in f:,�or of publiciy : ,. ·· ::· .:-·:
�.
"·:, • opposing these people, I !col it best for my
.;. · ·�family's s:ike th:it I withhold my n:iae and loave
·
:•· .:,·-·,·�bis situation in :,ou r c:.pable hands.
..
· · ! .:. : :\:�-:.:· . : •
it•·-.: • • "
,
•
•
'
,. ...,
. ·. . •,·:.. ·..·r.... · ,,....
:·
�•
l
•!. .. · :· -=-:
({
,···:
•
"'!•:
;
"A
Conce
.
·
rned
»otbc
r"
.
.
.
•,:,.. •.
. '-. · :
.
•. T.- ....... .:..- . ;,,• • ,. · .r_·.• ,
.•

.. .

·

.
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.
..
. ..

! . · ,· ·<: -- -��

•... •
·�
I

.. .
. . . ...
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: ·i :.
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.

.
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._...,.. .
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•

. -.. ,� ·
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.

.. . .

· ···-.·
'

;
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•
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·
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..

. .. .. .. :: ;.: . . -It authority is i;r:,ntcd to 1:1:lil this letter, Bureau
•

•

instructions concer
previ�us :,pp�ovcd lotter will be
. .ning
..
-tollowod.
. .. . ..
·.
· -:.... .
.
,· .
. .
.. . •

. .

.

.

.
.
•
�-.... ,;...-------•,.,
;;
l�.,,,..,.-.r:�,
•..............
<N..,
.........
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.
.
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.:·.,:..:
.,.,.. •G..I::
�
·., - .
.
,.
.
.. . .
.�-.
.. .. ..' ...,,..�... ..
,,,.
.....
. . ...
·.
..
, ..
.. . .. . .
� .. .. ..

-

.:.

.

school board candidate. The a,m is clearly stated: "to
prevent these people from being elected." Washington
approved the operation.
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ot tb• SHP :.1c;naturo� vero involld. Accordln,:,; to
Nov•", becou,o tho SWP hod r1lod bo1·01·0 L1::�s,�- t • 3
rartJ, it von &L top-lino ;,o�it!on C\n tho balJot.
Ibo Libor.1.l Party r.o:-:in�o, by chu.llor.[;ill!\ the., SUP
vaa aakin:; "a bid \.0 win a aocond to;, ling on tho

tho "D:i�ly ·
Indc;,c:�:�cnt
Th�!. LJl:i�3.t.Y,
poti tlon
i:ov. 4 bAll�t".

On 9/19/69. "Tho now York Tl1110:t" roportod tnat., "Tho
Soc1•11Dt Workers Party waa reQOTod :,o�t.ord:iy (rcti tho bt.llot
?iovc::Oer olcction:a whon tbo f\O!:l.l'd ot Elect!o:u
ln the c i t yuido
rul.od thn: :::::>!:t ot tho, sic,n:,.tu:-os on it3 petition "e:ro inv:--!�d"
· •••• and th!.s act.ion •v1r:.u:1llr a.a3ur3d Mll;or L!l�DS.\Y a :c,:or.:l
top epot on tho Yo
. ting Q&chinet ror bia Ina.cpcmu::n� �rt;('.
It la not known to uhat e:tcnt t�o lnro�:itlon r•c�rd
lnz BOUTZL!.-::1 :s orro:st, 1r knoun t o Lt:;DSAY !1U?portor:., or.cow·a:;od
tbOlll to ch.3llenc� tho SW? pot1t1on. In any ovant, tho S\-J?
pellt!.-:e.! =:..-:�e.!&:-: !!:13 boo� d1:r..i;>tc:! !n !k:'t:t Yor!:.

.

.-.

.
I�Jn._etrC?. i-t to tu ·th.or poloriz.o blacl:1 andt,..�:h1.'tos
vlthln thu Sl·IP, :a:,c! o.�·:��tcul.::;�17 '"to· rurth,r ·1rric.o.to DOU'i !f,L�
dV6'r· tb· o · "r3.ci=::i" w1't!lin tho i'e?"t;y; 6urct:.u aut!�ority i:, ro�uo,te ·:1
to·propare tho rolloul�:: , �
- c;,r.:;=:ou:, !ott.or on cc:::.=orcl!\l 1tatio:;.,:-;
tor tNln:r,lttcl to BOU'?""l,I. ,. at hi• bo:>0 addreso, Zl$9. D�Yidaon
A••., Bronx, ur:
... .
:
...
. •....... ' .
: · ...: .•. .. .
. .-,

.

.

.•. .· . ... ..
..
·
uo vltbln !:Ila PartJ are tod. up

·- ot
wltb
o
n
tho
rutJ,
tho aub�o��lvo of�Qc� ,�u or•·�GYing
IMat ainco a tow ••• JC'ur pro::eaco aa an 11:aot,
.. . . .
,·.
(bocau•o ot J'O'lr color onl7) not much can bo ao.14
·,
··.
·,
·
· ·. . .
·
. opanl7.
.. . .
.
'
'.
·.... .
9Your racl:it N111ark& at tho Convontion cho�
to
W
utterly nseloaa to tho re•olution to cc::o.
JV1l
•i:··.,. l..nd
thon, aa could h:11'0 boc:1 expoctod, you a.�cl ycu,·
•·
frlor.da h.:>.\·o put t�o 1t1rr."J in a. po:.1t1cn ot po4�iOl7
llawlng to dcfon� � cc:-.:::on t.hiot.
•

. ·.

'\thy dOn•t you and tho Nat or your tallow
party v.or.!:oy& hook up with ,no Pantbors wbero you'd
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PG11e• 52-54: The New York FBI office was unaucces•ful in

its efforts to publicize the fa,ct that Paul Boutelle had been
a"e•ud on trumped-up charges, but claimed part o f the
credit for getting him ruled off the ballot in the 1969 New·
York mayoral election. Washington approved New York's
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proposal to send a racist letter, ostensibly from a white
member, to "polarize blacks and whites within the SWP"
and demoralize Boutelle. The reason for the operation (page
54) i8 the bureau's complaint that the party is "growing
rapidly" and running candidates for office,
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Inciting violence:
'It should be an interesting
experience for Mr. Halstead'

Early in 1946 a young sailor named Fred Halstead was
stationed on a ship off the coast of China. World War II had just
ended, but on the mainland of China the fighting had not
stopped. A civil war was raging.
Back in Washington the rulers of this country were very
interested in the outcome of that struggle. They would have liked
to send their army in to back up Chiang Kai-shek's crumbling
forces, but their attempts to stall the demobilization of American
troops after the war provoked m888ive protests among the Gia. It
was clear that large-scale U.S. military intervention in China
was out of the question.
Two decades later when the United States began committing
thousands of troops to another Asian country in an attempt to
hold back a revolution, Fred Halstead remembered what he had
seen while he was in the navy. He was convinced that there were
important lessons for the growing movement against the war in
Vietnam.
In an interview, Halstead talked about this and about some
revelations contained in the Cointelpro papers. Halstead was the
Socialist Workers party candidate for president in 1968. During
the campaign he made a trip to Vietnam. It now turns out the
FBI had tried to sabotage that trip.
Among the documents turned over to the SWP under federal
court order is evidence that the FBI wrote a "news story" that it
sought to have placed in the military press.
The FBI's purpose was to provoke violence against the socialist
presidential candidate during his visit to Vietnam. "It should be
an interesting experience for Mr. HAI.SrEAD when he encoun55
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ters the men who have served both their own country and others
in the interest of freedom," the FBI's article concluded.
Before discuBBing that experience, Halstead described what he
had seen at the close of the Second World War.
"I was attached to a ship that was part of the Seventh Fleet in
Chinese waters. Ostensibly, we were there to repatriate Japanese
troops," Halstead said.
"But after unloading our passengers in Japan, we found
ourselves loading up again. This time with Chinese troops, which
we took up to a port in northern China. This was part of the UBe
of the American navy to aBBist Chiang's offensive in the Chinese
civil war.
"Well, moet of us didn't know there was such a thing as a civil
war in China until we found ourselves more or 1888 involved in
it."
The Gia had just finished one war, and they didn't like the idea
of getting into another one. Soon a protest movement developed.
"I remember walking into the Red Cro88 building in Shanghai
where Gia would go to get coffee and hamburgers," Halstead
said. "There I saw this big banner with the words: 'Gia Unite! We
want to go home!'"
There were mimeograph machines aboard the ships and on the
army poets, and leaflets expreuing that demand were repro
duced. "I didn't organize all this, but I picked up leaflets and
paBBed them out," Halstead recalled.
He also remembers attending meetings where some of the
organizers gave speeches condemning imperialism. "But mainly,
it was a movement of Gia who just wanted to go home."
They held some big demonstrations. There was one in Manila
and another in Shanghai. The message got through, and orders
BOOn came in to return to the United States.
"This made an impression on me that I didn't forget. That you
could organize among Gia," Halstead remarked. "Just that
simple proposition."
When he got back home, Halstead had some additional
experiences that he later found useful in the antiwar movement.
He went to work as a civilian seaman in the merchant marine,
where he was a member of the Sailors' Union of the Pacific. But
before long he was "screened" off that job by the Coast Guard for
being a "subversive."
"A fellow named John Mahoney up in Seattle had been fired
for criticizing the bureaucracy of the union," Halstead recalled.
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"A lot of people who had come to his defense were fired. I had
passed out some leaflets on the case. That's probably the reason
my name got turned over to the Coast Guard."
After going to school on the GI Bill for a while, Halstead got a
job as an automobile worker and became active in a United · /•
Auto Workers (UAW) organizing drive.
''The Korean War came along and we lost that drive, in part
because of the hysteria around the war and the red-baiting that
developed."
Halstead next learned garment cutting, which has been his
trade ever since. As a member of the International Ladies'
Garment Workers' Union (ILGWU), he participated in the union's
organizing campaigns. At times, Halstead was assigned by the
union to get a job in an unorganized shop. The ILGWU paid him
the difference between the salary he received there and union
scale wages, while he spearheaded the drive for union recogni
tion.
Halstead also participated in efforts during that period to
organize agricultural workers in California.
In 1953 Halstead moved to Detroit, where he landed a job in an
automobile plant cutting cloth for the upholstery in cars.
"I had been working there for about a year when the Square D
strike broke out," Halstead said. That strike occurred during the
depths of the witch-hunt and was of some importance.
Square D was an electrical manufacturing firm under contract
to the United Electrical Workers, which was one of the unions
expelled from the CIO for "Communist domination." The
company was out to break the strike and was nearly successful.
What finally saved the union was the massive response of
UAW militants, including Fred Halstead, who rallied to the
defense of the Square D strikers and beat back the company and
the scab-herding cops. In the course of the strike, Halstead
became the victim of a frame-up attempt by the Detroit police and
their "loyalty" squad. But the cops' red-scare hoax failed, and the
charges were eventually dropped.
When the movement against United States involvement in
Vietnam began to develop, Halstead became one of its leaders. He
joined the staff of the New York Fifth Avenue Vietnam Peace
Parade Committee upon its inception in 1965, and he remained
there until he left to run for president in 1967. After his
campaign, he again worked in the antiwar movement, and he
was involved in organizing every major national demonstration.
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Pages 58-61: FBI mem-0s proposing to disrupt Fred Hal
stead's 1968 visit to Vietnam to talk to Gls. The tactic is the
familiar one of planting red-baiting information in the
press-in this case the armed forces press, using military
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intelligence channels. This operati-On had one additi-Onal
special feature: the FBI "news" item ends with a thinly
veiled invitati-On to Gia to assault the antiwar leader.
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Today, after years of antiwar demonstrations by veterans and
frequent manifestations of antiwar sentiment within the military,
it may seem hard to believe that a t first many opponents of the
war wrote off Gls as "war criminals" and rejected the possibility
of winning them as allies. But that was all too frequently the
case.
"When the antiwar movement came along, there were discus
sions about where we should spread the word," Halstead recalled.
"One obvious place, I would suggest, was right inside the army.
" 'You're crazy,' people would say to me. 'They are butchers,
and there is nothing we can do about that.'
"I would tell them that they were wrong, that Gls are just
ordinary people who will be responsive to the same arguments as
civilians," Halstead continued.
"I knew Gls could be reached because I had been a GI myself
and I had seen Gls organize."

The Trip to Vietnam
Why did Halstead decide to visit Vietnam in the summer of
1968? During the presidential campaign that year Lyndon
Johnson tried to convey the impression that the war was almost
over. Nixon and Humphrey, the candidates of the two capitalist
parties, made a pact between themselves not to make the war an
issue in the campaign.
The SWP's candidate went to Vietnam as part of the socialist
strategy to try to inject the war into the presidential campaign as
the major issue.
"We demanded the immediate withdrawal of the American
forces as the only way to end the killing over there and as the
only legal and moral thing for the United States to do," Halstead
recalled.
"That year there was a tendency on the part of some in the
antiwar movement to get into electoral activity as a substitute for
antiwar demonstrations. Through this campaign we encouraged
the antiwar movement to stay in the streets."
There was another reason for making the trip. "We wanted to
illustrate to the antiwar movement that it could reach Gls,"
Halstead said, "and we wanted t o demonstrate to the Gls that the
antiwar movement was on their side."
On August 15, 1968, Fred Halstead arrived in Saigon. He was
accompanied by Barry Sheppard, who was at that time editor of
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the Militant. They spent five days in Vietnam, including a visit to
the big army base at Long Binh, talking with Gia. The Militant
carried reports from Vietnam on what they found.
"We were interested in talking to the American Gia who were
on the scene," Halstead said. "They had a right to vote and to
listen to what the candidates had to say. They also had a right to
have an opinion on the war-a greater right than any American
citizen, including the p�ident. I went there to ask them what
that opinion was."
What did he find? "The overwhelming majority of them were
not willing to suddenly join the peace movement, but they weren't
supporters of the war either," Halstead remembered.
They were mainly confused, looking for answers, still making
up their minds. "That was all the more reason for the antiwar
movement to have the stance and attitude that they were
interested in reaching Gia-were on their aide," Halstead ob
served.
I also asked Barry Sheppard about his impreaaiona. "We found
no hostility to us among any troops," he recalled, "including
those who were for the war at that point."
"There were aome antiwar figures who thought I would get into
trouble talking to Gia in Vietnam," Halstead remembered. "And I
might have gotten into aome difficulty speaking to the Gia the
way they did. If I had called them butchers and told them they
were immoral for not refusing the draft, I probably would have
gotten a fiat in my face."
Instead, Halstead explained that he was a candidate from the
United States who was active in the antiwar movement. He said
that he thought this country never belonged in Vietnam and
should get out immediately.
"I was received in a courteous and aometimea friendly way,"
Halstead remembered. "Never in a hostile way."
Ia there any evidence that the FBI was aucceaaful in its goal of
getting their story about Halstead into the military preaa in order
to provoke an attack? The item was never picked up and printed
as far as Halstead knows.
"The response we found among the soldiers in Vietnam is the
key to understanding why this particular project failed,"
Sheppard observed. "Even those who supported the war offered
no strong political motivation. They would argue along the lines
that since BO many lives had already been lost, the war should
continue so that those deaths would not have been in vain. An
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appeal to anticommunism wasn't put forward aa a compelling
reason to stay in Vietnam."
However, Sheppard and Halstead both remembered something,
which in retrospect they feel might have been a setup under FBI
influence. The incident was reported in the Militant at the time.
Among the best places to meet and talk with Gia, they found,
.were the bars. One day the two socialists were sitting on stools at
a bar, when a white sailor sat down beeide Sheppard and began
talking. While Fred was carrying on a conversation with a group
of Black Gle on the other side, the white sailor made a remark
about "Black power niggers." It was clearly audible to the Black
soldiers.
A Black GI immediately reached over and smashed the sailor
in the face. There rapidly ensued a fiat fight, which Halstead and
Sheppard managed to avoid. Fortunately, the automatic rifles
which some of the Gia in the bar were carrying did not come into
play.
Halstead and Sheppard suspect that the white sailor could
have been acting under instructions to start a fight in hopes that
the two socialists would become caught up-or even seriously
injured-in a fight between Black and white Gle. On the other
hand, they think i t could have been, ae Halstead put it, "just a
little piece of America."
The antiwar movement as a whole would BOOn be convinced of
the pouibility of reaching Gle. "What really changed their mind
was that they eaw with their own eyes the Gia turning against
the war," Halstead told me. "You couldn't draft 30,000 youth a
month in 1968 and 1969 without getting a lot who had been
involved in the antiwar movement in one way or another. Then it
just spread all over the army."
The interview with Halstead took place in April 1975. The
Saigon army wae collapsing and the revolutionary forces were
sweeping through Vietnam. By drastically limiting Washington's
ability to use its military forces in China, the movement Halstead
had seen almost thirty years before when he was a GI in the
Pacific had been instrumental in the victory of the Chinese
Revolution.
Did he see any parallels with Vietnam? "I think the fact that
the United States finds it so difficult to put its military forces
back into Vietnam is a very important factor in the victories that
the liberation forces have won.
"The Pentagon keeps moaning that their hands are tied. Well,
what tied their hands is the American antiwar movement."
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3 Targeting a Black candidate:
'Determine if there is anything
derogatory in his background'
"A review is being conducted of CLIFrON DE BERRY's file to
determine if there is anything derogatory in his background
which might cause embarrassment to the SWP if publicly
exposed."
Those words appear in a secret FBI memorandum dated
October 17, 1963. Of the nearly 1,000 pages of Cointelpro files
released in response to the SWP suit, more concern Clifton
DeBerry than any other single individual. In 1964 DeBerry
became the first Black person ever to run for president of the
United States, when he was nominated by the SWP.
Why was the FBI so interested in DeBerry? What was it about
this man and his political activities that caused the FBI to devote
so much energy to trying to discredit him?
To find the answer to these questions, the Militant talked with
DeBerry about his background-his many years of activity in the
union movement and the Black liberation struggle.
DeBerry was born in Holly Springs, Mississippi. His family
�nt him a t a young age to live with relatives in Chicago, where
they hoped he would find more opportunities open to him.
Instinctively a rebel, DeBerry was becoming involved in "the
gang-war scene and about to get into trouble." Fortunately, he
ran into a friend who persuaded him to go down South and take
part in some union organizing efforts.
In late 1942 the two went to Louisiana, where they organized
textile workers. "Then we went to a little town just outside
Nashville [Tennessee) and organized a John Deere farm equip
ment plant there," DeBerry recalled.
After returning to Chicago and participating in several
65
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different union organizing drives, DeBerry landed a job at the big
International Harvester plant.
"They started me off in the shipping department at seventy
seven cents an hour. Our job classification was 'laborer,' "
DeBerry remembered. "I had a talk with the grievance committee
representative about changing the wording. We organized the
guys and went out on strike for a couple of hours after lunch."
They won. Along with the classification change came a pay
boost up to $1.35 an hour. "After that the guys there wanted to
make me shop steward. But they already had one-an old-timer,
who I later learned was in the Communist party.
"But since the workers were determined to make me their shop
steward, some people from the CP contacted me. They told me I
had to join the CP to become a shop steward. That's how I came
to join the Communist party."
After the war, a strike wave swept the country. The FBI's
investigation of DeBerry's background discovered that "labor
trouble" charges were placed on his record during this period.
How did this happen?
"We were organized at this time by a very dynamic leader, who
later became president of the local. He saw the strikes coming
and inspired a lot of us young guys to get prepared.
"We all went out to an old automobile junk yard. There we
practiced until we had developed a technique for 'dumping' cars.
That means turning them over. In anticipation of possible
attempts by scabs to cross the picket lines in their cars, we
constituted roving picket squads of five or six each."
The American working class was in a combative mood. They
won some healthy wage increases from the corporations, which
were obviously in a position to grant them because of their huge
war profits.
DeBerry soon became well known to the Chicago police "labor
squad." They developed the habit of picking up DeBerry and his
friends as soon as they appeared on the scene of a strike. The
cops would take them to the station but would soon release them
without pressing charges, thus effectively preventing them from
performing their scab-removal operation. "That is the reason so
little shows up on my record," DeBerry commented.
As always during a workers' upsurge, the creativity and
ingenuity of the rank and file came to the fore, and DeBerry gave
an example.
"There was this group of three women who also traveled from
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picket line to picket line. They had devised a method of disabling
scab drivers by throwing an air-raid warden's helmet at the
windshield of the car. The driver would instinctively throw his
hands up to protect his face. At that point we would move in and
dump the car.
"One day a big battle was shaping up at Jones Foundry. My
squad showed up early in the morning. Right away we got picked
up by the cops and taken downtown. They soon released us, and
we headed straight back to Jones.
"We met up with those three women and were getting ready to
dump some cars, when the cops nabbed us all. They threw us into
the back of one of those big, square-back paddy wagons and
proceeded to take us to the station.
"Now, these women had been arrested so many times that they
had developed this special trick. They would station one person at
the front of the wagon to look through a tiny peephole in order to
see where the vehicle was headed.
"As the cops began to steer into a left tum, the one at the
peephole would signal to the others-who were sitting on benches
on either side of the wagon-to prepare to stand up and move to
the right. If they did this during the tum, it would flip the paddy
wagon over. Another person stationed by the door would kick it
just as the vehicle hit the ground. This would automatically
knock the doors open, so the passengers could escape.
"So, we followed their instructions. It worked, and we headed
straight back to the picket line.
"Of course, they came looking for us. They picked us up again,
took us back downtown, and booked us this time," DeBerry said.
"That explains how I got those charges on my record."

The Cold War
In the late 1940s the cold war began to grow more intense. The
United States rulers' international offensive against the Soviet
Union was accompanied by a domestic offensive against the
labor movement, as well as against the American CP. The trade
union bureaucracy capitulated to the ruling class on both fronts.
At first the leadership of the Congress of Industrial Organiza
tions had hesitated to endorse the new cold war foreign policy.
But during the presidential elections of 1948 they backed
Truman, and along with this endorsement came support of
Truman's cold war policies. This was codified at the 1948 CIO
convention.
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The CP followed a smaller wing of the ruling cl888, represented
by Henry Wallace and his Progressive party, which preferred a
kind of detente with the Soviet Union-a continuation of the w a r 
time cooperation.
The cutting edge of the attack on the labor movement was the
Taft-Hartley Act, which had been enacted in 1947. The labor
movement refused to take up a serious fight against it. Among
the provisions of the new law was a prohibition on members of
the CP holding office in trade unions.
"The heads of a few of the unions, including mine [the Fann
Equipment Workers], were known Stalinist&," DeBe rry said.
"Philip Murray, the president of the CIO, handed them an
ultimatum that they had to get rid of these CP union officials, in
accordance with the provisions of Taft-Hartley, or leave the
CIO."
It was at this time that DeBe rry began to run into problems
with the CP. Along with the president of his local, DeBerry was
among those union militants who felt that the Stalinist officials
were placing their own personal posts above the interests of a
unified labor movement.
At the 1949 convention the CP-led unions were expelled from
the CIO.
Around this time the Farm Equipment Workers merged with
the United Electrical Workers, another Stalinist-controlled union.
"After that, the CP took over almost everything in my local,"
DeBerry remembered.
"I had differences with them on a r,umber of questions,
including some of their policies during the Second World War
the no-strike pledge, civil rights, and Black caucuses."
The economic boom during the war brought unprecedented
numbers of Blacks into the plants. In some factories, where they
were assigned the hardest and most dangerous work, Blacks
constituted a large percentage of the workers. A Black caucus
movement began to emerge.
"I would discuss this caucus idea with some of the stewards in
my shop and with Black leaders I knew in other locals. We
decided it was a good and necessary idea in order to fight the
special oppression of Blacks," DeBerry recalled.
The Black caucus movement led to the formation of the
National Negro Labor Council at a convention in Cincinnati in
1950. "I was a delegate from my local. The CP was very
instrumental in setting up the whole thing, but they were actually
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opposed to the formation of Black caucuses, although they were
reluctant to come out and say it."
It was at that convention that Jean Tussey, an SWP member,
sold a friend of DeBercy's a copy of the Militant. They liked what
they read and asked if there was a chapter of the SWP in
Chicago. "She said there was and gave ue the names of some
people to look up."
DeBerry was approaching an important turning point in hie
life. He would soon join the SWP. In 1964 he would be the party's
candidate for president of the United States and would become a
prime target of the FBI.
As DeBerry moved closer to the SWP and began to raise
political questions with the Stalinist leadership of the Communist
party, the pressure on him mounted. The CP began to bring in
"specialists" who tried to persuade DeBercy politically of the
error o f his ways. When that failed, the CP tried other methods.
"I ran into a couple of dudes from the neighborhood hanging
around the gates in front of the plant," DeBercy recalled. "I
happened to ask them what they were up to, and they told me
they were there to 'educate' somebody. After a little probing I
discovered they were being paid to 'educate' me.
"I convinced them that they should collect the money from the
people who had put them up to this but there· was no need to do
the job."
Not long after this, things came to a head. There was an
impending strike, which the CP was desperately trying to avert.
The stewards' body voted to go out, and since the CP-controlled
leadership had made no provisions for a strike, the stewards were
forced to aeeume organizational responsibility.
But the combination of a demoralizing scandal over the CP's
misuse of union funds, a House Un-American Activities Commit
tee visit to Chicago to red-bait the union, and a well-organized
strikebreaking effort led to the defeat of the strike.
"After we went back I was fired," DeBercy said. "I've always
thought the CP and the company got together to get rid of me,
partly because other CP members on the executive board were
retained."
The country was in the grip of the McCarthyite witch-hunt, and
years before the incidents documented in the Cointelpro papers,
DeBercy became familiar with the way the FBI operates. "I would
get a job, and it would only last three days. I would go from one
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While he was still running for city council in Brooklyn, the
FBI's New York office targeted Clift-On DeBerry for its
fauorite tactic against Black candidates-try to dredge up a
prison or arrest record and get it sensationalized in the
press.
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The bureau kept close track of DeBerry's activities. One
reason is given in this memo: he received 3,500 votes in a
local election despite low voter turnout-quite a showing for
a socialist in 1964. As the accompanying essay explains,
FBI interest in DeBerry dated from his days as a labor
.
organizer.
71
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Chicago informs Washington that DeBerry has been
arrested on rn,nsupport charges-just the sort of "derogato
ry information" the bureau was looking for in the memo on
page 70. Several pages of the memo on page 71 were
censored; these pages may have outlined a plan to engineer
the Chicago arrest.
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Pages 73-77: The FBI appears to become increasingly
exasperated as months go by and the media fail to publicize
DeBerry's arrest, despite repeated bureau efforts to contrive
a scandal over his personal life.
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Rcterenccd letter set torth a dia-tive tactic
invol Yin& CLIPTOH DE l!cJl'lY, llho 1n 19,511, -s ...... r,unc;
'!'he tactic
ae SVP candidate ror President or the US.
involved release of public source -tcrlal idcntil'ylflC
DB m.RRY ae havlnr, .a poli�rccord, dcsertlJI:: one v1re
•
. aJl!d 11vtnz edu.J.teroualy vlth llllothcr, the daughter or
·FARRELL DOBBS, National Secrcta17 or the SIIP.
•
It� 1·ei� �nat publlo i.,....,16dge or the ribo-rc
-1d reflect adversely upon the SIIP.

!'he Bureau approved the · idea and t'umiahed the� '"'
Mter1ai' to a Bureau contact. 'l'he 1ntormc"·•on
.
n.,,,,r · vu �_,
printed,. h�ever., as tar as the N1'0 i,ow•.
.
The SVP weekly nevapape�'nle IUlitant" announced
1n ite 3/22/65, issue that CLIP'l'Otl ·DE BBRRY ha4 been ncnlnated
ae SVP·candidate for a&7or of.!!!Q 1n the 1965 elections. lie
·
Mid he intended to start hi• cruol)ai� early.

· DB B!RRY will att-� !fttii'jf.;i;;1"1c �1af,�ra�,
radio and tclev1a1on to apread.SWP propaganda, and the
diaruptive tactic proposed 1 n re1et
·
la again regard ed ae
having a good potential,
�
!!l

.

.

the Bureau ia requested to appro-,e again tho
DB BEIIRY.
Nlea� e o� the 4cro:;atory 1nto�tion re
c::�
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0. tN ·oce:aatone t.bo 4n'o::1ttor, t.!1f'on:.ttoia conccnt•
ClUton D:,Dffr7 boa bcoD brcm�t to ·�bo att.c:atlo11 al tul'ctD\l
coat1cta. �:-vc:-r, tboco contDcto b::,•.-o cot uccD fit to uso tbo .
to obtaia
1a1�"DOtion. �;..ctrcforc, co tw·t.:i...,o ctlort will to
a nloaao of tt.14 1U:on:.:tt1oa- tllrou:.b tb.czo cont4cta.
•
IIDw Yo:a.11 lo rcct11C11teid to auf:::::tit • roc:ocui:mc=otloa rcc--l'd�
tN no of tb.lu �crv:�ot ....
l·y :=.otcrlal to ea oDOD)"DOWI lottC'J" c-:1 Mt
fonk 111 rotatt:icod ;:en, York lot:�r at 4/WU,
, ./!
,
I
,
'
IUIS1

�'°

. .

.

OD two ooe�e10:2.o dc�etor, tnio�tto3 coace.nitr: Cltftoa
DltDcl'TJ' ,,.. tural=tar:d to Dllr•ou Cott.tact• tw posctblc uao 1D ccw. · papara to dlecro.:ttt r-,brr,-1• c�::l!;ctc:a. tor t� Pro.:1tC:oat of t ll.ct
o,,ltc4 St:t-c:o in 1��1 on tt.e toct=li:Jt i:r.?:.ora P:lrt:;, ttc!:ot. D>Berr,
1a aov ru::mi� for tbt"" J:O:Jition oi c.a7or of -OW Yc:-a C1t7. � York
'-• ou�:vctod tb19 �01e��tory cntcr!al t14t · aca1D br01.::tt to tto
attontt.on of C-.:roea. co:-.:ccte. li:::�ch aa t:U. �terlal 'C'C:J not
•tlll::.od by �n CO'lt:1cta oa tvo prnloua occ1aioas, ao otfort
Sa 'bolas mde to aplD ltrias I.be Uf01Watl.oa to tM 1tt•tloa of
..... CODtacta.
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, ..l11let to NY, 1/21/15,

it.let aot ·forth tlult ac�ion WOllld be initiated at
t.bo So•t of Covorn::i.ent N diaaot:11iru1ti0:'l of deror.atory bacJcr,r,•u.,c
-cemint CI.If701l DJ: Btlll:Y, SWP Candidate for Hayor of liYC.

•
DE ltllRY haa aade several public speeches, r4dio
and tolcviSion •?�o�rAnce.a, but tho HYO h•• noted no queatio�!��
of hi.a ten<!ina to brine 011t hio backcrow,d. Sl.:lilarly, there
hu beon no critical cc:cant re DE 6ER!IY in this connect!�n !r.

tbe press,

�"--.·,�

lince the IIYC elections �ill be held 11/2/IS, it
that no posi�ive rea11lta have b..
n ol>taincd frua
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job to another, and it would be the same story. The FBI would
visit my boas, and I would be fired."
DeBerry finally managed to hang on to a job when a stubborn
employer refused to fire him. Nonetheless, he was told that FBI
agents continued to come around every three or four days to
"check up" on him. DeBerry eventually got into painting, and be
remains a painter by trade.
The Civil Rights Movement
In 1954 the U.S. Supreme Court handed down its historic
decision on school desegregation. Soon the country would witness
a new Black civil rights movement and the opening stages of a
new radicalization. At this time the center of DeBerry's political
activity shifted from the trade-union movement to another arena
of the class struggle.
DeBerry was active in the Chicago chapter of the NAACP and
in the Washington Park Forum, a Black community organiza
tion. In 1955, news of the lynching of Emmett Till, a Black youth
from Chicago, jolted the Black community. Till was murdered by
racists while visiting relatives in Miaaiaaippi. DeBerry was
instrumental in organizing a mass meeting to protest the
lynching.
The 1955-56 Montgomery, Alabama, bus boycott to end
segregation on the buses signaled the beginning of the civil
rights movement. In Chicago, DeBerry organized a Station
Wagons to Montgomery Committee, which raised funds to
purchase vehicles for use by boycott.era.
DeBerry personally delivered one of the station wagons to
Montgomery, where he stayed at the home of E.D. Nixon. Like
DeBerry, Nixon was a veteran of the union movement who
brought his organizational and political know-how to the new
Black civil rights struggle. Nixon was actually the central
organizer of the boycott.
"I talked with Nixon about the boycott movement, how it
originated, how it functioned, and what they expected to gain,"
DeBerry recalled. "For the first time I met Dr. Martin Luther
King, who had been persuaded to enter the fight by Nixon."
In 1960 DeBerry moved to New York. That same year a sit-in
movement to desegregate public accommodations began in the
South. Supporters of the desegregation fight organized a boycott
of the Woolworth chain in cities outside the South in a succeaaful
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attempt to bring added preeaure to end segregation. DeBerry
threw himself into building the Woolworth boycott in Brooklyn.
In the early 19608 a Black nationalist mood was becoming�
visible in the ghettos of the North, and no one better articulated
this new consciousness than Malcolm X.
"We began to make contact with Malcolm when he was still the
main spokesman for the Nation of Islam." DeBerry said. "In late
1963 I went on a speaking tour. Malcolm was touring at the sam"'
time, and I would go to see him whenever I could."
It was during a tour stop in Chicago that the FBI arranged to
have DeBerry arrested in order to create a scandal they hoped to
use to discredit him. Just as DeBerry was about to addreu a
socialiat meeting, the Chicago police stormed into the building,
hauled him to the station, and booked him on charges of
nonsupport of his ex-wife.
There are many censored paasages throughout the Cointelpro
papers, but there are entire pa/Jes concerning this operation that
were totally blank when they were turned over to the SWP by the
FBI. These blank pages obviously detailed the maneuven the
FBI engaged in to engineer DeBerry's arrest.
The FBI followed up this arrest by devoting enormous attention
to trying to get the news media to report both this incident and
DeBerry's earlier arrests for "labor trouble."

The 1964 Campaign
On January 7, 1964, the National Committee of the Socialist
Worken party announced the nomination of DeBerry as the
SWP's candidate for president.
Lyndon Johnson was running for reelllction, and he was
opposed by Barry Goldwater. Johnson camp.tligned as a "peace
candidate" who was opposed to escalating the war, while
Goldwater favored increased bombing. Most Americans took
Johnson's peace rhetoric for good coin, and he won a landslide
victory.
Virtually the entire left supported Johnson's candidacy. Among
the most enthusiastic backen of the Democratic candidate were
the members of the CP, whose attitude was AnmmAd up in the
title of a pamphlet by Gus Hall: The Eleventh Hour-Defeat The
New Fascist Threat!
The SWP, in contrast, clearly nailed Johnson as the imperialist
warrior he was. The historical record now shows how right the
SWP was.
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In August 1964, a supposed Vietnamese attack on U.S.shi])8 off
the coast of North Vietnam provided the excuse for rushing a
special resolution through Congress.It was under the authority
of this Gulf of Tonkin resolution that Johnson and the
subsequent presidents committed the United States to a massive
military intervention in Vietnam.
DeBerry charged that the whole thing had been set up by the
White House and the. Pentagon. "The incidents between the U.S.
destroyer and the PT boats were the pretext,not the cause, of the
U.S. air attack," DeBerry said at the time. Several years later the
Pentagon papers would prove that he was totally correct.
"We of the Socialist Workers party say get all the U.S. troo]>8,
planes, and warships out of Vietnam-North and South,"
DeBerry demanded. "If as Johnson r.laim11 their purpose is to
'protect democracy,' then send them to Mississippi and let them
do some protecting of Black Americans there."
While the FBI was secretly plotting against the Black
presidential candidate, he was publicly blasting the FBI.After
the disappearance of three civil rights workers slain by racists in
Mississippi, DeBerry exposed the bureau's complicity.
Local cops, who were involved in the murders, had held the
three in jail before they were killed. "While the three kidnapped
youths were in jail in Philadelphia, Mississippi, their co-workers
became fearful for their safety, and telephoned the FBI in
Jackson. The FBI agent ...refused to help and told the rights
fighters that he wouldn't have any more dealings with them,"
DeBerry said.
In July 1964 a group of major civil rights leaders, including
Roy Wilkins and Martin Luther King, issued a call for a
"moratorium" on civil rights demonstrations until after election
day.The purpose was to make it easier for Johnson to hold on to
the racist vote, which was threatening to go to Goldwater.
DeBerry condemned the move: "This is the surest way for
Negroes to get nothing....Black people must develop indepen
dent political force.That's the only way they can be a power and
the only way they can defend themselves against the attacks of
the racists which will come whether Johnson or Goldwater is
elected."
When Malcolm X, who was in Egypt at the time,heard about
the moratorium, he had a similar reaction. The Black leaders
"have sold themselves out and become campaign managers in
the Negro community for Lyndon Johnson," he charged.
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During this period DeBerry's relationship with Malcolm
continued to develop. "After his break with the Nation of Islam, I
used to meet with him almost every Saturday when he was in the
country. We would have discussions about politics-often
comparing notes and checking up on what each other had been
hearing about the developing nationalist response among
Blacks," DeBe rry recalled.
At the suggestion of Malcolm and his collaborator, James
Shabazz, DeBerry spoke at a couple of classes at the Muslim
Mosque, Inc., which Malcolm headed.
"We were again touring at the same time, and our paths would
often criss-cross. Whenever I could I would attend his speeches.
While he was too busy to make it to mine, he would send someone
over," DeBerry remembered. "We had that kind of relationship."
A few months later Malcolm would be assassinated. The FBI's
role in that event is a story that is yet to be told.
Did DeBerry have any suspicion about the FBI's behind-the
scenes moves during his campaign? "One thing comes to mind.
A t the Chicago police station, when I was arrested on the
nonsupport charge, I ran into a cop I knew. He had been on the
labor squad during some of my earlier run-ins with the Chicago
police. At one point while they were booking me, there was no one
else around except the two of us. In a confidential tone he told me,
'Somebody who is high up is really interested in you."'
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4 A special hatred for Blacks
If you had picked up a copy of the Militant in late July 1961,
you would have noticed that two of the six pages in the paper
were devoted to the Socialist Workers party candidates in the
upcoming New York City elections. The official trade-union
movement was deep in the morass of Democratic party politics,
where it remains today, and the SWP was offering the voters of
New York an alternative. Four working-class candidates were
running for the top positions.
The candidate for Manhattan borough president was a Black
man named Clarence Franklin. "I live in a one-and-a-half-room
apartment in a crowded tenement in Manhattan and I have to
pay 40 percent of my total monthly wage for rent," Franklin
wrote in the Militant. H e offered a socialist solution to New
York's housing problem.
At the New York FBI office there were people who pored over
that issue of the Militant with unusual care. J. Edgar Hoover had
recently sent out special instructions for FBI agents to be alert for
possible Cointelpro operations, and someone in the New York
office spotted the opportunity for a vicious attack against both
the Black movement and the SWP.
The vast FBI arrest files told them that Clarence Franklin had
some years earlier acquired a criminal record. That fact is not
very unusual; many Black workers in this society find themselves
in trouble with the law. But the agents in charge of Cointelpro
thought they could use his record to embarrass him and the SWP
and to drive a Black activist out of politics.
\ One of the things that come through clearest in the Cointelpro
papers is that the FBI reserved a special hatred for the Black civil
83
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rights movement, and Black members of the SWP were singled
out for special attention.
Cointelpro files document a pattern of systematic sabotage
directed at the Black movement that makes the Watergate break
in and Donald Segretti's dirty tricks against the Democrats look
like college pranks. Segretti and other Watergaters have been
sent to jail, but the conspirators responsible for Cointelpro have
yet to be charged with breaking any law.
Clarence Franklin was born into a family of Mississippi
sharecroppers in 1932. When he was ten years old he moved to
New York, where his mother went to work as a housecleaner.
When he was fourteen he got a job setting pins in a bowling alley.
Through the years Franklin found work as a dishwasher, porter,
and construction laborer. Along the way he picked up an arrest
record.
One might assume that a law enforcement agency such as the
FBI would have noted with satisfaction that Franklin had not
been c harged with violating any law in several years and was
currently engaged in perfectly legal activity-running for public
office.
H6wever, the FBI had different concerns. "Careful considera
tion has been given to the fact that the SWP in New York City is
now getting some propaganda attention through the press,
television and radio because i t has succeeded in placing on the
ballot four candidates for office in the New York City fall
elections," the FBI wrote.
In a subsequent memorandum not printed here, the FBI
elaborated. "The SWP has met with little or no opposition in
carrying forth its aims and purposes and in securing positions on
the ballot for its candidates. It is felt that some disruptive action
should be taken ...."
The FBI evidently used one of its numerous agents in the ney,rs
media-this one at the Daily News-to break the "story." The
News published a story on Franklin's arrest record on election
day. I.t is worth noting that the rules of fair play between
Democratic and Republican politicians brand as "unfair cam
paign practices" eleventh-hour charges that are impossible to
answer.before the voters go to the polling place. This, of course,
did not stop the FBI.
The FBI's evaluation of this operation shows that they were
elated because Franklin became demoralized by the publicity
about his past. When Franklin eventually withdrew from political
activity, the FBI congratulated itself on a job well done.
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·SAC, NEV YORK �WI)

0 SOCIALIST
l>ORKERS PARTY
(SWP)·
·
Ili"·.:-swP
·-· .. .
-·DISRUPTION
·-···· ·-··.··-PROGRAM

....._____. .

·having

,ie.airlet to NY and other orricea, dated 10/i2/6i°.
Relet instructed NY and other offices
•Jor SWP act1v1ty to evaluate a program aimed at disruption
or the SWP and to aubml.t views to the Bureau regarding
thia inatter.
•
1he HYO has given·caretul thought to this matter
and it is relt that on a carefully selective basis,
1aauea could be exploited whlch may •�ll serve to disrupt
the SWP and render i t more impotent aa a runctioning

1

�

.

O"'!Rnizatlon.

..

_ ·

Careful consideration has been given to the fact
that the SWP in New Yorlc C!ty i:s now getting some
propaganda attent!on through the press, television and
radio because l t has succeeded in placing on the ballot
tour · candidates t'or office in the New York City fall
elections. With this background in mind, a review baa
been made of the candidates chosen by the SWP to represent
it on the ballot and 1t has been found that one or them,
JOHN CLARE:lCE, !'RANKLIN, ap;,eara to be particularly
·wlne·rable 1n··cauaing em:>arrasament to the SWP._£ ··��"' :. ...
:
��PRl-1!!5.��N has a crlllllnal record which includes ..... ·
illui:lf.oftenaes aa larceny, burglary, drunkeMess and a
murder charge which was later reduced to manslaughter.
i

�c.t··�

•

Pages 8 591:
An early Cointelpro opera.ti-On against a
socialist candidate, which the FBI considered a model, is
outlined in these documents. The victim was a former
prisoner, a young Black worker who had come to see the
need for social change through his own experiences.
Heightened public consciousness about racism and the
nature of the courts and prisons has made such smear
tactics leas effective in recent years.
85
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'l'heae orrensea took place dur1n,; the yeara 1949-1956
ln Albany, NY, prior to the t1me FRANKLIii moved to
IIY and became connected with the SWP. As a result,
hla prior crlc,J.nal record la not known to the rank and
tile or the s;ip and qu1 te ·poas1bly ia also unknown to
the Party leaderah1p.
llhen the SWP newspaper, "The Militant",
introduced FRA!lKLIN as a candidate, he was described
•• accus1ng the Democrats and R epubl1car.s or dipping
tholr hands 1nto grart and or orrer1ng h1mselr as an
alternat1ve to th1s. "The M111tant" rurther set
torth that the SWP cand1dates were on t�e aide or the
honest and productive people or the City and against
those who insisted on enJoying privileges at other
people's expense.

· flle SWP has consistently printed that it
consistently vA1nta1ned a hi&/l principled position ovvr
the years and was, contrary to other radical groups,
Party or consistent integrity.

a

I
It ia felt that it la quite possible a
considerable d1sruot1ve effect wouid result if 1t
{ ahould become public knowled1,e that FRAHKLill, the candidate
chosen by the SWP to represent it on the ballpt,waa a
conv1ctcd thief and murderer. It is not believed that
it would be ncces9ary to sive any large display to
information of this sort, there i s no doubt that a short
ite11 in·the back pages of a metropol1 tan NY newspaper
would quickly beco�e well kno"'" within the SWP and
related groups. It 1a bel1eved that the effect or such
a public revealment could possibly result 1n the
tollow1ng:

1.

A110nc the SWP membership, there could well
be a reeling o r disillusionment with the·
leadership or the ?arty for runnin; such
an individual as a candidate aa well aa
distrust 9f FRANKLIII
himself because or hie
·· ·
paat record.

'
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2.· bong the SWP'a opponent• in the radical
field, there has always been an under
current or vindictive reeling and it i a
quite likely that the Communist Party (CP)
or a rival Trotakyist group would seize upon
an 1aaue such as the FRANKLIN case to alack
tha.pr1nc1plea or the SWP.

.

3,

.. .

rr- the

point or view from the public at

large, it would seem tha, anyone reading

an 1tem regarding the PRANK LI ti candidacy
could hardly help but have a lower opinion
or the SWP.

'Jbere 1• auboiitted for consideration by the
B:!re�u � : ·:!.:r-rle '::! t�e t�r�e O! �tor:, Which �izht ��
11Uba1tted to a. friendly newa�aper in thia regard:
.

I

...... .,..

"One ot the minor entries in the New York.
�1ty municipal elections la the candidate or the
Socialist Workers Party ror·Manha::an Borough President,
Clarence Franklin. He waa introduced in the Party's
newspaper 'The i-U.l1tant• in the 1aaue or July 24 and 31,
1961, as being •en the aide or the honest productive
people or ,the City•. · Franklin accused the D.emoracts
and Republicans or dipping their hands in graft and he
ottered hilllselr aa an alternative:

"In giving hie background and qualifications,
JPranklin Offlitted some facts in regard to honesty and
productivity which are a matter or recprd to the
Albany Police Department. Under h1a fUll name or John
Clarence PrarJ<lin, he accumulated an arrest record
begiMing with petit· larceny in 1949, burglary and grand
larceny· in 1951, drunkenness in 1954 and murder in 1956.

-
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•

•1n especially considering its small size,
1t would appear the SWP taKes all honors in fielding
candidate least well qualified for the otfice to
•
he aspires •.".
J
�ch
.
,
_---I
·
There are enclosed for the Bureau a copy or
the PD 9 setting torth �'RANKLIN's FBI fingerprint
record and pertinent articles printed in "The Militant"
or 7/24 and 31/61, regarding FRANKLIN.

!��

It ia recorwended that the l!Ureau rurniah- the
above inronnation to one of its contac� in the newspaper/
t1eld. However, it thi3 course or action is not
considered. favorably in this instance, it is suggested
.
that_ the Bureau consider allowing NY to furnish the
• V
'
information to a friendly newspaper in the NY area.
Should this procedure be agreeable to the l!ureau, a
copy o_r \.he: phvtv6,·o.}'.,h vt FR.A:4KL11i take-n t,;:; tt,e Al�r,y,
IIY Police DepartmeAt, 7/23/52, would be furnished the
newspaper contact w\th the suggestion that FRANKLIN .
be interviewed by a reporter or the newspaper in order
that he may maKe his own determination that the
individual running for public office on the SWP ticket
ia identical with the individual o n whom the extensive
�ri.minal record exists.

Por the information or the Bureau, a new
tile has been opened by the NYO on captioned-case

and this office will continue to give well thought
out attention to develop all possibilitiea in the
tuture which might serve to have a disruptive errect
on the SWP.
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SAC, NEW.

......�ROM;

I

_(';.:::!::,,mJlD'

J)lRECTOR, FBI

TO:

II•"-' •fJHU"'4J

\

Ypft!C ���"'

SUBJECT: t'soctALlST.. WORKERS •.·-.
P�
.··. �
-iS-SWP
i I�
1)1-�IIUP';fl.OJL�'LOQM!'I
·
If'"
ReBulet, 10/30/61.

....

. ..

..
•

There is enclosed copy or the col=n "On The 'l'own•
� Cl!ARLSS I,:c H.6..'v\Y, >o'h.1ch appeared on page 40 of tbe "New
York J)aily lle>:s," ll/7/61. · It 1s noted this includes the
1nto=at1on re JOH!I CI..iJIBllCE FRAl!KLIN suggested by the HYO
pi, " disruptive tactic ::.;:unst the S\IP. Copies or the
�.1'ppin& are also attached in NY subJect r11e and

���)�Jt;,Z"JMillt4) •

.

·

.

�.·- ;z

. . ..

.

.

!be atte��ion or :: ,iAd � 411'e�ted to th1a 1tea
on 11/7/61, without, or cour•e, revealing the 5ureau as being
the source. �cbaracter.1zed. th11 type or 1n1'or:,st1on
aa being in hi� o;:,1n1on "dynamite," and aa.1d he believed.
everyone 1n the SWP was as 1gnorant •• be waa or FRANKLIN'•
background.
·
.

A membership meetin� ot the New York Local, SWP

was held the even1ns or�-�.
lducb vaa atttnded. by
·...�,-;,Ao, that be bad heard no
He
stated.
on
c,:
,;:S»i,•
mention of the nevapaper ator:,, but had noticed. that JOH.�

I
CLAREIICE FRANKLIN and ilia brothers, ROSERT and WILLI.,:.,, also 1'i
SVP members, �ere con�p!cuoua by their a0sence. c·::a&
1a1d he could. not recall a meeting wen .one or more or tbe
-.
• PRAIIKLit:s t.-ere not 1n attendance. <:,:t 1#
.

·
•
o
��-,·������:�:�:�wvif .,����,:

. .'
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Sabotaging a Civil Rights Case

'f

The next set of documents concerns a 1964 FBI plot. The aim
was to sabotage the defense of a group of civil rights workers
facing prison in Monroe, North Carolina.
These FBI papers accord SWP leader George Weissman the
dubious distinction of being the first publicly known subject of an
FBI poem. The poet tried to frame Weissman on charges of
stealing money from the Monroe home of Dr. A.E. Perry, head o f
the Committee to Aid the Monroe Defendants (CAMD) and vice
president of the Monroe NAACP.
The poem, along with a clipping from a North Carolina
newspaper showing that Weissman had been in Perry's house at
the time of a robbery, was sent to a carefully selected FBI mailing
list.
In 1964 George Weissman was managing editor of the Militant.
He had first visited Monroe in 1958 to report on the notorious
"kissing case." Robert F. Williams, president of the Monroe
NAACP, had received attention in the press by organizing armed
defense guards, which put a stop to a series of Ku Klux Klan
assaults on the Black community. The Klan focused particular
attention on Dr. Perry, who had been instrumental in the struggle
to integrate some of Monroe's public facilities.
In retaliation against the Black community, the local racist
authorities charged two Black youths, eight and ten years old,
with "assault upon a white female" for the crime of being kissed
by a white playmate.
The two were tried and committed to a reformatory "possibly
until they are twenty-one."
Weissman recalled these events in a recent interview.
"I was sent down for the Militant and wrote several stories
about that case," Weissman said. Socialists aided in the
formation of the Committee to Combat Racial Injustice, and
Williams became its chairman.
"The committee mounted a campaign to publicize the case of
these little boys and to bring pressure on the North Carolina
authorities to get them released," Weissman recalled. In a matter
of months, the resulting national and international protest led to
their' freedom.
"In this period I became personal friends with both Williams
and Perry," Weissman said, "and they often visited me when
they were in New York."
When a new attack on the Black community in Monroe made
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the news in August 1961, members of the SWP were among the
first to come to the victims' defense. Thia was the time of the
"freedom rides." Buses filled with dedicated opponents of
segregation traveled through the deep South, where they
challenged laws requiring separation of the races in public
accommodations.
Monroe had acquired a reputation aa a Klan stronghold, and
Williama invited some of the freedom riders to visit the city.
"A number of freedom riders on their return from Miaaiaaippi
stopped off in Monroe to meet Williama and do what they could,"
Wei88man remembered. "They decided to institute a week-long
picket at the courthouse, the scene of many miscarriages of
justice."
Thia enraged local racists, and after several days of picketing,
things came to a head. On August Z'l a mob attacked the
picketers, and police responded by arresting the freedom riders.
"When word of thia reached the Black community, the people
became enraged and began preparing to defend themselves
against a racist attack," Weissman said. "About this time a car
carrying a middle-aged white couple from another city wandered
into the Black community. Residents stopped the car and took its
occupants to Williama'a home. Williama offered to allow them to
stay there until things cooled down."
The couple later left unharmed. But local authorities brought
phony charges of kidnapping against Williama; Harold Reade
and Richard Crowder, young Black Monroe residents; Mae
Mallory, a Black woman from New York who had been working
with Williama; and Robert Lowry, a white freedom rider from
New York.
Williama and Mallory escaped from North Carolina, while
Crowder, Reade, and Lowry were jailed in Monroe. Supporters
quickly aet up the CAMD to fight the anticipated extradition
orders for Mallory, who was in Ohio, and Williama, whose
whereabouts remained unknown, and to raise bail money for the
three defendants in Monroe.
Williama soon arrived in Cuba, where he obtained asylum. The
state of Ohio eventually extradited Mallory to North Carolina.
"When the case came to trial in 1964, I went down there to
cover it both for the Militant, which gave more attention to
events in Monroe than any newspaper in the country, and the
Nation magazine," Weissman said. "I had written an article for
the Nation at the time of the kissing case, and the editor
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commissioned me to do another story this time. That's how I
happened to be in Monroe at the time of the robbery at Dr. Perry's
home."
Perry's house served as a gathering place for supporters of the
defendants during the trial.
"On this particular day, since I had to meet a Militant deadline,
I remained in the house while the others went to court,"
Weiseman recalled.
"While I was alone in the house, there was a phone call for Dr.
Perry. When I said he was not there, the caller asked me who was
there besides myself. I said there was no one.
"An hour or so later the doorbell rang, and I looked out through
the gla88 and I saw a young Black man with an envelope. I
opened the door, and he said that the envelope was for Dr. Perry.
When I reached to take it, he produced a pistol."
The robber directed Weissman to the basement. A second man,
whom Weissman did not see, entered the house. They tied
Weissman to a chair and went upstairs.
"After they left, I freed myself," Wei88man said. "About the
same time Dr. Perry and the others returned from the trial. It
turned out that a wall safe hidden in the closet had been broken
into and robbed."
Since it was not unusual for doctors to keep money in their
offices, this was assumed at the time to be a simple robbery.
Weissman now has second thoughts about that.
"Looking back on it now, especially in view of the revelations
about the methods of the FBI and the CIA, I wonder if they had a
hand in it." There is no direct evidence of that in the Cointelpro
documents currently available, but Weissman thinks it warrants
looking into.
"The investigation of the robbery seemed mostly aimed at me,"
Weissman remembers. "The state police proposed that I take a lie
detector test."
The documents on pages 95-99 outline this operation. In
another document not reproduced here, the FBI openly stated
that its goal was to "cause the SWP and CAMD to cease their
efforts on behalf of the defendants."
The Monroe defendants' conviction was overturned, and the
prosecution was not able to try the case again. However, Williams
is now back in the United States and is still fighting extradition
to North Carolina.
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Rclet encl-;:>ocd cop1c:, or a rr.t mcoarnphed nnon:n�1ous
letter prepared b;• the Labo,:-e.t�l'Y for uoc by the llcw York
Office in a dioru;,t1on t:ic�ic ;,:;�ins� t h e S\iP, The Ne,-, Yo:-!<
Office hnd s�igi:;c�tcd thic lcttr:r �o. b:,:-5.r-.z discredit upon
the Pa:-ty i n the 1-:�s�·� ---1v11 �·f3;1t.s flclc!, l'\pcc1f'1r.-all;,•
throuth th.e acti•1J ".:1C3 or the '$', Ji' ··CC!1t!"Olle:l C-on1.�1t;te1? To
Aid '!he ·Monroe t�rc.n��!'\�S (C:�:.�C). T;.t-:? lctt.Cl' 1'11pl1ed t.hat
01:X)ROE WElSSi!IIN :ir.a BE?.Tr. or.El:.{ ::,: C:tP. ,SW!> u�e<I the CA):D to
th�ir Ol'tn ad\'e.ntacc until they ,�c1..c fj.M.!l;r >.""epudiotcd by t:ie
dcten1P.nts. It 1<&8 t·ir1t.tcn iu a r.ar.nt:- closic;ned to direct
euupic.iun cf.i:t l.¢ .i\,,O avu.)'..)£: U.i'.i&i·, ,:;·.:; �v:-k:r:: �·::::...ld P::t::,", a
rival in the Moru.•oc d�fense 1:1::,ver!lent.
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Pages 95-99: An FBI scheme to sabotage defense efforts for
framed-up Monroe civil rights activists included an anony
mous letter, a newspaper clipping, and a poem. These were
sent to radical publications in an effort to create the
impression George Weissman had stolen defense committee
funds and to generate mutual suspicions within the
movement. (An earlier Monroe disruption is documented on
pages 142-148.)
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C,:,1;1 c::i ot t:-ie anon:,.ou� letter ue1•e :,�tlcd on
la/8/6l1, in cc::- :. 1,,.-!�c1ally pu:-·chns�1 <:n·.1".'lor.cs nddr�o:::co \'-y
ll clcric,tl c-r :1ploycc or tiu• t!C\J Y�">rl� Office. Tai<? letter
was :::c·nt. t:> ti1C: 1:-aciivi<!u�l:i li::;t.oci belou:
(1) Dt.NIEL \/f,TT3
1".d.1tor, 1,1bcrntor
._. 2411 Ea:,t 115th st,·. cet
Nc\1 Yor.l�, Nm·, Yor?c
11

11

(2) 11.\ROLD CRUS!>
203 West 111t:1 Street
Hew York, !let< Yor?c
(3) Editor, ':"'.."le \lorl��r
23 tlest �t;1 Street

11

11

Hnt1 Vn�k: NP.t-1 Yori<

'

Editor, "N'at!onal Gi.:.ard:i.an"
197 East Fou::-t:, Street
Hew York, Ne;: ::"or;,

(4)

(5) . JAJ.IF.S BriLD:·:IN
"70 West F.nd t.\'enue
Nett Yor1<:., l-le\1 Y:>r:,

(6) PETER KIHSS

c/o Nett Yor:C Tir:�s
229 !'lest !;3rd Street
Helf Yorlc, Net, York

(7) JAMES ROB.'=nTSOtJ

c/o '*S,arte.cint"

•

Box 1'31'r, G.P.• O.

•

Hew York, Ne1·1 York

(8) TIM WOP.!..i·'CR'i'!i

160 t/cst 95th Street
Hew York, New York
,,,.

-

..
..

,. .

2 -·
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'
...-.....
. .,---------·
__,_
_..,.

'

(9)

LFllOI JO,:F.S

'Zf Coope1• Squnrc
New Yor!c, New Y,;,r:c

••.,
___

Ir any 1nformat1on re this mail1n:; appears 1n
N�w York files deaiinated to receiv� a copy or instant
letter, it should be directed to subJect file, so the
&u-eau can be advised.

. . ..

•

•

It 1a believed t:-iet a follo1<-up to this anony.10'-'s f

11&111nc may increase t:,e c.t!"ectiver.e::;s or the d1t1•upti:>n

operation.

-w••

lie cae1 take advantage or the fact t:-i:it a�:;;H::;z

'

VEISSHAJI rcP.or·tcd t,o tiie f.!onroe police that u:11le he \':as alone
in the home of a i·ionroe Negro c1v1! rizhts leader, two b2.ndits
came 1n and rifl�cl a 11all oa!'c. A r.,r:>x c:>py of a cl1ppin.;
')/")"7/r..11
....
,.,... o the
..___
......... ....... --· ...�........ ........_..... .. -- -,
·-··g .
-,, .... , "'......
......_

·� ...

___, ,.... ....

l'\'I,,,......_,. ,,..••

...

...,,.

story, is enclosed for 1nf:>mat1on or the Bureau.

Since recipients or ti1e f!.rs� r.nony,-:,ous letter nre
tUliliar trith the con.,ection or t,1e S'.l?'s \'l::::ISS1·,;,!J with the

Monroe defen�e, 1t will n:>t �o neccocar, to GO into a
detailed expos1.t1on 1f the:, are tu1·C1i�hed copies of the
cl1ppl,ng. Bureau authorit, !s reque&ted to send a Xerox
oopy of the C.12.rlotte O!>server arttcle to t,10 same 1ndiv1daals
nU1ed ·cbove 1n 1nato.nt letter. Bureau 1a alco·requestcd to
authorize encloa1"6 1·11th t:,e cl1pp1ng, as a device to generate
further auap1c1:>ns, the follo11ing bit of ve,•se:

.. ,

Oeor&ie-Pori;ie, do11n in f.lonroe,
Pound himsel!' alone uith the doush,
Called the cops, and wru,t did he say?
"Bad guys. . came and toole 1t away•.

It approved, Bureau is requested to have 1 tnc Leborator,
prepare the poen, as e!':.-,c&tiousl!' as possible, =c....--:�ZJr
"'=.ac.tt Tho poem should

'

,,

..

.'

- 3-
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be on a mirncoero.p:,cd halr-s:,r.ct, preu1.'lll:bl:, an economy. by
the putative :ender.

In add1 t1on t:, t:,e ccld,:-c11r;ct,3 or the r1rat
nncn:,:nous lettc?', anQt:1er uill be, c.dd�d for the secend
l9tter, if approved b::, the l'l'..1rea:1. T!>�s 1s the editor or
rrocrc,s&ivc Labor, Box 808, G.P.O., B:'ooklyn l, tlc:w York•
9. \in orcan1zat1,;:n tJcl3 also active in :-:"nroe and as a rival
or the S\-11' m.."t!' be interested 1n the material to use in
attacking t:,e Part.,.

fl>c atreau 1s requeGted to advise the He" York
orr1ce as soon es ?'Cr.31�lc since l.ntcrest in the H<>nr:>e cP.sa
bccomei: les5; as tJ;:,e :;oes by.
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5 'Drive a wedge between
the followers of Malcolm X
and the SWP'
After several months of disciplinary silence imposed on him for
making statements that Black Muslim leader Elijah Muhammad
frowned on, Malcolm X broke discipline with remarks the whole
world heard.
"Nineteen sixty-four threatens to be a very explosive year,'' he
told a jam-packed news conference March 12, 1964, in publicly
announcing his break from the Nation of Islam.
He said he was prepared to cooperate in local civil rights
actions in the South and elsewhere, pointing out that every
campaign for specific objectives can only heighten the political
consciousness of Black people.
"We should be peaceful, law-abiding," he said, "but the time
has come for the American Negro to fight back in self-defense
whenever and wherever he is being unjustly and unlawfully
attacked."
Then he hurled a challenge to the government:
"If the government thinks I am wrong for saying this, then let
the government start doing its job."
The United States rulers, of course, did think Malcolm was
wrong, and they told their FBI to start doing their job-a job they
may have tried to finish on February 21, 1965, when three men
gunned down Malcolm.
But their work did not stop with Malcolm's death. This is
revealed in a batch of Cointelpro memos released in response to
the Socialist Workers party suit to stop government surveillance
and harassment.
Cointelpro was aimed at destroying socialist and Black
organizations. In a 1967 letter, J. Edgar Hoover gave his reasons
101
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for initiating a special Cointelpro operation against Black
organizations.
"The purpose of this new counterintelligence endeavor is to
expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit, or otherwise neutralize the
activities of black nationalist, bate-type organizations and
groupings, their leadership, spokesmen, membership, and sup
porters."
Cointelpro memos present the fuzzy outlines of the FBl's earlier
attempt to blackjack relations between the SWP and the Muslim
Mosque, Inc. (MMI) and the Organization of Afro-American
Unity (OAAU) after Malcolm's death.
Malcolm created both organizations after hie break with the
Nation of Islam. The Mosque was for Muslim activists, but the
OAAU did not require religious adherence for membership.
In a May 25, 1965, letter to the New York office, Hoover wrote:
"It would appear that the apparent attempt by the SWP to
exploit the followers of the late Malcolm X for its own benefit
offers some potential for the institution of disruptive tactics."
On June 15, 1965, New York responded: "SWP influence on the
followers of MALCOLM X would be disrupted by emphasizing
the atheism of the SWP as opposed to the basic religious
orientation of the MMI." Washington approved.
In August 1965 the New York office wrote to Hoover boasting
that the operation had soured relations between the socialists and
Malcolm's followers.
"It is believed probable that the disintegrating relations
between the SWP and [the OAAU] can be attributed to the
disruptive tactic authorized . . . and will result in a continued
loss of influence by the SWP among this group of Negroes."
In a recent interview with the Militant, Harlem activist Charles
Kenyatta, who was prominent among Malcolm's followers, called
the Cointelpro tactics "criminal," but said he was not surprised at
the new revelations.
"When you have one man who was as great as Malcolm was,
then you can expect these FBI and CIA tactics against him and
his followers."
He said if there is anything to learn it is not to "let these petty
tactics and differences divide us."

•

•

•

Although a new Cointelpro conspiracy against Black groups
was launched in 1967, the documents reproduced here-and
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others-reveal that FBI haraaament of the Black movement
predates 1967.
Reflecting the U.S. rulers' fear and hatred of the Black struggle,
especially militant or uncompromising organizations, the FBI
and local police had singled out the Muslims for harassment and
physical attacks in the early 1960&.
The Militant obtained a secret Los Angeles Police Department
report on the Muslims and printed it in 1962.
"The men of this group are extremely dangerous," the report
said, "further, they are a type of fanatic, and are willing to die for
their cause, content if they can take a caucasian, preferably a
police officer (and this includes Negro police officers too), with
them when they are killed."
The Militant ran an editorial responding to the cops' racist
views. "For socialists and other champions of civil rights, the
question of agreement or disagreement with the Black Muslims'
demands for racial separation should in no way becloud the main
issue-defense of the rights of the Black Muslims against police
and political persecution."
Today, virtually every voice on the left-and even many ruling
class voices-are forced t o pay tribute to Malcolm. But before his
death they wouldn't touch him with a ten-foot pole.
With the exception of the SWP, radical organizations had fallen
victim to the false propaganda that said Malcolm thrived on
white hatred and was a general, a l l a
- round troublemaker and
division-monger among Black people.
This was most clearly expressed by the Communist party. In
an article in the CP's August 1963 Political Affairs, Stalinist
leader Benjamin Davis said that the civil rights demonstrations
in Birmingham "dynamited the irrational and irresponsible
drivel of Malcolm X and Elijah Muhammad, whose antiwhite
racism, anti-Semitism and backwardness, proved utterly bankrupt
......
"The pursuit of either the Muslim black-versus-white policy or
the Williams' advocacy of armed insurrection cannot but be
divisive of Negro unity," Davis wrote.
He was proposing, against Malcolm's and Robert F. Williams'&
call for Black self-defense in the face of armed racist attacks in
the South, reliance on the promise of civil rights bills and
handouts from white liberals.
"Opposition to the hopelessness and abject defeatism of a
Malcolm X is not a matter of competing for transient applause-it
is a question of principle," according to Davis.
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Pages 104-107: The FBI has not released any documents on
its operations against Malcolm X and his followers in the
period leading up to his assassination, but this bureau
correspondence dated just after his death indicates an
intense interest in the Muslim Mosque, Inc., founded by
Malcolm. The operation outlined here is occasioned by New
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York's alarm that "a- rather close relationship has developed
between the SWP and the followers of the late Malcolm X."
The next communication notes with satisfaction that the
groups he led "have been declining in strength and
influence" since his death and proposes to use undercover
agents within the Black movement to sow discord.
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In contrast to the CP, the SWP saw it as ita responsibility to
support the political actions that Malcolm and the Muslims took
against their oppression.
When Malcolm announced his break with the Nation of Islam,
the SWP looked forward to working with him in whatever
fraternal manner it could.
Clifton DeBerry, the SWP's 1964 presidential nominee, com
mented in a news statement on what Malcolm had to say.
"I heartily agree with Malcolm X that every militant civil
rights struggle helps the Negroes understand the need for Black
political power," DeBerry said. "I will do all I can in this
campaign to rally support for these views. I am confident
Malcolm X's stand will add new power to the drive for Freedom
Now."
Malcolm soon accepted an invitation to speak at a Militant
Forum.
Malcolm spoke kindly of the Militant. At his first Militant
Forum-he spoke at three he said: "I think as I said earlier, the
paper is one of the best I've read. We always encourage those in
Harlem to buy it when we see it up there, or wherever else we may
see it. It's a very good paper, and I hope they continue to have
success-make progress."
Even when he was still in the Nation of Islam Malcolm urged
Blacks to buy the Militant because of ita forthright opposition to
police attacks on the Muslims.
Militant staff writer Harry Ring interviewed Malcolm for
WBAI-FM in January 1966, and in that same month the Young
Socialist, the publication of the Young Socialist Alliance,
interviewed him. Before the interview was published, Malcolm
was shown the edited transcript. He remarked, "This is the kind
of editing it's a pleasure to read."
Malcolm did not endorse DeBerry's candidacy, but he said he
would "open some doors" in Harlem for his campaign. Before he
left on his second trip to Africa in July 1964, Malcolm instructed
his top leaders to cooperate with the socialist campaign in this
fashion.
In January 1965, the YSA broached with Malcolm the idea of
going on a YSA-sponsored tour of college campuses. Malcolm
liked the idea but said he could not go until he returned from
another scheduled trip abroad.
Malcolm opposed the Vietnam War and expressed interest in
the SWP'. s participation in the coming April 17, 1965, antiwar
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march in Waahington, D.C., sponsored by the Students for a
Democratic Society.
All during bia laat year, Malcolm's views became more and
more militant and anticapitalist.
The Harlem ghetto had exploded in revolt against grinding
oppression in 1964, and militant nationalist beliefs-which
Malcolm was beat at popularizing-and Black awareness were
catching on fut.
Malcolm's call for Black power waa getting through to
thousands of Blacb who were eager to listen.
His message aleo got through to a few people-including the
FBI-who jerked in fear whenever they heard it.
It ,ras a bright, spring-like Sunday when the sandy-headed
Mualim minister unfolded bia lanky frame behind a lectern at the
Audubon Ballroom to spread bia message-for the last time.
From nowhere three men-who to this day have never publicly
said who put them up to it-made their way to within what the
coroner said was point-blank range. One pulled the triggers of the
sawed-off, double-barreled shotgun he carried.
The gun, it was said, made an awesome sound.
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6 'Cause disruption in the
peace movement'
For over a decade, the moet explosive i88ue in world politics
was the American intervention in Vietnam. It was the growing
m888 opposition to the war among the American people that gave
the radicalization of the sixties and seventies its biggest push.
With the American withdrawal and the fall of the Saigon
dictatorship in the spring of 1975, people in all parts of the
political spectrum began a88e88ing the Vietnam War era. The
revelation of the FBl's schemes against the antiwar movement
provides an interesting sidelight to that review. It aleo helps
confirm the analysis the socialists made at the beginning of the
movement-that it could pose a serious threat to the power of the
Pentagon and Wall Street and eventually force the government to
pull out of Vietnam.
The Cointelpro papers reveal several instances of behind-the
scenes FBI maneuvers to block the developme.nt of a mase, visible
protest movement against the war. A variety of techniques were
employed to achieve this task.
These included promoting splits among antiwar forces, encour
aging red-baiting of socialists, and pushing violent confronta
tions as an alternative to m888ive, peaceful demonstrations.
One of the more unusual operations uncovered to date is a 1966
FBI attempt to divert the Socialist Workers party from its strong
commitment to the antiwar struggle.
The FBI mailed out an anonymous "Open Letter to Trotsky
ites." That and related documents are reproduced here. The letter
was designed to create dissatisfaction within the party over its
participation in the new movement. In particular, the FBI sought
111
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to create dissension within the SWP and Young Socialist Alliance
over their role at a November 1965 antiwar conference in
Washington, D.C.
The ma88 movement against the war in Vietnam, and socialist
participation in it, had begun with a call by the Students for a
Democratic Society for an April 1965 March on Washington.
SOS in 1965 possessed a measure of respectability. Officially, it
was still the youth group of the League for Industrial Democracy,
a longtime meeting ground for conservative social democrats and
union bureaucrats. Consequently, the SDS National Council's
decision to call the march, made at its meeting over the December
1964 school break, carried some authority.
Doug Jenness joined the staff of the YSA national office that
January. "We met with Clark Kissinger, the SDS national
secretary, to discuss what we could do," he recalls. "The YSA
organized three national tours-one on the West Coast, one in the
Midwest, and I toured the Eastern states." YSA locals across the
country quickly began to help organize student participation in
the march.
During that winter, Lyn don Johnson escalated the war, and
the impact helped to tum out 20,000 people, more than anyone
had expected.
"The day after the march I attended an SOS National Council
meeting there in Washington," Jenness said. "Surprisingly, they
failed to follow up on their original initiative." SOS pulled away
from the antiwar movement and never again focused its energies
on a national level toward the war.
Nevertheless, the antiwar movement continued to grow. The
teach-in movement, born on March 24 at the University of
Michigan, spread spontaneously from campus to campus.
In late May, the Berkeley, California, Vietnam Day Committee,
in which the SWP and YSA played a role, brought out 30,000
people for a thirty-four-hour marathon teach-in and protest
against the war.
Meeting in Washington, D.C., August 6-9, a national antiwar
gathering, the A88embly of Unrepresented People, as it was
called, drew some 2,000 participants. There a much smaller
meeting of antiwar activists from around the country decided to
set up a National Coordinating Committee to End the War in
Vietnam. The NCC scheduled a convention during the Thanks
giving weekend in Washington, D.C. This is the conference
referred to in the FBI's "Open Letter."
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The socialist �ment of the antiwar movement is contained
in Revolutionary Strategy in the Fight Ago.inst the Vietnam War,
a collection of articles and documents recently published by the
SWP National Education Department.
It contains a transcript of a June 25, 1965, SWP Political
Committee discussion that envisioned the main lines along which
the movement would develop.
Jack Barnes, who is today the SWP national secretary,
described the main divisions that would emerge within the
movement. "They'll be over the question of exclusion versus non
exclusion and the question of unconditional opposition to the
war. They'll take place over the question of subordinating the
demands of the antiwar movement to the demands of 'progres
sive' politicians."
Drawing their initial inspiration from preparations for the
April 17 march and then spurred on by the continuing escalation
of both the war and antiwar activity, there was a proliferation of
"Committees to End the War in Vietnam," or "CEWVs." They
looked to the upcoming Thanksgiving conference as the first real
opportunity to meet on a national level, compare notes, and chart
future activity.
The gathering was marked by a major dispute, one that was
confusing to most of the people there. The form of the fight was
over a seemingly simple organizational matter, but in the
background loomed two entirely different perspectives for the
future of the new movement. In reality, a fundamental question
was involved-whether the antiwar movement would remain and
grow as an independent force in American political life or
whether it would be channeled into Democratic party politics, a
graveyard for social protest movements.
From the new independent antiwar committees had come a
number of people, including many SWP and YSA members, who
were interested in discussing the possibility of forming a national
organization composed of committees standing for immediate
withdrawal of American troops from Vietnam. The NCC did not
purport to be such an organization-its purpose being to
coordinate activities of all sorts of organizations opposed to the
war, most of which at that time favored calling for a negotiated
settlement.
The SWP and YSA did not propose eliminating the role of the
NCC. They recognized a place for an organization that drew all
opponents of the war together for common action, but they also
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saw a place in the coalition for a formation of independent
committees favoring immediate withdrawal.
A proposal to add a workshop to the conference agenda for
participants interested in setting up such an organization was
met by an almost hysterical response from the conference
steering committee. To the thousands who have over the years
attended subsequent national antiwar conferences, where the
right to hold the workshop of one's choice was accepted as a
matter of course, this may seem hard to believe.
But the steering committee, in which the Communist party had
a major influence, steadfastly refused to allow a "thirteenth"
workshop. Those upholding what they saw to be their democratic
right to meet on a question of mutual interest were forced to hold
a "caucus" to di8CU8s the subject.
Charges of "Trotskyite splitters and wreckers" were hurled left
and right in order to obscure any rational discourse on the matter
in dispute. The "splitter and wrecker" chorus continued for some
time in several periodicals and in radical circles around the
country.
Among the most vocal was the Communist party. Their
perspective for the new movement was to send it out to ring
doorbells for various Democratic party "peace candidates." The
Stalinist.a correctly saw a national organization of independent
committees calling for immediate withdrawal as an obstacle to
that goal. The CP's insistence on the negotiation slogan, which
violated the right of the Vietnamese to settle their own affairs,
was tied into their Democratic party orientation, since it was a
demand that many liberal Democratic candidates found accept
able.
The political questions in dispute would be widely discussed in
the coming months and years. Over time the antiwar movement
would be won to support immediate withdrawal, the demand
most in line with the needs of both the American and Vietnamese
peoples.
Supporters of an organization of independent committees
favoring withdrawal were among the founders of the Student
Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam in 1966.
Without the eventual clarity over the. course of the antiwar
movement that resulted from the political fight that erupted at
the Washington conference, it is safe to say that this country
would not have seen the mass movement that, combined with the
heroic struggle of the Vietnamese, forced the United States out.
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The FBI, of course, was unable to get the SWP and YSA to pull
out of the movement. Ignoring the "advice" of the FBI, the
socialists discuued and drew their own conclusions on the
meaning of the conference.
Among the most enlightening was the contribution made by
SWP founder James P. Cannon before the Los Angeles branch of
the SWP in December 1965. His remarks are also published in the
publication mentioned above.
The NCC conference marked the first head-on confrontation
between the new generation of SWP members and the Commu
nist party. Cannon thought this was sign ificant. Referring to the
"Bring the Troops Home Now" slogan, he said, "I think our
comrades were correct to adopt that slogan and their militancy at
the conference and their refusal to be bluffed or bulldozed is quite
admirable. All the more so that they were perhaps taken by
surprise and hadn't had previous experience with what the
perfidy of Stalinism and the Social Democracy is really like. I will
guarantee you that they will never be taken by surprise again.
"These are permanent asaets which speak well for the future,"
Cannon observed.
He made an observation that seems even more true ten years
later. "Out of [the antiwar movement] I think we can see the
beginnings of a new radical movement which raises great
perspectives of world-historical significance for America."

•

•

•

It was not inevitable that a mass movement against the war in
Vietnam would develop in this country. In fact, the life of the
organized antiwar movement was characterized by frequent
reevaluations of perspectives. On more than one occasion
questions of strategy were posed that had life-and-death implica
tions for the movement.
Their opponents within the antiwar movement would some
times accuse members of the Socialist Workers party and the
Young Socialist Alliance of poese88ing limited imagination. This
charge stemmed from the socialists' continuing insistence on
mass demonstrations as the way to end the war.
In the end, however, it turned out not to be the socialists who
were short on imagination, but those who lacked confidence in
the possibility of the American people taking to the streets in
large numbers to demand an end to the war.
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Onll/2S-2!/6S, t::.:·au·nalC •1tteet �

�.v..n.
!"�1,l!�'"i?-�·}t�."�:;-�;;: 1: �����·�
••ntr,l t;,11 c .,...,,:;.: n � r,.,.d:,c tlM lu11• ,r •t·.:.:ec11�•�

111u.:::,.,..,1 :.: J� t,•,r• rr..., !lu ,.,. •• ,:.. tiuie
1 l ··�•n t r a.,ll-·:Lr -,-,� -• 1·,11-.nr dof�rtc<I c;. �'11,
•�nhnr.c•. In-�·•·<.-,, t•o '"-• rocahd. c: n•';·-t'lo
' ':;:{!\��:!� r�'.1c1ty fer lh Uc:llu am attit•.dt U
t

Page, 116-121: A, the movement against the Vietnam War
deueloped, the Socialist Worker, party and the Young
Sociali,t Allfonce come to play a leading role in it, left
wing, eventually winning the majority of the movement
over to their concept of holding mo11iue, peaceful demon·
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In all probnbility, the recent s;,lit

-

,,t the Seattle

Branch ria:,the party t��eth�r vith the p;,ss1ble future splits

or

other brnnchos nnd/,r indivi,h:al :Jeubcrs is based in

part �n dis:i&rccr.,ents vith tho pnrty le:,dership ,n Anti-

......._._._ . .

wr policy.

Viewed in the ll(;htot the party's :insucccsstul
endeavors in v2.r!:>us f1.:tlds durin� tho p3st dccu.�oI this
Ncont venture appears t? culoinato a series of leadership
"policies vhich have caused dissention and rifts within the
party.

-·

.Tei upld!: this, an anon:,o-,us letbr has been prepared

llhich c,uld o• directed n�tionally t ? selected party

11es:aber1 vh., have S-'!!e u1st1v1ro.tiS in rogard t:> the leader•
ahip and direction of the pnrty; t.ovovor, to dote,
. have n,t definitely made a break.
Thia letter 1:f>Uld subM•"IUt:nt�;- �c d!!'e'!t�� t.:'\
.
· represent .
. tives �f outside cr,ups 1 particularly anti
war organizations after the ori£ir�l distributi,n. This
distribution -.-�uld c?ntain :an attached an,nyuous r.;ta,
which v,uld reed:
.
"Understand this had vidc circulati?n
MOftl Trotsl<yites. 1:ave y:,u seen it?"
It

is felt

tho o,tinal distributi�n to selected

party ::,eobers !>e !l&iled fro,, the ::,st;n, l-1
..ss., Chic:igi 1 ·
lll.

l

and San Franci Sc-,, Cal1f:-rn1a, areas where n·:'

.· pa.rt cular part'l r�cti:ns e�ist, h?��ver, aro&s vhich
•bra co a .- c.,nsi:iera:>le nm.,!>er ,,r p"rty ::erabcr s. This ""ul:1
· preclude 1.:.cediate l>la:.te on any particular party r,ec.,ber
or cr,u;, and:·:ier.<1 c:-e�ence t-, · the p,ssession ,r addresses
ot party �e!lbers in these aeog:-aph1c:,l ereas. Tho
aubsequent r.!ail!na t "l a nt i-war :c?r....:11 ttees a.rri -;.pp-,sing
radical €r,ups VJ:ild th•n be �ailed� days hence fr,n
JllC. It 1s felt that ::any ir>iividuals tr.,:-, the :::;c
area v:>uld ha.ve access t·> addresses ?f these "rcani::ati ,ns
·
on a nati,nal basis.

VI.thin 10 days, the reccivinc otfic•s are
Nquosted t� furnish the i:'lo the na.,es nnd nddresses
: or appr�xi·.:atcl, 20 per c�nt -,r the =.ibersn1, ·,f tho
! .2'espect1va S\1'? ucubership, 1nclu:11ni: th 1sc \lh·> have
..expNsscd soue de�ree �f past diss:iti:facti:n vith p:irty
policy.

• •

-2-

strations for immediate withdrawal of U.S. forces. This
operation's central aim was to demoralize members ouer a
supposed series of failures in order to "serioU8ly hamper"
their efforts to build the antiwar movement.
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Rccc1v1nc of!"1ccs nrc 3lt1=' requested t., furn1:.h
the J:YO the, n.,"1e.s nr.:i a<ldrcosco ,r J.ocol "' n;,tlnnal antivnr C()n01tlc�:; lh.lt. exist with1:-i their rqsr,cctivc tcrr1t:->rJc3.
Ono c ;,py ..,r n sn�Jplc !>f tho nn,:,.nyr:i!'>t:s l ctter
11 llttnchcd f:,r rccc.-!vinc -,fflccs. If :;urcau :rnth)rity
is r.1·.lntc::!i t) 1l:;,l�:i\'lnt this sur.c:es";i:.>n, the an:"'nr:-:.,us
lct.t<-r 't.'ill !>• ::.i�co.:;r:i;,t.o-d .in:1 prcrcrc.S "" C'>::;.:orci,11
porer. The letter �n:t :,.Qdrcssc ·d envcl�pcs vill th�n be
aff�rdcd th'! �st."'n, Chic.:ic., and L:>s Anc�lcs Offices f-:,r
u111nc;s fr:,� lucc.tions ,:hich
\."ould n.:>t brine: suspicion
,
t o .. the .lu1·cau.
It is bclic,·cd that the ab�vo oct1 ,n v1ll def1n1 toly
create disru;>ti�n ·..:!thin the r�:1ks or th\! SHP, pnrt!cul:i.:-y
o n locnl levels :sr.:! cvcataally cause c�nsidcrnble unrest
in J:nti:,n:.l i:c.i.dq:.:.artars. :-.;�rc:,vor, this octi'>:i sh-:uld
:;:-!��::-:!:,· h:-..-.r�:- t�'? !'::1"t. :,,: t.:,tal �ccuprati�n at this ti:::e ' tha.t
1s,its anti-war actions an:i �b�&ctivcs.

.,
..

'

..

• •

'

•

·•

�.

...
.'

·.3
.
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You're • Trotskyitc.
You've strur.�lcd throuch th� years atte�ptin& to
influence others with your p.i.rticul.:iP line of rcvolutionilry
aoci.ili:.::1. You'v..? ,cc:-i your rarty'c r.'l'!l'!lbershi;, cut tin.-:? c1nC
ti.c At"in by a cccminrlY cndlo�s �crie$ of splits, to th�
·
eoint where, historic�lly, the SWP has becoc-.c known �s the
party of aplits••.

Durin,; the late l 9SO's I you entered, with yc.-ur
party, into a rc,r,roupr.itnt e.ffor-t with dissident ex..CPer:: "··ho
were cHsi l�usio:1,;d over th'! crushinc of the llunea.rian
hvulution a:id tho? :<hru�hchev. Revolt1tions of the 20th
Conttt!.s cf' the C!'SU. 'fou uatched as yot.:r party shun�cc! the
true principlc:1 c,f re:-rou;>t":.-;?nt on a co�o:. crou:'\d uid
un&ucc�s5!"c.ll�, �tt:C!'n?�O<! to dor.ainate and recruit. thus !Gi::.in;: .
ti•-= ni:pui:aticn as '·cpo.1.!.ers".
You then p!c:O:cd up your chip;>ed marbles c.1nd plun,�cd
into the suppO':"'t o! the Cuban Revolution by ta.1<ine dCc'.!<! tii:11
on the Fair Play ro� Cu�a Cor.v:tittca. Your party succecd�d
in placinr,_ its •·;:--otcs:;ional secret�ry", ierta Green I i:no
thC rrcc lea��:--s�i?, You did�'t have to wait lOng, ho�cv�r,
before your purt;'c "raidin;" operAtion �ithin the f?CC on
a n4tiondl basis b�ce�c evident. So, it wasn't too auch of
a •urprise when Berta was bounced from tho F?CC and your
party once atain wus accused of a crude atte��t to "take
over" rat�er than provic!a conctructive assi1t4nce to a •.ost
worthy cause.
Far from dis�ayed, you next created tho •indep�n�ent•
Cowlittee To Aid nc Mo:-,roe Oe!enda.nts I with the ex;,cctation::
of Nachin& the r!esro with the party li:1e. :�aturally, you
placed Esert• Green, no.,, available, as secrct•ry of this
co-.ittce. Ycur ;,arty �hen ;:,roccedcd 1 unC:cr the clo4k of
p1cudo-respcct.1bilit:1, -:o i::-.;,le�nt its ultinate 4ii:s o!
doaination L�d recruit=.ent. This activity nacc�sitatad
con&idcr.l�lc c!fort on you� part, but eventually incurred
nothine but the wrath of hcnest indepenc�nts. To •aka it
worse, you had to ubsorb the responsitility for the lo:s of
funds and tl',c crt?atic,n of aCt'Joll public ha:-1:1 to these victi:,-.s
in Honroc, ::ort?'I C�r-olina ----- to the end that )ou �-•era nt?d,e
to suffer vu�lic attack &nd dis�voual by no le�s than the
defendant� thc�solvcs. A :,ost di�heJrtcning cpisod� on
bc)h1lf o f · the opp,r.'.::;Sed vict!.�3 of the r.1ci:a :;tut.::, but
&till, th1J S�·:? .. ,,s t�,c only c..cistinc Trotskyi!.t party,
u,1::n' t;,,-·
i !'?
,.-..--� ..�� •1:-----· ;-··--····
. ......... 5o you hunc on,
,.-..::.a;.;..'�

'

·--· ·····

The FBI's elaborate efforts to discredit the SWP's role in the
Monroe committee, refe"ed to in this "open letter," are
documented in chapters 4 and 7. Berta Green (now Berta
Langston) is an SWP member i ·Ju, helped initiate defense
efforts for the Cuban reuolution and the Monroe defendants.
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in recent y.:! <�r:�, your p,,,..ty h.l!. t.!kcn n r..1r.c fro ::i
the book of StAl.in by it� !H lf"�c� o. f party �mbcr:; \..'h O lhlvc
attc 1:iptcd to prc-�.... nt fc,r di:.cuscicm .:alt:!rn.1tivc vic:wpoi.:-.�·!.
of current situ."!t'ion:;. Thu:::, your p,1:-t:, ....,a:; r<:�r.,< ,ll::1!:>lt:,
in effect, for th� cr·ce.'tic:i of ,1ddi tic,n.11 :::!Jl.int<.·r r,:·oups
includint the 11 $�.:!rt.:!ci�t" �·.cv,:rn.c:1t which h.J.:; .:t-:�incd
con:.idcrnble rcno�n in the radical cor::mrnity.
Presently, you• \'C been &truer,) irig with your p�rt:,
in its cffor-te; t o bcco� p�"?rt of the r.rc�tc-st r.round s,,1eJ l
of oppC1sitic:'\ to this co;.::"IU'y's i 1r.;,cri.�li.:.t policic: th�t
has ever ex!.:.:tcd. To ,:hie cr'ld, you he.d hirh !lo;>cs '1:. the
party's yc-ut?-:. ar�, tl-,c Young Sociulict Allie.nee, u.:is
dispatched to 1:l<:s!1i.nr,,tc!"I, o·. C. last Th,1:1k.sfiving to
particip;:tc in �nti-u'r
- ccnfcN?nccs .:.�d ,1 na::.!;ivc
dcmohstr.Jtion o f y:,rotct:.t 'to U. S. intcrvc:ntio:1 i� 'lictn<1m.
Surely, this w�� a n �n?��ceCcntctl oppo!"'t��ity to militat�
ar.11inst \·:tshinr.toa e:.:1<.i ' :.'.Jll Streat. aui-, true to the S1.J:'1' s
t-iir.tory of scct.::.'!"'ianisr.i,
you "dtnt:::.-...<.Hl .. the ye·.mz "!rots"
. ....
.
.
� 11·
. :... c.::a�:, a:-i� unoc'!"'r.11. n1.n�
--promote .a.. d.1vJ.::i
··.l.1.11\i:l
· ·-v.·- :.:-: :_:.�t'!
11
withdra,:al ,�t t?�,::t� conf..:iren�cs.
Prophetically, you s�w your p�rty and its youth
soundly defeated .?t this confr.r-;?ncc in yet another c1ttC!',?t
to recruit th!"'ou:;� d!vision and dc::i.i:-iation.
Yo·Jr c:.ttC::'!?t
:to "sovc fc1ce 11 , followini this dcb.1clc, was t!',o pro,:-.oticn
of a Caucus of 11 i.nc!e;:,e:1dcnt" an\i.. \.lG:- co;:-.":'littccs ba:;cd solely
bn irnw.:,di.:!tc withc!ru·,:til of u. s. force:: in Victnltr.t. k"1d
you justly suspect now that this tactic is vic�ccl by radie1ls
•nd indcptnc!-:n-:s .!like as a "pap!!r fron�·· ccr.-.;,oscd cf
com.mittces h'-.Sti, ly for::-.Jd itnd led by '/SA mcr.:::>c!"'s throc.r,nout
the country. The pco;,lc pu�lishin& and cont:-ibuti�t; to
•Tho Neoslcttcr" of thi� Caucus only too well confiro this
fact.
Your ulti�ntc dis�.1y was recently realized wh�n
your party c:.nd its oover..�nt was bitterly att.:-.c!i�d by Fic!cl
Castro as "s;,littc:-s c:::1d a�C:lts of i�;,�:·ic.liz;-:i". Thus, you
have: been. r.i�Ce to su!icr· the finoll i:-G:1y. Your p.l!"'ty, Hhich
has po�cd c1s c:ic, o f the !c.?.di:ict de:·�:-:t�!"'S of the Cut:a:'I
Revolution, :,cw fi:i.ds itscl!' i:l t:-.a .-::o:::t irenic oc::iticn of
defcndinc; it::.clf fro:::i a scathi:lf. .1ttack by CastrO hir..scli:
Such is the state of a�f.1irs and mind in which you
now !ind you:-:.c!! _.,. ___ sick with th·! rcali::.1tion th.;:.t ycvr
pc1rty 4'.lnd it::; )'C'Jth hav� fi:io.lly .,ch!c·,c::i utter disr�s;:,cct
by all those :.:ho:: it h.1::. strived to influcnca.

Your hu�ili�t�on in the public �nd r«dic�l pre�::; is
no"' con-.plctc .:s:; you c�"t ·�!:, oti�orv\.! your- rok:1ER ('l<'lrty ri-�e� o:i.
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ReNXlot to Director 7/6/66.

The roportc:l reactions o r the �--'? and .iCtions t:?�en as
reported to d�tc, rc,:;3rd!.n� t!lt"t :tnon)'l!IOUS oa1l1ncs referrc.:1 l.o in
relct !1ave b-ccn afforded the P:.irct;u.

Dur1n& reccn! ?:or.thj t��e 5\-."P, pnrticul�rly 1n tho
IIYC arca,};as n�ticcabl>· dec:-e�r:e:1 it� cwphcu1s on ect!v!�:,·
within local �!lti-' -i
' r ,�;.=."::itt.?<d:i, Part:, c�phasis in this retard
at this tio4! a,;"',ot.:nt.s t.:> the 910.cine of one c:>::ir�dc in each
w,-.i i..i..11:\: 111 '-ia! event. �o:i�tn11�: 01 1nter'lst to the Party
occurs i n rcc.:t.ra tc c.:-.; .; �, •.a of th�se. co�1tlees. This slad:cn:.r.t
of eopt:.:.s1:; 1n tho r,lacir:t of :::in:: 'co::i.r.;dcs in thC$O co:::::1;;:c�s
has not been exyla�ncd to the ccr.oral f3rty �e�bersh1p to d3to.

In a recent cor.f11ent1&1 oc�orandu.� prepared by the
Po11t1c.il C:::=
...--:11t!ee of the 3',,'?, the Party referred t.o a cor.�itio:,.
or dlchotu:::.y �s •x1��1::i ·•1th1n the vJ.rious ant1•...,3r co::.-:it:.ces
and orcar.1::�t1¢r.s 2�:i c-'!>r.si�tr�� 1tsel!' :.:- th:!: left orban!z.:t!.on
part1c1��t1�; 1:t �hele c��=-!t�c�s. It 1J felt, the:�fore, that the
Party h.:s �x��rier.cc� consi�crtbl'l difficulty in cc�ievinr. its
ai:u a1�:I ooj�cti•·es ·.:1.t:--.1:r the!c co:-=.:."ftittees \.T.ich r.a:, in r,3r:. h&ve:
ttees throu�h ti,e
resulted rro::! !r.!'o :-=a: 1:>n furnished these comoi
• ·
anonycous i:aa111nt.s.
• ., -· . .
., . ...
It is rurt?i.Cr noted thnt ;. P.'.ll'tY le::idcr recently ::t:ate:1 �
�
that the SilP c:ust,�.der all circu:,stances, not "ant2gonite" an:,
eloments i n the anti-w,·u· :nove�cnt ina.s::1uch as the Party "has nl·;1a,-·3
been accused . of splittin;" 1 ".lh!ch accul�t·ion _:reatly upset::i t!\e
Party. In this re;ar.i tho above conf1;Jent1al.. ::ie:r.oran�u:1 ::i.lso
aets forth that the ?art:, st-.ould cake certain c�nc,s�!ons ·;11 th
other r::i1ical or•a�1:�t1o�, 1n ordor th::i.t they will �,t be �ccusod
of divcrsi-,�lry :�c:icl. !his is considered by the ?arty .is
1ta•ncv p,;1lit1c3l t�ctic" In vieV of the above, it is felt that
the Party's 1n!'lue�cc i:n! ;:::-estitc -within the nnt1-·...'1r :=)V<"i":��:
ls
t1.:'!e... ·-- -· ·�- .: !4.>r:·:,y.,�,,,�.· -·...
....'ot • tenuou3 n::iture at this_
=
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Pages 122 and 123: One of the FBI's many efforts to split

and derail the antiwar movement was this 1968 red-baiting
attack on the Young Socialist Alliance. The anonymous
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letter singles out the YSA 's advocacy of street demonstra
tiona, encouraging the idea that these made "zero contribu
tions to the ending of the Johnson war."
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ed to be the work of antiwar students "concerned for the
need for truth," but its right-wing slanders had no effect on
genuine students opposed to the war.
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Attac?lr:c1 i11 � copy o: l.n t1nony1r.auc r.•n.ilinr; 1.coi:let
I•entitled "�OTES
::f!C:-: Ti:Z S.\:·i!> C".STLE" sent to individ1;.:i.l1t
!and ortnnization• juat prior to their p.>rticii,ation in lhe
sponso1:cd ys;.., S:iP, sr:c .inJ ri.fth -Avenue 1-'ca.ce ?arc.de
;jointl>·
tee "pe:1cc" Uc..,.on:itrt1ti,n in >:Y, 4/S/69.· The. Eur,,a.u
:ca-it
·approvcJ lc.J!lct, :andlcd uuCcr t�c COlh&W�!!O ·cavtion, was
deair,ncd to di�ru?t pla.ns Cor the der,onstroti�n and crcntc
:i.11-vill l,ctwccn s·,-i'-YS.. 11nd other porticip.,ting non-Trot•i<>·ist
&".""I>" An:! individuals.
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. Though t:i\"1.-. •&"'C hO known tong;ible results to date,
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itt c'a """ York Office ia in poascsaion of the lc�flet.
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Pa,/lu 126 and 127: Thu 1969 FBI operation waa designed to
"disrupt plans for the demonstration and creau ill-will" by
red-baiting and ridiculing mass marches. The last para-
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S'IP-YSA 01tllad tor the •v.ece &arch" to be held
cm that data - the a:.m dat4!t on vhtch thtt
! Qirlattan world oelebr1te, �,tar. The !r..&ster
· plan We pre,ented to t:�e 1'1tt.'1. A,..enue Pesce fara�
Coraitte• b7 Rick .tld�wol"'tb• Jo:inna H.13nic:&: and
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graph of the "newsletter" in particular advocates violent
confrontations with police.
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Pages 128 and 129: Alarmed by pl.an.a for a umted
demonstration, the FBI wrote an anonymous letter to a
Revolutionary Youth Movement leader claiming he was
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the ant1c1pcted ,·101 t or Vice Prco1dent SPIRO f.C::�.1 on
2/21/'lO, a!':.er sr:.;::so:; h;.d b.:.en daf�c.ted Uy :i "J.Sh aeabcr
in an elccUc,!l fo:- t.hc posit.io11, his nppoint:n.�nt :.s
Co-coord1?l>tor bein& then c:ii;ccoted by a �ocal s·.i- i'/YS/,
· ··
leader.
I

It would C!);>Co.r th:it it would be crc:itly
to the 8'.ircau' s (:;d,vn.r.tegc not to let these t::o c::1jor
factions i!l th-3 J..i!..:;!'ltr. nnt!-·.ur r:iovcr..cnt beco;;:e o•:t:rly
friendly n!1d coor�r.;iti \'e. It 1s, th�r<"fore, �t:�r,e:; ted
that the? t�r!'ac :::ut?-.o:-1::c 4:.:':� t.�:till:1: of tho follouing
anonymou!; lettor to D.::;z;> si:�:=:-:ct;:
"Dea.r D:t.vo 1
"Ho·.1 c::.:i you P.!;1 pe;r.>r,!.c be so r.::.1\·e r.:1d
gullibl.:- a:. to cc;-\tlr.·.;. ., to let tl !e Trot: r-un
the whC'llc :ho-.; thlir ·.:::y n::; t!1ey c!!.C c�:'!�:1 �t
tho onti--v�.r coru'or6nc� :it E::or:,·. It loolcJ
111:c you could t�e tb�t t?1ey hs.ve th� \thole
thine tieur.od o:.:.t, n�d h:?: ve fill the am;·.:cr:.
before these so--c:illcd "conferences" even
start
..A, a co::i=lunist, 'Mhich thtty sr,.y you ere,
you !:Ure do:i It sho·.1 .en:, !:..,o',/lcd;�� 01.. co�::..:.ait t
tactics. Wh:, don't :,-o·J. ch-.ck c:.!t you:- T:-et
tricnc!s on tho nitht bcfo:-o your 11 cor.f'crc:1cc,"
and yoti ::1£:;ht fi�d thz:.t they 31'0 t-:>tet!lcr,
busy ui th p l e:-u
_ a::; to ho! ; they •.till :,anip·..:1.:te
the conlition t o tl':ei:- O\.'!l sn�c:h"ications --
being gracio•Js enou�h to tbrOw you ll fcu
acra.ps to kcop �·ou happy.

"Our revolution i s :i lone \!l.)' off if
ve ha7e to \tci t fo:- th�:! to do 1 t th'lir •.:ny-
thoy'vc been cnrryir:.f; the ball tor years, no-.,
1t sh-:>uld be so�c-one? els�'s tu:-n •.
�A Friend•
2

•

being manipulated by the YSA. The purpase was "not to let
these two major factions in the Atlanta antiwar movement
become overly friendly and cooperative."
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Pages 130 and 131: This anonymous mailing, in addition to
personal ridicule of antiwar leader Dave Dellinger, attempt-
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ed to spread suspicWn ouer the use of movement fwuis and
create friction between MOBE and SDS.
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It ia now clear that the rulers of this country watched all this
very closely. We have direct evidence that on at least several
occasions the FBI sought to intervene in the political life of the
movement in order to widen splits and to further trends that were
harmful to the movement's development.
From 1968 to 1970 the Indianapolis office of the FBI waged a
two-year campaign to destroy the antiwar movement, the YSA,
and other radical groups at Indiana University in Bloomington.
For this crusade the FBI created a newsletter called Armageddon
News.
Published surreptitiously over two semesters, the newsletter's
purpose, according to the FBI, was to "prevent any nonLeftist
students from being duped into joining the groups of the New
Left."
In a memo not reproduced in this book, the national headquar
ters told Indianapolis that "the next issue (Volume 1, Number 2)
and subsequent material must contain a more sophisticated
approach with regards to the situation at Indiana University .and
in relation to the broad protest movement in this country. Your
leaflet should be prepared ostensibly by students who, while
disagreeing with the Vietnam war policy and so forth neverthe
less deplore subversive elements on and off campus who are
using these issues for their own purposes."
Despite such efforts by Washington to edit it into an apparently
liberal-leaning publication with some appeal to the students it
was aimed at, Armageddon News came off as a right-wing
scandal sheet, as the reproduction included in this chapter shows.
According to former students at Indiana University, it had zero
impact on the antiwar movement there.
In addition to publishing and distributing the newsletter, the
FBI infiltrated the YSA in Bloomington in order to bring ebout a
"split in philosophy" in what it characterized as the only group
on campus with a "degree of organizational structure."
In another case, in Atlanta, the FBI intervened in· order to
reopen a split that was in the process of being healed. The FBI
feared that. after a period of disagreement in the local antiwar
coalition, the Revolutionary Youth Movement (RYM, a split-off
from the Students for a Democratic Society) was going to coop
erate with the YSA in organizing antiwar activities. To try to
prevent this, the Atlanta FBI sent an anonymous letter to a RYM
leader charging manipulation of RYM by the "Trots."
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During August 1968, the FBI mailed out an anonymous leaflet
purporting to be from a supporter of the Radical Organizing
Committee. The ROC was a short-lived organization formed by
Communist party members and others who, after unsuccessfully
attempting to exclude members of the YSA from the national
staff of the Student Mobilization Committee to End the War in
Vietnam, themselves left the SMC.
The leaflet praises those who split from the SMC and red-baits
the YSA f<'r "committee packing and other high handed crap so
neatly done by the Trotskyites."
At the center of this controversy were Kipp Dawson and Syd
Stapleton, two YSA members on the SMC staff who had become
prominent antiwar leaders. Dawson now works as a printer, and
Stapleton is national secretary of the Political Rights Defense
Fund, which is sponsoring the suit that pried loose the evidence
of FBI intrigue. The Militant discussed with them the 1968
dispute in light of the news about the FBI's role.
The SMC had been established in the fall of 1966 by a variety
of forces, among them members of the Young Socialist Alliance,
radical ,pacifists, and members of the Communist party and of its
youth group at the time-the DuBois Clubs. The CP had from the
beginning been a reluctant partner in the coalition, in part
because its participation violated its traditional sectarian taboo
against working with "Trotskyites."
By 1968 the SMC had already established itself as a major
organization, with chapters on many campuses. It had brought
out thousands of young people on the day of the largest
demonstration held up to that time-April 15, 1967.
"Where the C P was headed didn't come out in a clear way until
the 1967 year-end SMC convention in Chicago," Stapleton
remembered. "They put forward a number of proposals that
would have shifted the emphasis of the SMC away from the war.
-.The effect would have been to tum it into a liberal youth group
that dealt with many issues. During the approaching election
campaign, such a group could easily swing into supporting
liberal Democrats."
Things didn't come to a head until after the successful SMC
sponsored student strike against the war in April 1968. The
election pressure was building, and the Eugene McCarthy
presidential campaign was beginning to attract some antiwar
activists. At the same time, the United States opened peace talks
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with the Vietnamese in Paris as part of a move to defuse antiwar
sentimenl Some opponents of the war thought negotiations
would bring a rapid end to the fighting.
"A controversy broke out in the 'working committee,' which
was a semiofficial body of SMC members living in New York,"
Dawson recalled. "It was decided that no member of any political
'tendency' or group would be allowed on the SMC staff. That
meant Syd and I were fired."
The antiwar movement had been based on "nonexclusion," the
idea that all opponents of the war were welcome regardless of
their political affiliation. The Stalinists of the Communist party
defended this new step, which reversed that policy, in a variety of
ways, often contradictory or illogical. For example, Mike Zagarell
said YSAers should be excluded because their work had
succeeded in "narrowing" the coalition.
What was really happening, of course, was that the CP was
trying to transform the SMC into a support group for liberal
Democratic "peace candidates," as they were called. They needed
to get rid of the YSA to make that possible.
"The working committee resolution was adopted with the
backing of pacifists, the Communist party, and their supporters,"
Stapleton said. "They had a mechanical majority."
This action brought a wave of protests from SMC members
around the country. The CP and the rest of the exclusionists had
opened the fight on a narrow organizational level, with the
political differences submerged. They continued this by refusing
to schedule an SMC convention in the Midwest, which had been
mandated by the previous SMC convention. Finally, an SMC
Continuations Committee meeting was set in New York-the
main base of the exclusionists.
"They had tried in every way imaginable to avoid an open
political discussion of the issues," Dawson said. "Now 400 people
were gathered at the continuations committee meeting. The
discussion was at last beginning. Suddenly, a thirty-three-year
old public relations man named Art Goldberg, who had somehow
gotten himself on the SMC working committee, jumped up on a
table and shouted, 'This is a TrotskyiUH:iominated conference! All
the independents are leaving!'"
A minority began walking out chanting "Up against the wall!"
They were met by a counter-chant of "Bring the troops home
now!"
"The whole fight was summed up by the chants that came from
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the two sides," Stapleton remarked. "The FBI's leaflet was
definitely in their style."
The SMC went on to become bigger than ever. In the fall of
1969, and then in the spring of 1971, it was the co-organizer of the
biggest antiwar demonstrations in American history. Its Febru
ary 1970 conference drew almost 4,000.
What happened to those who walked out? Sixty of them met at
a New York church to discuss what to do. As one of them aptly
put it, "Although we all feel like brothers because we all hate the
Trots, that isn't enough of a basis for a new organization."
Phyllis Kalb of the CP summed up the mood there. "I'm against
the YSA concept of mass demonstrations. I'm just tired of them."
They finally decided to form the Radical Organizing Committee.
"The last I heard of ROC was during the demonstrations at the
Democratic party convention in Chicago that summer," Staple
ton said. "I spotted two people paeeing out a ROC leaflet."
Stapleton recalled a later incident. "I was in Washington
earlier this year at a picket line demanding an end to continued
funding for the fighting in Vietnam. A person I didn't know
walked up to me and said, 'I just wanted to let you know that you
were right.' 'Right about what?' I asked. 'You were right about
the war in 1968,' he replied. 'You see, those of us who set up ROC
really thought the war was over. I thought it had ended and it
was time to go on to other ieeues. But it turned out you were
correct.'
"He was a high school student in 1968 who had gotten d.awn
into the fight," Stapleton continued. "He is now a reader of the
Militant."
Immediately prior to the April 5, 1969, antiwar demonstrations,
the FBI mailed out another leaflet to an ubknown number of
individuals and groups that were opposed to the war. "Notes from
the Sand Castle," as it was titled, red-baited the YSA and SWP
and criticized them for failing to take on the "pigs."
Would such a leaflet have had any credibility? Unfortunately,
it probably would because in it the FBI advocated a viewpoint
that enjoyed some support at the time, primarily in circles around
Students for a Democratic Society. The anonymous author
claimed to be an SDS member.
In the leaflet the FBI argued in favor of violent confrontations.
The following June SDS would break up, and the strongest
advocates of these tactics would become the Weathermen.
When the SDS National Council opened its March 28-30
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meeting in Austin, Texas, that year, the 200 delegates and several
hundred more observers were handed an open letter from the
YSA "The central task of revolutionary youth right now," the
YSA wrote, "is to build the April 5-6 demonstrations [against the
war) as large and as militant as possible."
This was precisely what YSA members around the country
were doing. But the SDS gathering had what they considered to
be more important buainess before them.
The Austin meeting marked a turning point for SDS. For
several years, the Progressive Labor party, then the country's
largest Maoist group, had been an increasingly important factor
in the political life of SDS. With the deepening radicalization on
campus, the grouping around the SDS national office was having
more and more trouble responding to the political questions
raised by the PLP.
At Austin they were ready to unveil the weapon they hoped
would meet the PLP'e challenge. They unexpectedly emerged as
full-fledged followers of Chairman Mao himself, and of Stalin too.
It was really just about that simple. Why let the PLP have a
monopoly on Mao Tse-tung thought?
It was here that Robert Avakian, now leader of the Revolution
ary Union, made hie national debut as an exponent of Maoism.
The same is true of SDS national office member Mike Klonsky,
today an officer of the October League.
The Maoists have tried to portray themselves as the most
ardebt defenders of the Vietnamese revolution. It is worth noting
that in Auatin not only did they fail to endorse the April action,
SDS did nothing at all about the war.
Nevertheless, the demonstrations turned out to be quite
significant and sizable. New York saw 100,000 march in the rain.
There were 50,000 in San Francisco, 30,000 in Chicago, 4,000 in
Atlanta, and more in other cities.
They served notice on the ruling class that the American people
were not taken in by the negotiations in Paris. Nixon's talk of an
impending "settlement" was not going to get him off the hook.
It is no exaggeration to say that it was the stubborn persistence
of the SWP and YSA and others who agreed with them in
arguing for the tactic of mass peaceful protests that kept the
movement alive. Ultimately, the FBI and those that it serves
were unable to hold the movement back from its goal.
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7 Red-baiting
In the last chapter we saw some examples of the FBI's use of
red-baiting in the antiwar movement-smearing its targets as
"subversives," "manipulators," or whatever else would appeal to
the prejudices of the intended audience.
The different varieties of this technique are such a mainstay of
FBI sabotage that it is worth studying them in somewhat more
detail.
The documents on the following pages are concerned with five
different Cointelpro operations. Four involve the use of red·
baiting to disrupt the antiwar movement and the Black civil
rights movement. The fifth operation was designed to intensify
hostility between the Socialist Workers party and the Communist
party.
• The first set of documents includes an obscene, sexist leaflet,
purportedly issued by an opponent of the war in Vietnam. This
leaflet was mailed to a large number of antiwar activists. It calls
for excluding the Young Socialist Alliance and the Socialist
Workers party from the national antiwar coalition.
Its purpose, in the FBI's words, was "to cause disruption in the
peace movement, primarily in the New Mobilization Committee
to End the War in Vietnam, and to minimize the growing
influence of the SWP in the movement."
• The next selection from the FBI files involves an attempt to
cause the NAACP to withdraw its endorsement of the Committee
to Aid the Monroe Defendants (CAMD) in 1962. (Another
operation against the CA.MD is described in chapter 4.)
The national NAACP had not endorsed the CAMD, but some
local chapters had. The FBI mailed an anonymous letter to
137
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NAACP Executive Secretary Roy Wilkins falsely charging that
the CAMD "was set up, dominated, and controlled by the
Socialist Workers Party." The letter insinuated, without offering
a shred of evidence, that CAMD funds were being misused by the
SWP.
• The third set of documents concerns the campaign of Sam
Jordan, a Black candidate for mayor of San Francisco in 1963.
He ran independently of the Democratic party, and the SWP
extended support to his campaign. The FBI mailed an unsigned
letter that, in their words, was "ostensibly from a longshoreman
who wants to vote for Jordan because of Jordan's strong stand
for Negro rights but the writer is concerned because of all the
known Socialist Workers Party (SWP) members who are running
Jordan's campaign ."
• Fourth is an anonymous "memorandum" from "a member"
of the National Steering Committee of the New Mobilization
Committee, an antiwar coalition. The "memo" charges that the
"Trotskyites ... have seen fit to use the good offices of the NMC
to further their own political aspirations, nebulous as they are."
• Finally, there is a 1962 directive from FBI headquarters in
Washington to its New York office instructing them t o try to stir
up friction between the SWP and the Communist party. The
Worker, the newspaper reflecting the views of the Communist
party at that time, had recently run an advertisement containing
the address of the New York SWP offices as a location to
purchase tickets for a benefit for the Irish movement. The FBI
telephoned the Militant and the Worker in order to provoke
animosity around this ad.It is interesting to note, in the FBI's
evaluation of this operation, that the Militant editor did not rise
to the bait.
These documents do not, it should be remembered, tell the
whole story.The FBI is refusing to turn over many of its files. We
can assume that some of them contain information about more
recent Cointelpro operations, such as those directed against the
women's movement.
Also, the FBI is refusing to release any documents or sections
of documents that it claims reveal "investigative techniques."
"Investigative techniques," we know, include bugging, wiretap
ping, mail tampering, and burglaries. The present documents
have been censored to remove these unsavory aspects of FBI
work. It is also well known that the FBI uses its undercover
agents in various movements to encourage violence, disunity, and
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red-baiting attacks, but that is only hinted at here.
These papers do prove that the FBI has found red-baiting to be
one of its most effective weapons against struggles which the
rulers of this country are out to destroy.
The FBI uses red-baiting in two ways. The first is more
familiar, and we have already seen some examples. Information
is fed to newspaper columnists and politicians who are sympa
thetic to the FBI. For example, during the movement against the
war in Vietnam, on the eve of a demonstration, some columnist or
newspaper would suddenly "reveal" that socialists were active in
organizing the demonstration.
The purpose would be to create the impression that socialists
were secretly controlling the action for their own ulterior motives.
This was intended to scare people away from coming out to
oppose the war. The Cointelpro papers contain examples of the
FBI's use of the news media in this way.
The documents reproduced in this chapter show the other way
the FBI employs red-baiting. The message and the objective are
the same. The difference is that the red-baiting seems to be
coming from supporters of the Black, antiwar, or labor move
ments.
The FBI tries to initiate or encourage the exclusion of socialists,
who are depicted as dishonest individuals who lack a sincere
concern for the movement and are not to be trusted.
The FBI's aim is to turn people away from fighting their enemy
and toward fighting each other.
Why did the FBI think it could get results with these methods?
The reason is that anticommunist prejudices run very deep in this
society.
These prejudices have their roots in the anticommunist
hysteria which began i n the late 1940s and continued, although
weakened, into the 1960s. The anticommunist witch-hunt coin
cided with the cold war between the United States and the Soviet
Union. Americans were taught that communism was evil
incarnate and that godless communists were out to rule the
world. This was necessary to convince the American people to
support massive war expenditures, go along with wars like those
in Korea and Vietna.m, and maintain a huge standing army to
act as world policeman for capitalism.
At home, this campaign meant that socialists and communists
had to be driven out of public life. Venal politicians-like Nixon
built political careers on the anticommunist issue.
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Pages 140 and 141: In 1970 the FBI mailed a red-baiting
leaflet, ostensibly from an antiwar activist, to "cause
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Pages 142-148: A 1962 operation aimed at destroying the
Committee to Aid the Monroe Defendants by claiming it
was secretly controlled by the SWP for ulterior purposes.
Washington approved New York's plan for an anonymous
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wrona in r••:rd to th e 1tat��nt concerning aupport becaus e the
call er uould hate to th1.nlc of a UM or&•a.bation lj.lce the IIMCP
·
c.klng an ore-aniution like th4 CAHD.
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.· ··:,,
,..-::::;:;,
, . ...
·-· ..de no atateacmt
•• to any ection he
......
, • .c;�.�
,·,:;·
alabt uk.e, it wa nouad �h.3t..--:-=:lva,·very•.fon::eful int_::,_..,..
._.ial of twv.CP conncct1oa with the CA!-:D and anxioua c.o el�ioata
-, S..preuiot\ the caller Md that the NMCP would off er auopor c
la tl'l1 a ira.t.anca. It 1 1 Nlicved quite potai.bh that c., .._..--;.;;:IJII
•1 honestly believe th.Jc no 1uppon has been give n aod M:,
c.hoc.lc into this i:::3ttcr further. All precaution, ware t4kca
·
to inaur e th.,t tM anony.::,ou.a telephone c.1lt.:_
-" '"::)could not
�
N Uac.ecl Wck to tho lure.au.
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··. ' :·: · A• wg4;e1tcd by the lur cau ln ro.1lrtel, the phone
c.ell
foll°"'<cd up t¥ an aaonymoua letter which
propored
• c011DCrci3l stationery and m.1ilcd at a diatance fro:s t.he
nl Office t.0 Mr. ROY Wtl.XU".S, Exoc1,1tivc Scct'ct.ary, :(:\ACP,
20 Wo1t 40th Street, N'tC. Th.b lettor aet forth the followi.n,s:
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•Aa outflc 1 Mve ao H
1 knowledge of, the Co:mlttoe
to l,id the Honroe Dcfend:anc,, has been to.lat.ing lately hov
·· tbe)'1.u, boon ude 'lc giti&aec' thcoul,h the endoraeiNnt •Del
floa114·Ul ,u.-p.:at't of CM !!i'�\CP.
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· ._ OM can dtftY that thl Nesro people in t'.on.roe
Mecl aaabtanc:e, but lt'a a •� chat 1t U tied in "1th the
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"rou uy not ho.v• c:auch dulinc• vltb dl.e ao-callc:d
llts1'0 utlonaliat groups uptown, but aa.ny of their leader,
eou.ld tell yov how CAU) MIia foflNd.
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· "le: ·.,., aet up, doaLN:ted, •� cOfttTOlled by the
loolalbt Worker• farty, the trocakyiat bra.nch of the COG:111Unisc
.,.came. They use Co nrAd Lynn as • front aaa, but C/Jtl) h run
. '1 .. re.a Creen, of t.hc SWP. Green. us t.hr'O'WI out as socncary
of cha F•lr Ploy for Cuba Cocm.ittaa to sec rid of SWP influence
.C ahe bounced ri&ht into CIH>. Row t.ha,. Nr\ACP 1a 1upportia&
1
..._, .ev• t.h! F!CC dida c ·w.nt to be .... red 111th.

•DJOD•

..tao hu worked vit.b Cl,.,'I> WM.re tho paper
•u1r;
writ U · done, where the MiUna• are pre pared, litl.e:ro e lot of
CM Monroe contributicms are ecorcd. It's the second floor
of U6 Uf?,ivcnity Pl:lco, wtlicb if you doa'c koow, .U the S\IP
Mll� Kaybe vith aoncy from 16.\ACP �h•J'ff bffll able to move to
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· is extNl'IClv 11 cti v,: on JOl".!>Jl:.' s can.j).(iirn COINllittce ti.nd is attec;-,t•
i nr. to' lni.r.�t s·1r ,ro--�:u::s iuto,Jl'.'W�H' & r o liti cal ca�r.ai p�.
..""'.U.� JORDNf is �olitica lly n.,!ve and �.:s
<a::.:....,
....:.::::::.-::··:-_:-:;::;:
n ot \he slir.: 11.ci.t id<:A that the s·.:p !i. Mythl n" but a rrou?
'1.......,
of P41.qt>la in1<:r"flt.t<:d in hdpini the Xep.ro better hir.'.ul!'.
}•··
_..,.....,_ ASHCJ'1f lAJlitP., ., �r-her nf J:)'i, !io1J1 !'rancisco.aranc h of .th<Q-'SJ:• t
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._.,.......
-�rs. &t ia nejiov�d th4.t •n •.,...,.,70:....,.,' - 4,c ;.tc; 5�,.:.;.;:� �: '- ;·..
aent . to JORDI\H pointin c out that he !s ninn�nr. f or. K�yor to ,J
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affili�ti ni hl�aclr with c�uni�t. ortanizations, �uc� �� �he
SVP. Thia ci.:i>• c4uae JOt01-.:1 to oust the s..
,� frc:,. h:.s Cllt:ct1on
ca•p•i&n COl!l."',ittc.e and thu· -e!>y dc!ny the $'JP onct •ve nue throuih
Which they •r-e IJlakin a public the S:IP party li n e•
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Authot-ity ia therefor. Nt""'41&tad to •• nd a uch •
i.'tt ar 1;0 JO!U>Jl.t! •t hia place of buslf\eaa. Thh ¥OUld be
••nt t o hh phc. of busin eu I alric e lf it h a.ant to h h
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Pages 149-152: The FBI's 1963 attempt to have socialists

kicked out ·of an independent Black candidate's campaign
committee with a red-baiting letter ostensibly from a long
shoreman.
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(�a..t.,fwt':t �low ta a FOP�•d &ncn� lotter t o be
"1't to SA.lt,ifOll>I..� in an effOC"t to force, hia to wat tM SVP
fraa bh election cu.pdsn eoaaitt•••
rt ia to be noted '!hat ASKER KIJtEP., JN'%S t!ICXLAS,
HAYDEM Pt1lRY, and CCIUIIt HAltM, lllho ,1,ra -.ntlanred in tha latter,
an ..-.t>tire of the San rnnchco lruch of the Sff, while IMCE'f
CHAPKAH and ALLEN IJ?LJ..IS an not SVP. •llbai-e, Howw.r, VtL,LlS.
la • fOrNr SWP �r and OlAPtlAII h.aa lon1 been wiry cloee t c 'th•
IVP and ii &Mna;bl• to S� COfltrol, If JOllDNI will outt all of
theH ,-o;,,l• frca hh caao&ip t:M IVP vill lie ahi;at out froa thh
oaap&ian and it will nullify ah of 'the IYP'• recent oftorb in

Ian F'Nnciaco:.

I.a ..

rlftt of all, let • apolod•• ,_. aa,uU.na thia 1tur
..
wit:JwNt &n)' uae on it, kt I • a lGl_lSSho:re� and would not lik•
to ._.. Aehff i:laNr knCII' r • vr itln.1 ·
If he ka.w ha cwld
Mb 'lhinai pntty toul,h for .. ca Ge wat.rfront:•

1:hi,.
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Disappointed
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Pages 153 and 154: "To cause splits within NMC," the FBI
in 1970 sent a fake_ letter blaming the SWP for alleged
exclusion of Blacks from the antiwar coalition.
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Pages 155-157: A 1962 anonymous phone call operation to
promote hostility between the Socialist Workers party and
the Communist party, which were cooperating in defense of
the Irish struggle.
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Members of the Socialist Workers party, the Communist party,
and other radical groups were thrown out of government jobs and
out of the union movement. Pressure was put on Black
organizations to exclude socialists from their ranks.
Hollywood churned out productions depicting Marxists as
soulless agents of an alien force out to destroy America. If
socialists or communists appeared to be working for some good
cause, this was merely a clever trick to disguise their true aims
and to win unsuspecting converts. A whole generation was
weaned on this.
But the rise of the Black civil rights movement beginning in the
late fifties and the mass antiwar movement of the sixties
changed a lot of things.
The rulers began to find that the "Communist menace" was no
longer sufficient to rouse Americans to die in Southeast Asia.
Opponents of the Vietnam War learned that it was impossible to
build a movement against a war that was justified by anticom
munism while making concessions to anticommunist ideology
within the movement itself. The principle of nonexclusion was
established in the antiwar movement. Anyone could participate
be they Democrat, Republican, Communist, or Socialist-as long
as they agreed with the goal of ending the war.
Much to the dismay of the FBI, the old-style anticommunism of
the 1950s lacked the power to destroy the antiwar movement.
Columnists Rowland Evans and Robert Novak could write on the
eve of the April 24, 1971, antiwar demonstration that Socialist
Workers party leader Fred Halstead was one of the central
organizers of the action and have virtually no impact on the
million people who turned out in Washington, D.C., and San
Francisco.
While this type of red-baiting was becoming less and less
useful, the FBI focused increasing attention on red-baiting that
was made to appear as if it came from within the movement.
One of the reasons the FBI found this tactic so useful is that,
unfortunately, some forces inside the movement engage in red
baiting as a substitute for political discussion.
This sometimes takes the form of charges that the SWP and
YSA are "op portunist." What people who make this accusation
are insinuating is that socialists are not really interested in
furthering, for example, the antiracist struggle but are merely
"using" it for some unspecified selfish end.
Red-baiting is almost invariably used in order to avoid or
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obscure a discussion of real political differences. A recent
example occurred at the February 14-16, 1975, antiracist confer
ence in Boston. Some 2,000 people from across the country
gathered to found a new organization, the National Student
Coalition Against Racism. After a weekend of democratic
discussion and debate, NSCAR voted overwhelmingly to help
build the NAACP-initiated May 17 national march on Boston to
support busing and desegregation of Boston schools.
A group led by members of some Maoist sects tried to disrupt
the conference by charging that the whole affair was "dominat
ed," "manipulated," and "controlled behind the scenes" by the
"opportunists" of the YSA and SWP.
The disrupter& delayed the conference for a while and finally
decided to walk out. As they were leaving they said, "We demand
an end to busing, an end to federal troops, and an end to this
whole fucked-up reactionary conference!"
Then it became clear for all to see that their red-baiting
slanders were simply a cover for their political opposition to a
movement in defense o f busing, which was the entire purpose of
the desegregation conference.
Differences of opinion will arise in any healthy, living
movement, and discussion of those political differences can only
help make the movement stronger. Red-baiting poisons the
atmosphere and makes discussion impossible. It sows the seeds of
suspicion and distrust.
The FBI is well aware of this. These documents provide some
important lessons. They show who benefits from red-baiting-the
FBI, the racists, and the reactionaries. And they show who
loses-the labor movement, the civil rights movement, and other
movements for social change.
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8 Firing teachers:
'The children and the country
deserve to be protected'
In 1968 the FBI took special pride in railroading Walter Elliot
out of his hobby. As scoutmaster of Troop 339 in Orange, New
Jersey, the FBI reasoned that he posed "a distinct threat to the
goal of the scouting movement."
Why? Walter Elliot was married to a socialist.
In the view of the bureau, this necessitated a Cointelpro
operation to counteract his "strong influence in shaping the
minds of young boys." The agent in charge of the effort called
Elliot's removal a "successful application of the disruption
program for a worthy cause."
The FBI sanctimoniously claims a special duty to "protect
young minds." Protect them, that is, from ideas unpopular with
the FBI. Teachers prove an obvious target with their strategic
"access" to "fertile young minds," as one memo put it.
The Cointelpro files reprinted here show how this crusade to
fire teacher activists dovetails with the FBI's relentless drive to
harass and victimize the Socialist Workers party out of existence.
The case of Evelyn Sell involves an interstate, interagency
conspiracy against a preschool teacher described, even by the
FBI, as "an intelligent, excellent teacher who was well qualified
in her field."
"The decision not to issue a new contract or consider the
subject further for employment after the termination of her
current contract is based upon information received from
[deleted] the Austin Police Department."
That is how the FBI summed up its efforts in a March 31, 1970,
FBI memorandum captioned "Evelyn Rose Sell, SM-SWP"
(Subversive Matter-Socialist Workers party). This security
matter was in actuality an FBI vendetta against Sell, a Head
161
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Start teacher in Austin, Texas. The top-secret information
referred to is the fact that in 1968 Sell ran for public office in
Michigan as an SWP candidate.
This data was sniffed out by the FBI in Detroit at the request of
the San Antonio office and was confidentially passed on to the
Austin police, who then tipped off the Austin Independent School
District. School officials, with this information in hand, refused
to renew Sell's contract at the end of the 1970 school year.
Today, M.K. Hage, Jr., president of the Austin School Board,
who served in that post when Evelyn Sell was fired, says that
"the social climate was such that we would fire anyone who was
a socialist."
In an interview, Evelyn Sell gave her side of the story.
Before moving to Austin in the summer of 1969, Sell had taught
in the Head Start program in Detroit for four years. She had
helped organize a special unit of the Detroit Federation of
Teachers encompassing the preschool program, and had been a
delegate to the 1969 Michigan Federation of Teachers convention
in the spring of that year.
Sell's political beliefs were no secret. She joined the SWP in
1948 and had been active in socialist politics since then. She was
nominated by the party several times as a candidate for public
office.
"All my cards were on the table," says Sell. "It was the FBI
and the Austin school district officials who were underhanded
and secretive."
It wasn't until after the school district refused to renew her
contract in 1970 that she became aware of the FBl's keen interest
in her. The only indication before that time that the FBI was
keeping tabs on her was an incident shortly after she moved to
Austin.
Her son Eric, then a student at Austin High School and an
activist in the Student Mobilization Committee, was called into
his principal's office. There he was informed that the FBI had
paid the school a visit and had told the principal of his antiwar
activities. The principal warned Eric that he was not to organize
any antiwar activities at school, and then added that they were
aware that his mother was a teacher.
"Eric came home and told me about his 'interrogation,' and I
said, 'Well, the FBI must be in contact with my school,' and I
expected to hear something about it. But they never brought it out
into the open."
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The fall of 1969 saw massive protests against the war, and Aus
tin was no exception with its large university population. Eleven
thousand marched to the state capitol for the October 15
Moratorium. And organizing meetings on the campus would
draw from 100 to 150 people. Sell was a consistent participant
and organizer of these events.
Did she connect her antiwar activity with the decision not to
renew her contract in 1970?
"I suspected at the time that the FBI may have had something
to do with it. The school used the excuse that the Head Start
program, which had been administered by the school district, was
no longer to be under its control. But I knew that was a phony
excuse," Sell recalls.
"Texas had passed a law establishing a kindergarten system
for the first time in its history, and they had very few qualified
teachers. As a matter of fact, they were scrounging around trying
to find teachers who had kindergarten endorsements. I was one
of the few who had such an endorsement from the Texas
Education Agency. And I asked to be retained by the school dis
trict to teach in the new kindergarten program."
When Sell's contract was not renewed, she immediately applied
to the new agency set up to direct the Head Start program, the
Human Opportunities Corporation. She was accepted as an
educational services supervisor. By early 1971 she had been
promoted to director of the Child Development Program.
The FBI files released on Sell end with the notation that Sell
had been hired by the HOC and that the information about her
socialist activities would be furnished to that agency.
What the files don't report is that the FBI streamed in and out
of the HOC offices, repeatedly visiting at least three of Sell's
supervisors in an attempt to convince them that, qualified or not,
this socialist did not deserve a job. One reason they offered was
her active participation in the women's movement. Sell had
played a leading role in organizing a demonstration in support of
the right to abortion.
"The HOC directors were outraged by the visits," Sell says.
"One of them told me that he was seriously considering filing a
lawsuit against the FBI because of the harassing visits."
The HOC resisted the FBI pressure because they considered
Sell an asset to the program. In her personal files, Sell has a
letter from the parents' council of Head Start praising her for her
work. It says in part:
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"We wish to commend Mrs. Evelyn Sell ... for a job well done!
The fairness and efficiency in her willingness to always make
herself readily available if she could be of any help in any
situation was quickly recognized." (The emphasis is in the
original.)
Sell left the Head Start program in January 1972, not because
the FBI visits frightened or intimidated her, but because she was
again to run for public office as a socialist in the 1972 elections.
"But I don't doubt that the FBI visits continued until the day I
left," Sell comments. "And they certainly continued past the
April 1971 'termination' of the FBI Cointelpros."
The Starsky Case

Prominent in the ranks of teachers victimized by the FBI is
Morris Starsky.In 1970 the FBI encouraged Starsky's dismissal
from his job as a professor of philosophy at_ Arizona State
University. The Phoenix office of the FBI sent an anonymous
letter slandering him to a faculty committee reviewing his
teaching contract.
In a memo dated May 31, 1968, the Phoenix FBI noted that
l9Cal targets for Cointelpro were "pretty obvious. . . . It is
apparent that New Left organizations and activities in the
Phoenix metropolitan area have received their inspiration and
leadership almost exclusively from the members of the faculty in
the Department of Philosophy at Arizona State University
(ASU), chiefly Assistant Professor MORRIS J. STARSKY."
To that description of himself, Starsky adds that he helped
organize the first antiwar teach-in at ASU; he led a campus free
speech fight; he helped lead a successful campaign to win campus
recognition for SDS; he participated in campus activities to
support striking Tucson sanitation workers and a union organiz
ing drive by Chicano laundry workers; he served as a presidential
elector for the Socialist Workers party in 1968; he helped to
reestablish the ASU chapter of the American Federation of
Teachers; and he was the faculty adviser of the Young Socialist
Alliance and the Student Mobilization Committee.
All that provoked quite a furor among right-wing state
legislators and university regents. The Faculty Committee on
Academic Freedom and Tenure (whose members received the
FBI's slanderous letters) held a hundred hours of public hearings
on whether Starsky was entitled to teach at ASU. Three thousand
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students and over 250 professors signed petitions supporting
Starsky's right to academic freedom.
The committee's members were not duped by the FBI's
anonymous slanders, although they expressed surprise five years
later when they learned that "A Concerned Alumnus" was really
J. Edgar Hoover. The committee voted unanimously against
dismissing Starsky. But the regents refused to renew his contract
and he lost his job in June 1970. Starsky says that "it's sort of
like being found innocent and executed anyway." Since ASU he
has lost two teaching jobs in California for political reasons.
Starsky calls the FBI drive against him an attack on the rights
of everyone. "What teacher is safe?" he asks. "What ideas would
not subject a teacher to this kind of attack?-only U.S.
government approved ideas."
Starsky has spent the past five years fighting for his rights in
and out of court. He has won one damage suit already. And an
Arizona court ruled that the ASU action violated his civil rights.
Meanwhile, the FBI refuses to tum over to Starsky some of its
files on him on the grounds- of "national security."
"I've taught a couple of logic courses," he says, "but I had a
hard time figuring out how my seeing my own files would harm
national security. After I read the Cointelpro documents it
became clear: 'national security' means the FBI's security from
the nation finding out the vicious things it does in violation of
people's civil liberties."
More Poison Pen Letters

FBI schemes to get two other teachers fired are documented
here. Unlike the Sell and Starsky cases, these efforts did not have
the results the FBI wanted.
In 1969 the Detroit office received approval from Washington to
send a series.of letters on Professor David Herreshoff to Michi
gan State Senator Robert Huber. Huber was chairman of a legis
lative committee investigating student dissent on state cam
puse.s.
The letters were signed "A Fed-up Taxpayer!" They document
seventeen years of Herreshoffs political activity from 1951, when
he was a student at the University of Minnesota, through 1968,
while he was a member of the faculty at Wayne State University.
Compiled from "public source material" to ensure the FBI could
not be identified as the letters' source, the information was
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intended to make a case for ridding Wayne State of Herreshoffs
"peculiar" influence.
Herreshoffs "disruptive" activities apparently included a
debate with a former FBI agent in 1951 on the topic "Does the
FBI Menace Civil Liberties?"; his participation in the University
of Minnesota's Socialist Club, which spearheaded a campaign in
1955 to remove campus restrictions on outside spe.akers; and his
election to the Detroit executive board of the American Civil
Liberties Union. Herreshoff says that he is "happy that
everything charged against me in the FBI 'denunciation' is true."
Herreshoff recalls that during the debate with the FBI agent he
accused the agency of "breaking the law every day in the week.
That was back in 1951. I guess the FBI never forgets an insult."
Herreshoff says he doesn't believe the FBI will ever change and
it ought to be abolished. "Wouldn't abolishing the FBI be a fitting
observation of the bicentennial of the revolution?"
In still another poison pen episode, the FBI tried in April 1969
to get Maude White (now Wilkinson) "separated from her
employment" as a preschool teacher in Washington, D.C. The
local FBI sent an anonymous letter signed "A Concerned
Citizen," purporting to be from Wilkinson's neighbor, to the
superintendent of the D.C. school system. The letter said that
"Miss White has held weekly meetings of a socialist youth group"
in her apartment.
After expounding upon the classical FBI distortions of the YSA
as a group supporting "violent activities against established
authority," the letter continues, "I bring this information to your
attention in order to protect the D.C. School System from the
menace of a teacher who does not have the interests of the
children or the country at heart."
But it was precisely the interests of the children and the
American people that led Wilkinson to become a socialist: "Being
a teacher, especially in the D.C. schools, I saw how rotten the
schools were, how much money was spent on war and how little
on education," she says.
Wilkinson's files also document the three-way collusion
between the FBI, the intelligence unit of the Washington police,
and the school administration. According to an FBI memo, one
local cop was delegated responsibility for conducting intelligence
investigations within the D.C. school system at the direction of
the assistant superintendent of schools in charge of personnel.
Information on Wilkinson compiled by the D.C. police was
forwarded to the FBI.
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The Responae From Teachers

The revelation of such attacks on teachers has evoked an
outraged response from educators and civil libertarians alike.
Professor William Van Alstyne, president of the American
Aseociation of University Profe880rs, demanded that the agents
responsible for the "sleazy and surreptitious campaigns" against
Morris Starsky be fired. Delegates to the 1975 national conven
tion of the AAUP gave the former profeBSor a warm welcome and
voted to support hie efforts to defend academic freedom. Local
chapters of the AAUP and the American Federation of Teachers
cosponsored many of Starsky's speaking engagements during a
nationwide tour he conducted in the spring of 1975 to win support
for the SWP suit.
Publications with large circulations among educators, includ
ing Higher Education Daily, Chronicle of Higher Education, the
AAUP's Academe, and the AFT'e American Teacher, printed
articles criticizing the Cointelpro attacks.
At the 1975 national convention of the 1.7 million member
National Education Association, Executive Secretary Terry
Herndon condemned the FBI's operations as "reminiscent of the
witch-hunts during the McCarthy era," noting that nowhere does
the FBI charge that any one of its targets was not a good teacher.
Herndon asked a question that must be on many people's
minds: "While only a few such cases have surfaced thus far, we
cannot help wondering how many more teachers were dismiBSed
or harassed because of counterproductive surreptitious activity by
the FBI into the private lives of educators." The NEA leader
added, "Such efforts to get teachers fired only make the job of
teaching about democracy and government that much harder."
The head of Maude Wilkinson's chapter of the NEA summed it
up well. In a telephone interview, John Radcliffe told of his
immediate response to the Cointelpro operations.
"As soon as I found out about the situation," Radcliffe said, "I
called the school district and told them that . . . we, acting as the
union, would absolutely and categorically not tolerate anyone
messing with Maude's job."
Radcliffe has no doubt that the FBI is continuing its efforts to
get people with dissident views fired. But he thinks that the
political climate has changed and that the FBI doesn't have such
an easy time of it today. "As far as Maude's job goes in Fairfax
County, it's secure," Radcliffe concluded. "She can belong to any
political party she wants to."
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Initial FBI memo suggesting the Detroit office seek out
information on Evelyn Sell that could be furnished to the
Austin, Texas, school board.
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The third page of a March 31, 1970, memo reporting the
success of the bureau's campaign to drive Sell out of her
teaching job.
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This memo, tracing Sell to her new Head Start job, lays the
groundwork for continued harassment.
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le&u.let to Albany, S/10/63, copies to •11 otflces.

0a the basis of develo��enta to date, it ·is a�?•rent
that Hew Left or�anizatlons and activlti�s in the Pho�n!x
aetropolitan area h�v• r�celved their inspirattnn and
leaderaht, alr.i?st exclush·ely from the �ea�r:. of the !oculty
1D the Dep�rtfflent nf Philoso�hy at Arizon� St�te Univer�ity
(ASU), chielly Al'lsist.lnt Professor )!0RP.1S-.1.--STARS•:Y. The
aost lo:ic:i.1 urf!'.-t9--Y6r·potentib 1 co·ur,terint,111cence actioo
locAlly are therefore pretty obvious.

ff,\RS�n' ln presently the subj':*ct nf :i.ctiv•1 !:,·:r.,t.
ptio:, in t>:.'! s,tecth•e Se?"Ylr.� C:.\tc:,,r·,. ·-��·. . ......,;
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Pages 171 and 172: Letters from the Phoenix office targeting
Professor Morris Starsky, described as an antiwar activist
and SWP presidential elector, for disruption.
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• -JKT: COU:.TERl�TD.LIG.E.'ICS PllOGRAII"
' IHl'ER.'i.U. SZCtiiUTY
DlSAUPI'lO:f 01 THE M,;lf LEFT

.

lleaylet, 7/1/Ga.

;

1.

.. .
..
..,.,

Potential Couoteriot•lli�•nce Action

maa1s J. STAP.Slcr, by his actions, bas continued
t� •?Otligbt bi.self as a target tor couoteriatelli1ence
actioa. He aod his •if• w·ere both n:1.�d as presidential
ole ctors by aDCI for t h e Socialist Work�rs P.:i.rty •hen t h e
s,p io Au�ust, 1909, gained a pl:1.cc on tho b.lllot io Arisooa. Jo addition the� h:1.'le �i;ned th�c�olv�s as tr•�����r
.aud secretary res;,e-ctively of the Arizona SOii». Profossor
STAnS�'Y's status at Arizona s�ate University�, be affecto-d
· by tbo outco.:ie of bia peodin� trial oo charges of disturb•
,-: • 1aar th� peace. lie 1a allei::ed to
used violoot, ab\19hre
aD4 obscene 1:a.o.:r,u1;e a�&ia.st th., Assistaat .\:aa.).tin: OiHctoJ"
of Oa=-a.1e Auditoriu:i at ASU durinc cePorial services tor
ltAllTJ:if Lli"IHER 1:1::G last April. Trial 1s oow •cheduled tor
,10/8/GI
1-D Ju.stice Court, T••P•, Ari:oo�.
.

ha••

.

.

• A recom::.aclatioo for cou:ot.ci·iutoll1ieDcC! · �D
.:o,"J to srABSa •ill be s-ub:aittcd br •cp�rato l•ty-

t"be re.. inder of this 2 p49e
c01WU.nication,doe1 not conc.ern
No-r1:i_1 Staraky.
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Bur•au approval ia r��uest•d to aa&i.a copy of th�
enclosed anonya,,u.s letter to each mlnt•r of tht faculty
cocaltt•• •bich la hearlns'the char;�� azainst STARSK1. This
coDl'litttt is alt.tin,; in the IA·.-: School on tht .;su cacpua and
1e co•Po••d of :he follo•!n: faculty aeabera:
, 1. Dr. �oss a. r..ICE, Chalr�n.
·. 2. JOIL, A,. cocu;1.1.,
3•. tJC�lRD

I'.·

?JTL.\:--.1>

•• .101111 P. DECJCn

5. WAI.UC! A.DAllS, Chalraan of the Taculty Assecbly .

- ..

•
..
•

. --·---------

Pages 173 and 174: The Phoenix FBI sought and received
permission to send members of a facuity committee an
anonymous letter slandering Starsky.
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ANOIIYllOUS L!:TttR TO ur.�nrns
UI £ft&; 1'"-''-"'1 I '-V-£1 l.,.,. v ,,
ACAD".'!.!IC Fr.�·-:OD� A�:> TT�l,'Rt
AR1zo�:.\ STAT= 1;:.;l\,��S ITY

Dear Slr:
It aeeM appropriate th�t you should M infor�ed
ot one of the aost recent activities ol !lorris J. St:1.rsky.
St:arsky learned of a suicid: att��pt by one of his close c���Js
co.....
orkers, OaYid �:urp:iy. Fcelin:: that Z.:urphy could n o lon;er
b e trusted as a neai>er ol the caQpu& aoc1alist croup, Starsky
df!l!l:tnded that turi>:,y rf'tnrn all liter:ature mnd other caterhls
�lon�in; t:. tn� :;;oci:ilist :;roup. i:urphy reluseJ to nive Surs1;v
a ttuaotity of t.�ciali.st litcr:2tu1·c in his po&:iC!SSlon until St:lrs:;:;
would pay bin a suo sli:;htly in �:tcess of $50 "hich t,:is o••d f o r
t<!tleJ)h.one calls chargod l.ly Starsky to :.1u1·phy's telephone. !lorris
8taraky was indl;;n11nt at :1urphy's indcpt!ndent o.ttitude and :1.t
2:00 A. ll. o n ,\p1·il !,, 1-;70 he, nccor.:.p:inied by bis wife P:"r.:P.la
·and tv:o youn;; 11.:t.le assuci:it(>:s, inv:id!'d :.lut'phy's ap--ll("taent and
uader threat dee.anded rct111·11 or th3 a.oc13list 11 ternturo. 1:hen
UW'ph7 refused unle11 Stars:;y p:ud th'! ('lhvne bill, St:ir1ky tolJ
. Ilia th:a.t bis t•� •••ociatcs vould he:it. hlt'I u11r.1rcUu \l y. !turph;, •
con·,ales.cing·troa a 1·ccent hotipH:il stay, was under great fear
ot bodily h:ira or death :ind surrendel'Cd tht liter:iture.
J find thU epltc>e.Jc 1.ntorcsttn:;. Wh•r" <Hd St:,.rs1ty
learn of the t1llecthenc:ri13 ot t.l!'...3 Shio;: into n por::wn•:; ha:ut :tt
2:00 A. u.? AlGo, c,t utili7,ln;.: tmu· rcr�•Ott� to thr<!:\tc:, tnu
be:i\th ot' Ulo ot :,o,M:on-'? ls tll i.s :in cx:u.11,1.r. or o.c�dor.iic
socialla.a.? Should tho ,'\SU stut:�11t. l>m.l)' en.joy 'the cut(la;,..::\.' 01·
aucb an instructor? I t r.ccc_� to i::.c that th(s typ� of ac.:t\vit>·
l!J aOl\1:thinc th:..t Hl:.r:lcr or a::ri:,, ::o.ul,: :�r:c-,:,t with p.-i.1h.•. .1.
. r
St:Lrsky did uot cn.ioy tlm prc�;ti::'-' :\flt.I Fo.11ictu:it·y or his polliition
h• would b1t properly punished !or su•;h n1 totlllita.rh,n ventu.-c.•.
UofQTl':.unat..lf, ..:.urphy is ta:. f:er!'ifi.-,�I to testify n�a.�n�t Sl:n�:.ky .
·:�·.J ·=., �:_,:::,� , :J."),.t .. ,: :·..:..··,.• · ··:: :-:: n! ..,-:...'!•,,'.-; :-::-tc\:i.\ i.'J�"...
/n/ � coac•rn•d ASU alumnus

,,
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Leaving little to chance, FBI headquarters directed Phoenix
to "delete caption 'Anonymous Letter . . .'" before mailing.
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r.oar leaator:
I•• 1Ddoed pleased to oote that pou aro chalrlnc

a �lttco to 1',vestl;atc tho actlvltlca of dlsaldent etcaenta

oo our colluco caapu1e1. J trust tbat tllis effort •111 not
becoae Ju11t another "1tudy" but will actually rcsul\ in concrete
reault• to rid our univeraitiea and collc1e11 of the disruptive
actlvltloa of radicals, loftlata and nihilists.
In tbia connection, I have takeD upon •r•olt a ••11
project rocardlnc tho background of Profeasor David Uerresboff,
of tb• Bncllab Departaent at Vayno Stato Unlvoraltp.
It occurs toae thnt our colleae youth, who are
cotnc through a porlod of their llvoa durlnc which thoy are
aost liberal and idcaliatic in thoir attitudes, are bein1
exploited and subverted by certain faculty aeebera in our
collogcs. Students by and larce, cxperioncc thcae libertarian
attitudes, 1raduato 1 then p:,.sa into the society and addrcAs
thoaaclvoo to their personal needs ana objectives within the
fra•owork of our on�otn1 society. Very few of thoa bftco•o,
and fewer yet, reaain active in radical or diaruptlve �ctlvitlea
•uch as campus take overs. However, lt la thcsa peculiar
ao•bora o f faculty who year in and yoar out uoo their po�ltlone
to lab\le the atuc!onta with tht' phi!oRo:,-!::ie:: :r.c! !�ev!w&�v• :.;,.,.,
provide a continuous atr�aa of cb�otic, ailltant incidents
across tho nation.
\.
Why auat tho taxp:iyors or thil atatc contlnt1ally
tunnel tholr aonoy into ln.stltutlons which provide financial
aocurlty and· a ready •ade c11ptlvo 111111dlence to prorc111:onwho
openly support throuc:h .-ord and deed, avowod cne11ica of this
country? Tbeir herooa arc the Cbo Guovaraa, Uaoista, Trotskylt�s.
8tallnlata and the anti-Christs. If tbey support anr fona or
IJOYOruant at alt It la at ·boat aoclnllatlc or.�oauunlstlc.
Let thcae doatroycra apow forth their Ideas I n public
�alla to thoao audiences who ceek their words, but let us.
deD7 tbea speakers platforas i n tbo cla1arooas of our educational
lnatltutlona:
PN>f. Barraahoff la actl•a l n polltlcal action and
eoclal croups exlat1n1,on tho caapua at Wayne State University.
However, lt la rather enllr,bteniDI to note which 1roupe those
are. B• la tbe listed faculty sponsor !or: the Y,E.B. DuOOla
Club; Student• tor a Deaocratlc Societr; Student lloblllzatlon
Collalttee; and, the Youn, Socialist Alliance. t'• auro you
recoenl•• t hcat "1roupe" •• tbe very ouoe continually noted

Pages 176 and 177: Beginning and end of an eight-page
phony letter supplying FBI-compiled information on Pro-
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.cooperation ..-1th the Sclectlvo servico Systc111. A. protest
aarch toolt pl;tcC next to St:..to Hall "'·hilc the SOS troup
aet •·1th vlcc-prcsidcrnt J:'lnes �le COrnick. Prof. o.,vid
Hcrroshotf, t:n:li!'th instn• ctor, pointed out that the
Ar::.erlc ,an Civil Liberties Union js prcp:irin� to test the
constitution.\lity of vArious :\SJ')Ccts o f the dr:if't, includin(:
the rankini: of students. "The University h.-.s t:iken the
position of cooperating wilh :..11 public bodies", said
He1·reshoff . ..Our group pointed out th:at some public bodies
ahouldn 1t be cooperated with."
An articlo b y David Jterreshoff appeared ln the
II&)' 6, 1968, issue of 0The South End", Wayne State Unlver:.il)'
atudent publication, c�ptioncd, �the radical vs. liberal:
a view of social order".
An article appearing in the "Detroit News",
October 21, 1967, Fin:il edition, captioned "Dotroiters
Join D.C. Protosters" revealed thAt while Ot?troitcrs \".":'\ited
to board buses outsjdo :,.; acxcnz.ic Hallon thc.o WSU c21.opus
for the trip to t.'ashini;ton, D.C., to join the anli-war
protosters in a march on tho PcnU,gon, A cho1·t ra.llv w·as
beld on the r.tops of State 1�311, :icross C;.ss Aver,.,.., !&·oQ
MacKcnzio Hall. Article continues th:..t sevo1·a.l cp�akors,
includin::: Dr. D:ivid Uc1·rcshoft I a \'layr.e En:11sh prorc::;sor,
denounced the United Stntes w:11· cftort in Victn:.lm. Dr.
Rerrcsholf ,· a freq\.!ent c�r.tpua critic ot U 11itcd St.Atos Policies,
•aid, "This is not Just an Am.cric�u r.iovcmcnt--we :-trc p:1rt
of a wo1·ld mover:aent". He referred to the "a:cnocJ.tl:al burninr.
�f tho pco1>le of Vietnam by the people running ou1· country".

.

On April 24, 1�68, "" open letter to -"the r.tudcnt
body was published i n "The South End", \Tlhich re:'ldt.: "\le,
the undersicqed or,:anizations and ir.divi�uals, urce all
atudent• who are againnt the \':ar in Victmu:1 to vote on
Tuesday and�t'cdneiid:ly in the 'Choice 'GS' elections for
(1) an br.mediate withd1·awRl of A!llca·ic:\n forces f1·0 1 ,1 Vietu:u:i
and (2) 11 pen,1anent c<:ss,.tion of' the bombinc of l!orth
Vietnn.•." Ac.on, the &ii;nature� appen.rcd Dr. David llt:r1�c!.hof!.
Bnc:lifih Dopartacnt...
J ru1 prep:i.ring more in!orm,tion of "this type
concorni nt Prot. Herreshot t and sh:l 11 send it lo you at
'
a later date.
VOl'y trulV yourc,
A Fod-up Tnxp:iyer�

fessor David He"eshoff to encourage a witch-hunt by a
state senator investigating student dissent.
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Pages 178 and 179: This anonymous FBI letter red-baiting
Maude White (Wilkinson) professed to be from "a concerned
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citizen" worried that she woul.d "indoctrinate the fertile
minds of grad.e school children."
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This 1969 FBI memo documents the systematic collabora
tion of the bureau, school administrators, and the local
police red squad to hunt down and purge kftist teachers.
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9 The fight to stop Cointelpro
goes before the public
Peter Camejo and Syd Stapleton walked into NBC's Washing
ton studios at 6:15 on the morning of March 19, 1975. At 7:00 a.m.
the "Today" show went on the air. A few minutes later millions of
Americans first learned of the FBI's conspiracy to destroy the
Socialist Workers party.
Readers of the New York Times who had picked up that day's
paper when it hit the street the night before were the first to find
out about the story. The main headline was about the CIA's
multi-million-dollar operation to retrieve a Soviet submarine off
the floor of the Pacific. But also on the front page was an account
of the FBI's Cointelpro plot against the socialists.
Peter Camejo is the SWP's presidential candidate. Syd
Stapleton is national secretary of the Political Rights Defense
Fund. After their appearance on the "Today" program, they
drove to a news conference. There the PRDF released copies of
the Cointelpro papers and individual FBI files on several SWP
members.
Soon after the Washington news conference, reporters dis
patched stories about the contents of the FBI files to newspapers
and television and radio stations across the country. That
evening and the next morning millions more learned about the
FBI plot against their democratic rights.
In the following weeks the PRDF amassed some 600 newspaper
clippings on this story. While this hardly compared to the deluge
of publicity surrounding the Watergate scandal, it did represent
an important breakthrough in alerting the American people to
the systematic crimes of the federal spy agencies. The coverage in
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the major ne_ws media, reaching tens of millions of people,
included the following:
• A March 19 Associated Press dispatch was carried in 170
daily papers in thirty-seven states. It was front-page news in 50
papers.
• The New York Times ran a detailed page-one story, plus a
background article on the SWP. The Times story was picked up
by at least twenty-five dailies.
• The AP sent out five separate follow-up articles.
• United Press International distributed two different stories.
• The Washington Post carried a page-one article.
• It's more difficult to measure the response on radio and
television, although most Americans rely on them for news. The
"Today" interview was the most significant.
"Every single major paper carried at least one story on the
documents," said Cathy Perkus of the PRDF national staff. "The
press treated the story very seriously. They saw the FBI behavior
revealed in the documents as clearly illegal. I believe our
assertion that these sorts of things are still going on after the
FBI's alleged 1971 cut-off date for the program was accepted."
The charge that Cointelpro continues-whatever it's now called
is central to the suit.
The front page of the March 20 Houston Chronicle carried a big
headline about Dan Fein's FBI file. He had been the SWP's
candidate for mayor in the previous election.
Newspapers in Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, and
Wisconsin ran stories about illegal FBI activity in their areas.
The Los Angeles Times sent a staff writer to Arizona to report
on what happened to Morris Starsky, the Cointelpro victim who
was fired from his teaching position at Arizona State University.
The reporter called FBI headquarters in Washington to ask why
the FBI had launched this attack on Starsky and the SWP. The
FBI refused to comment. But, interestingly, they did send him a
copy of red-baiting remarks inserted into the Congressional
Record by Representative Larry McDonald, a leading member of
the John Birch Society.
A good many of the files involved attacks on the Black civil
rights movement. Several North Carolina papers printed stories
on an operation in that state. One of the AP stories, which
concerned the North Carolina incident, was featured in papers
throughout the South.
New York City's major Black paper, the Amsterdam News, ran
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a front-page story on FBI attempts to block collaboration between
the NAACP and socialists. Syndicated Black political commenta
tor Chuck Stone wrote about how the new interest i n Marxism
among some Blacks relates to the FBI assault on the SWP.
The Guild Reporter, put out by the Newspaper Guild, described
how the "FBI misused the press."
The Militant has provided the most thorough coverage by far of
the Cointelpro story-with several news articles and a twelve
part "Cointelpro Papers" series.
Others reporting the story included important papers in several
different countries, campus papers, Liberation News Service,
Rights magazine, and "alternative newspapers" in many cities.
Three months later, on June 24, the PRDF turned over to the
news media a new group of files coughed up by the FBI. Again, it
was big news.
The major national news sources-AP, UPI, the New York
Times, the Washington Post-all featured stories. Syd Stapleton
appeared on the network "CBS Morning News."
The release of the documents rated banner headlines in the
Houston Chronicle, the Cleveland Plain Dealer, and the Washing
ton Star-all papers in cities where FBI dirty work was
uncovered.
Stories on other local Cointelpro plots unmasked by the files
were featured in newspapers in St. Louis; Milwaukee; Atlanta;
Detroit, Kalamazoo, and Muskegon, Michigan; Indianapolis;
Portland; and Austin. Some of these stories were in tum reprinted
in other cities.
Muhammad Speaks covered an Atlanta PRDF news conference
where it was revealed that the FBI worked llrith the Atlanta
Constitution to red-bait the YSA and the antiwar movement in
that city in 1968. (The Constitution was the only paper to suggest
the FBI files might be forgeries.)
Perhaps more revealing than the level of news coverage was
the amount and character of editorial comment. The PRDF has
received editorials on the first set of files alone from a total of
thirty-six newspapers.
Several columnists commented in one way or another on the
release of the Cointelpro papers. Included were nationally
syndicated columnists Nicholas Von Hoffman, Mary McGrory,
Tom Wicker, Arthur Hoppe, and Patrick Owens. James Wechsler,
an editor of the New York Post, devoted two of his daily columns
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to the subject, and Village Voice columnist Nat Hentoff men
tioned it.
Conservative political commentator James J. Kilpatrick chose
the topic for remarks broadcast nationwide on the CBS radio
network.
Taken together this media response presents an illuminating
picture of the current controversy around the role of the FBI.
The first thing that stands out is that nowhere is there any
attempt at all to defend the Cointelpro conspiracy. On the
contrary, it comes in for scathing criticism: "To the list of
organized crime operations, add the FBI. . . . thoroughly
illegal"-Dayton (Ohio) Daily News. "Tactics ranging from the
bizarre to the despicable" -Des Moines (Iowa) Register. "Fright
ening, chilling"-Philadelphia Inquirer. "Illegal and unconstitu
tional"-Niagara Falls (New York) Gazette. "Gutter tactics"
Ogdensburg, New York, Advance-News. "Gestapo tactics"-St.
Louis Post-Dispatch. "It reads a lot like lies and libel .. . like a
mixture of the late Joseph McCarthy and the worst of Water
gate."-Bruce Morton, "CBS Morning News."
Kilpatrick's remarks over CBS radio must have articulated the
feelings of many who share his political views: "I hope to remain
a friend of the bureau, but the disclosure of the FBI's outrageous
and contemptible harassment of the Socialist Workers party is
enough to put a crimp in any friendship."
Many observers have noted the SWP's legality: "A legal
American political party. . . . not accused of violating any
laws" -St. Paul Pioneer Press. "Views never were shown to be
subversive or in any way endangering freedom in our democra
cy"-Blade, Toledo, Ohio."Perfectly lawful American political
party, entitled to exist alongside the Republican party [and] the
Democratic party"- Charleston, West Virginia, Gazette-Mail.
"Legal political party"-Minneapolis Star.
Conspicuously absent for the most part is any tone of old
fashioned red-baiting. As the Scranton, Pennsylvania, Times saw
it, their "sin in the eyes of J. Edgar Hoover [was] believing that a
brand of socialism would be better economically and politically
for the United States than the present system."
After making points like those, many observers went out of
their way to insert some disparaging remark about the SWP. A
couple of editorials described the SWP as minuscule. "The F.B.1.'s
Appetite For Very Small Potatoes" was the headline on Nicholas
Horrock's analysis in the Sunday New York Times.
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On the one hand, these writers think the FBI is urgently in
need of a face-lifting to recapture its authority, and this is their
way of putting the FBI down for what they see as wasting time
and money.
But it isn't very surprising that the SWP is described in this
way. The party is small by most standards. Certainly, in terms of
American political parties-where the capitalist Democratic and
Republican parties monopolize the scene-the SWP seems
irrelevant to most commentators. Some were no doubt genuinely
confused about why the FBI paid so much attention to the SWP
and YSA. It was a sign of J. Edgar Hoover's "paranoia,"
concluded a few.
J. Edgar Hoover, in any case, is not central to the issue. There
is ample evidence that Cointelpro-type operations continue after
his death. But for all his idiosyncracies, he was a devoted servant
of the ruling class. His job was to run a political police force-one
that was cloaked in secrecy-and he did just that for fifty years.
It's dirty work.
Most people believe that in a democracy there is not really
supposed to be a secret police. Cointelpro, as a matter of fact, was
never meant to be known to the American people. That's why
Hoover made a big display of canceling the program after it came
to light in 1971.
The Cointelpro papers and the other files reveal some stupid
FBI blunders and misestimates. The total picture, however, is of
cool, calculating technicians, not crazed paranoids, going about
the business of secretly combating people who are challenging
the rule of the rich. That's the FBI's job.
The American ruling class is very farsighted. Although
socialism is still relatively uninfluential in the political life of this
country, that is not true on a world scale. The rulers realize this.
They foresee a potential socialist challenge here. They study the
history of past American radicalizations in which socialists have
been prominent. They can also see more clearly than many
media commentators-that socialists have had some role in
current social struggles.
In an interview with Newsday, Peter Camejo put it this way:
"Hoover realized" you can't judge a movement only by numbers.
He realized that the party was a catalyst in the anti-war
movement. Break us and you've broken the back of the anti-war
movement, is the way he reasoned it."
All the big newspapers and television and radio networks are
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[EDITORIAL, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1975]

Enough Is Enough
The official position of tJ1e Federal Bureau of In,·esti·
:;ation and the Department of Justice on the bureau's
counterintelligence program (Cointelpro) is that it was
foolish. misguided and sometilnes illegal and that it v,as
ended in April, 197 I. Yet, according to F.B.l. docun,ents
recently obtained by tJ1e Socialist Workers' party in a
Ja,vsuic agai.nst the bu.reau, some Cointelpro techniques
'\\'ere being employed at least as late as December, 1973.
1be documents show that after April. 1971, the bureau
continued to contact members of the Socialist Workers'
party and its youth affiliate to lnfonn then, or the
bureau's knowledge or their political activities and then
to seek more inforn1ation about those activities. The
bureau also continued to contact members of the organi
zation by telephone to gain personal information about
them under the pretext of doing a jury duty survey.
Such methods ,,·ere used on at least 34 occuions
after the program was supposedly ended.
The Socialist Workers' party is a legal An1erican polit·
ical organization. Although It has been the subject of
wiretap sun·eillance for thirty years, no indictments and
no convictions have been obtained by the Government.
The only conceivable purpose of the continuation of the
Cointelpro techniques is harassment and disruption o f
legitimate political activity.
Attorney General Levi bu recently expressed his high
r'ttanl for the F.B.I. and has characterized some recent
criticism of the organization as unfounded. The criticism
might fade more quickly If It were clear t.o the bureau
that disruption of legitimate political activity Is not part
of its n1andate and if it could be demonstrated to the
American people that when the Government says it has
terminated a course of improper conduct, it actually
has done so.
© 1975 by The New York Time• Company.

Reprinted by permi•sion.
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owned by wealthy capitalists. They have an interest in how the
dispute over the FBI and CIA is resolved. Commentary in the
news media is a reflection of a discu88ion now going on in ruling
circles.
There is wide agreement that both the FBI and CIA need a new
coat of paint. That is the goal of the current investigations. The
New York Times has urged "the slumbering F.B.I. oversight
committees in Congress . . . to develop some clear new rules of
conduct for the bureau."
Writing in the Saturday Review, former CIA official Tom
Braden predicted, "Various committees now investigating the
agency will doubtless find error. They will recommend change;
they will reshuffle. But they will leave the monster intact."
At the same time the investigations carry a certain overhead.
They can lead to uncovering new scandals that compound the
problem of restoring credibility to the institutions. That's what is
now happening with the new discoveries of CIA assa88inations
and FBI burglaries.
New FBI Director Clarence Kelley has already taken steps to
improve the agency's image. He has given frequent news
conferences and interviews, something Hoover shied away from.
Local FBI offices, which have always refused to talk to the
media, have been sending agents for special training i n public
relations.
The socialist suit raises more substantial questions than the
FBl's image. It calls for a halt not only to Cointelpro-style
harassment but to political surveillance. A short-lived victory
was won in December 1974 when a federal judge banned FBI
spying at the YSA's annual convention. The temporary ruling
was later substantially weakened by Supreme Court Ju.stice
Thurgood Marshall.
"No responsible Government official now advocates a total ban
on electronic surveillance," the New York Times's Horrock wrote.
That remains true.
None of the editorials came out and squarely condemned
spying. A couple of papers explicitly endorsed it. The problem
was that the FBI "went beyond keeping an eye on the group"
Atlanta Journal.

In an article on the Congressional investigations into the FBI,
Horrock found that "the F.B.I. has been far less criticized for
investigations leading to prosecutions than it was for its so-called
'counterintelligence program.'"
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Attorney General Edward Levi offered a rather half-hearted
criticism of Cointelpro. He labeled the operation "foolish because
[it] doesn't work very well" and "outrageous because I think
there's enough dishonesty and lack of candor and incivility in our
society as it is."
FBI Director Kelley hasn't even gone that far. In fact, he
openly defended Cointelpro at a news conference. It was meant
"to do something that would ultimately . . . benefit the nation,"
he said.
A retired FBI official, former assistant director William A.
Sullivan, was even more forthright in his endorsement of the
conspiracy. On July 6, 1975, he appeared-with Kelley's
blessings-on CBS-TV's "Face the Nation." A reporter asked
about the anti-SWP Cointelpro. Sullivan was forced to admit that
the SWP had done nothing illegal. "We have no evidence to this
date that I know of that they've ever been involved in any violent
activities," he said.
Then why is the FBI so interested in the SWP? "This group
advocates the overthrow of the United States government by
force and violence." That is patently false. The SWP has replied
to that slanderous allegation in answers to government questions
submitted to the court in conjunction with the suit.
Sullivan endorsed sending letters to employers to get SWP
members fired. "The only mistake that I think that we make in
an instance like that was sending an anonymous letter and not
signing J. Edgar Hoover's name to it. I think we owe the
American people this type of information."
In an earlier interview with the campus newspaper of the
University of California at Los Angeles, Sullivan was asked if
there is "any law that allows the FBI to expose Communists." He
said he knew of none. But, he added, "there is not any that I
know of that say that we should not do this either."
Sullivan also told the UCLA paper that "Communists" are not
entitled to equal protection under the law and are not entitled
under the First Amendment to have private political associations.
An indication of the government's likely defense for its assault
on the SWP can be seen in Larry McDonald's red-baiting tirades
in the Congressional Record. McDonald unsuccessfully tries to
link the SWP with foreign terrorist groups. The Birchite claims
his information comes from his own personal research, but it has
all the earmarks of FBI intelligence.
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What Has Been Accomplished
What are the gains of the suit to date? In the first place, there ie
no reason to think that the information on FBI and CIA illegal
activity made public so far would have ever seen the light of day
without the initiative of the suit. For example, CIA files released
through the suit show the agency spied on the SWP since 1950,
while the official Rockefeller commiseion report said CIA
domestic surveillance began only in the late sixties.
These revelations have helped educate the American people
about the antidemocratic way the employing class maintains its
rule. The resulting public outrage has helped put the FBI and the
CIA on the defensive. Exposure of their operations, and potential
exposure, in the current political climate makes the dirty work of
these agencies much harder.
The socialist legal action has pushed Cointelpro to the center of
the debate around the FBI. Under this pressure top government
officials today insist that Cointelpro is over and done with. They
say J. Edgar Hoover ended it on April 28, 1971. The date is
significant. April 6, 1971, was the day that news reports of a
break-in at the FBl's office in Media, Pennsylvania, shattered the
secrecy surrounding the operation.
All available evidence argues convincingly that Cointelpro
style disruption and harassment continue.
Even the FBI memos that oeteheibly discontinued Cointelpro
are unmistakably worded to allow the agency to engage in future
disruption. (These files are reprinted in the introduction to this
book.)
Evidence in the socialists' suit includes scores of post-1971
Cointelpro-etyle incidents. Thie evidence indicates that the FBI
got socialists fired from their jobs and thrown out of their
apartments, tried to disrupt their personal lives, and attempted to
pressure them into being informers.
The purpose of the suit is to defend the democratic rights of
socialists and all working people. Already the exposures of these
illegal actions and the response have begun to do that.
There is more to the story than what the FBI has admitted thus
far. Cointelpro itself, massive as i t ie, ie only part of the FBl's
secret war on the SWP and the YSA and on others trying to
change society. There are indications that the FBI undertook
disruption actions before 1956 when Cointelpro began. Even
during its so-called Cointelpro years the agency engaged in
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similar actions outside of that program and instead called them
"investigative activity" or "racial matter" or "subversive mat
ter."
The Cointelpro papers are still rigidly censored. The FBI
maintains a right to keep secret information that the agency says
might blow the cover of informers or "investigative methods."
Even the Congressional committees investigating the FBI have
had difficulty getting access to agency material. As Time
magazine has said, "It seems unlikely that courts will force
agencies to release information that would compromise . . . FBI
methods."
But the efforts of the Socialist Workers party, the Young
Socialist Alliance, and others continue. We can expect further
progress in the battle to get out the full story and to put a stop to
the FBI's crimes.
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